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PREFACE

The publication, now begun, of a course of Non-tech-

nical Lectures on the Mathematical and Physical Sciences,

delivered by members of the Faculty of the University of

Missouri during the winter of 1909-'10, is the outcome of a

wish expressed by many teachers and students of the Uni-

versity to see the lectures in print. From unavoidable causes

their publication has been greatly delayed, but it has seemed

advisable to present them, even at this late date, to those who
may still be interested in reading them.

The course was planned by a committee consisting of

Professors Lovejoy, Belden and Davenport, and was designed

to be the first of a series of non-technical lectures to be given

from year to year by members of the Faculty. It consisted of

an introductory lecture on The Unity of Science and eight ad-

ditional lectures dealing with special sciences, namely. Math-

ematics, Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy, Geology, Botany,

Experimental Zoology and Evolutional Zoology. These lec-

tures will be published as separate brochures, but in as rapid

succession as possible.

The purpose of the course is best set forth by quoting

from the original prospectus issued by the committee to those

who had been asked to prepare the lectures : "The course

is designed primarily to supplement the specialized work of

the regular courses, by helping the student while in college to

gain a connected view of the body of organized knowledge,

and by exhibiting to him in broad outline, yet concretely and

from many points of view, the common principles, presupposi-

tions, and methods of contemporary science. To serve this

purpose the lectures should bring out clearly the relations be-
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tween one science and another, and especially the relations of

logical interdependence between problems of one science and

the investigations of another; and should deal with the

methods of inference and verification employed in each

science even more than with detailed results. Secondly, the

course should serve in some measure to keep the University

community at large informed upon recent progress and pres-

ent points of controversy in the several sciences. It is be-

lieved that in most cases it will be found practicable, though

it will undoubtedly be difficult, for lecturers to unite both these

purposes in planning their lectures.

While the lectures are to be non-technical, they are not

aimed primarily at the understanding of the freshman. The

committee hopes that each lecture may be, at once, intelligible

to the average undergraduate of the two upper classes and

sufficiently fresh and substantial to reward the attendance of

members of the Faculty."

How far the lecturers fulfilled the intention of the com-

mittee and how far they were successful in the performance

of their task, it must be left to the reader to decide.

Other series of similarly planned lectures, but dealing

with the social sciences, philosophy, languages and literature, are

in course of preparation and will be delivered in the future.

The Editor.
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THE UNITY OF SCIENCE i

Arthur O. Lovejoy

Professor of Philosophy

The course of lectures now begun is not designed merely

to add one hour per week to the already alarming number of

hours during which, within these halls, the learned speech of

professors may be heard or slumbered through. Our meet-

ings here have a purpose somewhat different from that of our

routine gatherings in the class-room. They are meant to

complement the specialized work of the regular courses in a

way which appears to be increasingly necessary in the modern
university. Since these lectures are to be purely voluntary

on the part of all concerned—works of supererogation, as the

theologians say, for both speakers and hearers—they may at

least serve as a little rite of intellectual piety, as an expres-

sion—and a measure—of the genuine interest in knowledge

that is to be found in our community; and since they are to

deal with aspects of science so large or activities so stirring

as to impress any mind retaining some vestiges of an imagin-

ation, the course ought to do something for the intensification

among us of enthusiasm for the things of the intellect, and

for the production of a keener sense of the true interesting-

ness and significance of scientific inquiry :—that very ancient

game which the most highly endowed part of the race has

been playing throughout all history,—the struggle to under-

stand the world and man himself, and thereby to realize that

1 This lecture has been extensively revised for publication. The
opening passages of the original discourse, which had especial reference

to the occasion of its delivery, have been abridged, and the subsequent

part has been much altered and amplified.

1
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increasing mastery over nature and enrichment of human

nature which we call the progress of civilization.

This aspect of science it is easy to forget—and in ac-

ademic halls we forget it, I am afraid, more often than do

chose outside—because, in the minutiae of our specialized work,

it is often hard to see the wood because of the trees. To

make it not so hard is largely the purpose of this course. Its

design is to bring out broad outlines, to show the connections

between the different parts of science, to exhibit the unity

and total sweep of the scientific movement of our time, and

to remind us not only of its newer successes but also of its

hopes and its tasks-tasks at once baffling and alluring to that

highest expression of man's play-spirit which is the desire

to know to that wholesomest manifestation of his fighting

^.pirit which is the inability to take a dare from an unsolved

problem We are, then, in this course to seek a general and

connected view of the system of organized knowledge-

though for the present only within the reata of physical

phenomena; and we are, so to say, to place ourselves more

especially upon the border-lines and the fightmg-hnes of the

several sciences.
. r r u

It is I think, no mere illusion of perspective, nor foolish

conceit of our own generation, to say that there has been no

time since modern science began when such a survey of pres-

ent knowledge and current progress in knowledge could have

been so impressive, so interesting-one is tempted to say so

exciting-as in this first decade of the twentieth century. The

great moments of one science or group of sciences have not al-

ways been the great moments of another. The seventeenth cen-

tury from Galileo through Descartes to Newton and Leibniz,

was 'the age of the splendid dawn of modern mathematics,

mechanics, cosmical physics and exact astronomy
;
but though

eminent, it was not equally eminent, in the biological sciences;

chemistry can scarcely be said to have existed; the social

sciences were yet unborn ; and the great transformations of
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the outward conditions of human life that were to come

through applied science were as yet only the vague dreams of

the leisure moments of a busy and corrupt lawyer. By the

late eighteenth century several new sciences were passing

through the distempers of childhood—chemistry, dynamic

geology, the theory of electricity, physical anthropolog>% for

example; political economy was emerging somewhat abruptly

into a truly scientific form ; an ostensibly novel and revolu-

tionary way of attacking the problems of philosophy seemed

to promise a final consummation of that age-long endeavor;

the evolutionary way of thinking about the past and present

of mankind was beginning to come into vogue ; and mean-

while men's minds were full of eager hopes for the 'perfect-

ing' of human nature and of society. But, save in the hands

of a few men ahead of their time, zoology and botany were

still little more than descriptive "natural history" ; and the

really fruitful methods and basic principles of both chemistry

and physics were still to be discovered.

Throughout the nineteenth century, it is true, nearly all

of the sciences developed continuously and rapidly; but they

did not progress with even pace. The notable crises that

mark the scientific movement of the last century, the periods

of radical innovations and fundamental reconstructions, were

—if you will recall the dates—often separated by consider-

able intervals. The establishment of the true working-prin-

ciples of chemistry, the achievement of Dalton, Gay-Lussac

and Avogadro, came in the first decade of that century. The

great extensions of the theory of functions, and the new

geometry, came in the third. A little later Lyell gave to

modern geology its accepted method. It was not until the

middle of the eighteen-forties that physics found its funda-

mental principle, that of the conservation of energ}^ ; this was

speedily followed by the discovery of the complementary law

of the degradation of energy and the resultant birth of the

theoretically most important child of modern physics, the

science of thermodynamics. It was a full decade later that
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Darwin made virtually a new science of biology, while ap-

proximately at the same time the branch of applied biology

that comes home most closely to every man's personal interest

—the science of pathology—received through Virchow's work

its true theoretical basis. And for a generation after 1859

there were no revolutions or new beginnings in any science

that I can think of, which are comparable to those I have

mentioned or to those I am about to mention.

But what distinguishes the past ten or fifteen years is the

fact that four or five sciences at once have been going througli

modifications and even revolutions as deep-reaching into fun-

damental principles and as far-reaching to ulterior applica-

tions as any discovery or new departure that has ever hap-

pened in any of them. Never, I believe, have so significant

and profound innovations and reconstructions been realized in

so many provinces at any one time. Since most of this

faculty left college—and we are not a very elderly faculty

—

the accepted primary doctrines or the ruling methods or the

favorite problems of physics, of chemistry, of biology, even

of mathematics, have been, not simply enormously expanded,

but virtually recast. By this I do not mean that the older

doctrines of those sciences have been falsified, though to some

extent this has happened too ; I mean that, at all events, these

sciences have gained new fundamental problems to work at,

new guiding principles and primary hypotheses to employ, and

new conceptions of their own scope, relations and possibilities.

And the result of this is that you will usually find the leaders

of those sciences just now flushed with an ardor and enthu-

siasm that come even more from the sense of great possibili-

ties ahead than from the sense of great achievements just

behind—though with an enthusiasm commonly sobered and

steadied by the recollection of past aberrations of science and

by the revelations which the new knowledge itself brings of

the limits of our present scientific insight and of the once un-

suspected complexity of the factors involved in the phenom-

ena yet to be understood.
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What these revolutionary new developments in the sev-

eral sciences are, the specialists who are to speak of them will

tell you better than I can. But to illustrate the temper of

somt typical men of science of our time, and the nature of

the changes that are going on, I venture to quote the words

of far contemporary writers :—two of them mathematicians,

one i. logician, one a physicist.

'^he case of mathematics is the most striking because

most )eople doubtless think of mathematics as a completed,

statioiary, statuesque sort of science. It is, in fact, the one

whichis—or which seems to its adepts to be—going through

the mst radical and remarkable transformations of all ; and

it is te mathematicians, or at least an influential school of

them, ^^ho are most likely to sound rhetorical, if not hyster-

ical, wien you get them to talking about the present move-

ment (f their science. Thus, one of the most brilliant of

living '.nglish writers on pure mathematics,- in an article

publishd within this decade, announces to the lay public that

matherr,tics has found its true principles only within the most

recent tnes. Speaking in the same article of certain math-

ematica. difficulties first clearly presented by an ancient

Greek, le Eleatic Zeno, this writer declares : "From Zeno's

time to ur own day the finest intellects of each generation in

turn att;ked the problems, but achieved, broadly speaking,

nothing. In our own time, however, three men—Weierstrass,

Dedekinc Cantor—have not merely advanced these problems

but have;ompletely solved them. The solutions, for those

acquainte with mathematics, are so clear as to leave no

longer thi slightest doubt or difficulty. This achievement is

probably le greatest of which our age has to boast; and I

know of 1 age (except perhaps the Golden Age of Greece)

which has more convincing proof to offer of the trancendent

genius of s great men." As a result of these new triumphs

in mathentics, Mr. Russell adds, we may anticipate a speedy

2 Mr. Be-and Russell in "The International Monthly," July, 1901.
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transformation of certain fundamental parts of logic, jnd

thus the establishment of philosophy for the first time upcp. a

secure footing. "There is," he writes, "every reason to lope

that the near future will be as great an epoch in pure pHlos-

ophy as the immediate past has been in the principles of r^ath-

ematics. Great triumphs inspire great hopes ; and pure

thought may achieve, within our generation, such resufs as

will place our age, in this respect, on a level with the gnatest

age of Greece." The most learned of contemporary Imer-

ican philosophers has repeated this estimate of the impdtance

for philosophy of the recent developments in mathetlatics

:

because of them, writes Professor Royce, "we are to-dly^, for

the first time, in sight of what is still, as I freely acnit, a

rather distant goal, namely, the relatively complete litional

analysis of the fundamental categories of human thjught."

I cite these utterances to show how those most at hjme in

these studies now feel about them ; I ought to add tbt I do

not myself take quite so enthusiastic a view of the ilue of

certain new tendencies in mathematics or of their senceable-

ness to philosophy. But the men from whom I qOte are

themselves mathematicians; and where it is merely a|uestion

of dogmatic expressions of opinion, without argumflt, their

judgment has a degree of authority to which miri cannot

pretend. I

In the mathematical conceptions fundamental to the

science of physics, again,—in other words, in tW domain

where, above all, Newton won his immortality—fiere has

taken place within the past five years a revolution w^ch sober

mathematicians do not hesitate to compare to that ijtiated by

Newton—one which some, indeed, seem to regarj as more
momentous than his ; though the name of Einstjn as yet

scarcely falls upon the general ear with so impress^ a sound

as the name of the author of the Principia. I refeipf course,

to the introduction of the principle of the relativr of time.

Let me quote the words of an eminent German maematician

concerning this: "This new way of apprehendinshe notion
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of time surpasses in boldness anything which has hitherto

been achieved in scientific speculation or even in the philo-

sophical theory of knowledge ; in comparison with it the non-

Euclidian geometry is but child's play. And yet, in contrast

with the non-Euclidian geometry—which has thus far had

serious application only in the field of pure mathematics—the

relativity-principle justly claims a real physical significance.

With the revolution which it brings about in our conception of

the physical universe no other is comparable, in range and

profundity, except that due to the introduction of the Coper-

nican astronomy. "^

As for physics and chemistry, you may read in the cur-

rent number of one of our popular magazines how funda-

mentally they seem, in the eyes of a distinguished English

physicist, to have become new sciences within the present de-

cade. "Truly", observes Professor Soddy, "it may be said

that only in the present century have we become cognizant

of the major forces of the universe, which rejuvenate it

perenially and which guide and control its destiny and ours . .

.

It sounds incredible, but nevertheless it is true, that science

up to the close of the nineteenth century had no suspicion

even of the existence of the original sources of natural

energy. . . .The vista which has been opened up by these new
discoveries (of the radio-active properties of some substances)

admittedly is without parallel in the whole history of

science."*

Words equally ardent and hopeful, and expressive of an

equally keen sense of the novelty of the present situation in

tneir science, might be quoted, if time permitted, from some

of the leaders of contemporary biology. Though I may not

delay for further citations, I cannot forbear reminding you

how preeminent a place the opening years of the present de-

3 Max Planck, "Acht Vorlesungen ueber theoretische Physik," p. 119.

The citation is added in revision ; for calling his attention to it the writer

is indebted to Professor C. M. Sparrow of the University of Virigina.

4 Soddy in Harper's Magazine, December, 1909, p. 53.
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cade are sure to take in future histories of the science of Hfe,

by reason of two great discoveries : de Vries's promulgation

and apparent experimental proof of the theory of the origin

of species through mutations ; and the rediscovery and veri-

fication of the long-buried and forgotten conclusions of an

Austrian monk concerning the laws of heredity. The first

of these, in the opinion of many, though not all, biologists,

reveals to us for the first time the real nature of the process

by which new species are formed, and is, at the least, a not

less important contribution to the science than was the

natural-selection hypothesis ; the second has comprehensively

transformed our conception of heredity and promises to bring

the seemingly very various and confused facts concerning the

relations of progeny to ancestors under a beautifully clear and

simple and genuinely predictive system of laws. It even

promises to put into the hands of the human race the power

(however little the race may have the disposition) intelligently

to control and transform, no longer merely its external en-

vironment, but even its own constitution, to correct and purify

that legacy of inner corruption which thus far

"From age to age descends unchecked,
The sad bequest of sire to son,

—

The body's taint, the mind's defect."

It would be hard to conceive of any piece of scientific knowl-

edge which could touch the issues of human life more deeply.

It is, then, at a period when there is uniquely much that

is new and revolutionary doing in the natural sciences that we
are to review their far-flung battle-line. The novelty and

—

if I may use the word—the fundamentality of the character-

istic conceptions and problems of the science of the present,

make especially timely a consideration of the relations be-

tween the several sciences. These recent developments have

been due, in a considerable degree, to a sort of cross-fertiliza-

tion that has taken place between separate disciplines ; much
recent progress, also, has tended to obliterate the once sharp

lines of division between certain contiguous fields of knowl-
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edge. It has accordingly tended to encourage a very old hope

of many philosophers and scientific investigators, that of the

eventual reduction of all the sciences to one, the interpreta-

tion of all phenomena in terms of a single general type of

phenomenon and the description of all of them in terms of

relatively few, fundamental, all-comprehensive laws. As our

knowledge of nature both broadens and deepens, the sciences

appear more intimately and intricately interlaced near their

roots ; and the question suggests itself whether they have not

in fact a common tap-root. It is, therefore, of especial in-

terest at the present juncture in the history of science to in-

quire how far this obliteration of divisions has gone, in what

degree an actual unity or continuity has been realized, how
reasonable these hopes for ultimate complete unification ap-

pear in the light of existing knowledge. Upon these ques-

tions all of the lectures which are to follow will have some-

thing to say by implication, even though none of the lecturers

should discuss directly any such topic. But in order that this

bearing of the course as a whole may more clearly appear, it

is perhaps well that this prefatory discourse should be de-

voted to a highly-generalized and provisional formulation of

the questions : how far the several sciences constitute a

single system ; how far they are merely a collection of separate

and independent bodies of knowledge ; and of what sort, in

any case, are the logical relations between them,

Now, 'one' in some sense the sciences certainly are; it

is, as has been said, one of the purposes of this course to ex-

hibit and emphasize that unity. But it is quite possible to

talk about the unity of knowledge in a very vague and equiv-

ocal way, and, indeed, in a rather superstitious and canting

way—a thing which was a good deal done, I think, in con-

nection with the great cecumenical council of scholars which

was held in St. Louis during the World's Fair of 1904. For

unity is a highly ambiguous term; and there are certain

senses in which its application to the sciences as a whole is

obvious but not very important, and other senses in which
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it is certainly not applicable at all. The sciences are one, for

example, in the sense that they all deal with different aspects

or parts of one universe. But this is a pretty barren kind of

unity; it remains always the same and always equally obvious.

The sciences do not in this sense become more nearly unified

through the progress of inquiry ; for there needs no inquiry

to discover this empty truism. Again, in a very broad sense

the method of all the sciences is one ; they all consist in the

use of a certain limited number of intellectual processes for

the purpose of arriving at generalizations or 'laws' relating to

various larger or smaller classes of facts. But this likewise

is a sort of unity too evident and too constant to be worth

dwelling upon. The unity—or rather the unification, the

progress toward unity—about which it is significant to inquire

is a thing not obvious at first glance, a unity which does not

follow merely from the definition of the abstract term 'science'

:

one which, rather, reduces, overcomes, harmonizes what ap-

pear to be actual and essential differences and discontinuities

between the methods or the laws of one science and the

methods or laws of another. Thus, in order that the idea of

the unity of science may mean something definite and concrete

—and in order that the question concerning the present degree

of approach to that unity may be intelligently discussed—it is

necessary first of all to notice what the more fundamental

and significant differences between the sciences are.

Now, though, in the arrangement of the topics of the

lectures to follow, we have adopted the conventional divisions,

I suppose every one understands that the determination of

what bodies of knowledge should be set apart as distinct

sciences and given a proper name has always been a good

deal of an historical accident. The traditional classification

has no great logical value. Certain superficially obvious pecul-

iarities of certain classes of objects caused them to be dis-

criminated as the subjects of a specialized study; or certain

considerations of mere convenience caused the segregation of

certain fields of inquiry. Stars, for example, seem very dif-
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ferent things from falling apples, flying cannon-shot, rising

balloons; astronomy therefore came to be a science by itself.

But in essence—by which I mean, with respect to the laws and

principles of explanation which it employs—it is most of it

merely mechanics plus thermodynamics plus optics, while the

rest of it is chemistry. In other words, its fundamental con-

cepts and generalizations and its characteristic modes of rea-

soning, though not its instruments and methods of observa-

tion, are in the main the same as those of the science or group

of sciences commonly called physics. Thus, the conventional

distinction, though of great practical convenience, does not

correspond to any radical or real difference. Astronomy is

not a coordinate science with physics, in the sense in which

chemistry and biology may still plausibly be so regarded. So,

again, the sub-division of biology into botany and zoology is

not based either upon any absolutely sharp-cut contrast be-

tween the characteristics of the objects studied or upon any

essential distinctness in the laws or principles governing the

behavior of those objects. A division of all biology

—

i. e., of

the study of both plant and animal organisms—into morph-

ology, physiology and ecology—the study of organic form, of

organic functions or processess, and of the interaction be-

tween organism and environment—might conceivably be a

more serviceable, and it would not be a less clear and con-

sistent, one.

It appears, then, that the now customary way of naming

and discriminating the individual sciences is more or less ac-

cidental and arbitrary. In order to discover their truly

significant relations we must look for some more fundamental

respects in which they are dissimilar. And there is, in fact,

one such dissimilarity which is so marked and important that

we may use it to sunder the sciences into two broad groups,

which may be called the Abstract Sciences, or Sciences of

Formal Relations, and the Concrete Sciences, or Sciences of

Phenomena.

The Abstract Sciences consist chiefly of mathematics
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and logic,—if, indeed, mathematics and logic are not the same

thing. As to their subject-matter, their peculiarity is that

they deal merely with the relations of implication between

certain ideas or types of ideas or propositions, irrespective of

the special nature of the concrete objects for which the ideas

stand or to which the propositions refer. This 'abstractness'

is usually outwardly manifested by the use of symbols ; the

truths of mathematics or logic can be as well exemplified by

talking about x and y as by considering real things. "Pure

Mathematics", in the words of Mr. Bertrand Russell," con-

sists entirely of asseverations that if such and such a proposi-

tion is true of anything, then such and such another proposi-

tion is true of that thing." But it makes no difference

whether anything really exists or actually could be exper-

ienced which the first proposition could be about, or whether

that proposition be itself true (unless, indeed, the proposi-

tion be itself one of the fundamental principles of logic or

mathematics with respect to the laws of implication). Thus,

to quote Mr. Russell again, "Mathematics may be defined as

the subject in which we never know what we are talking

about, or whether what we are saying is true". This epigram

does not mean quite what it at first may seem to say; but if

you get its real meaning, you will have a pretty precise state-

ment of the character of the abstract sciences with respect

to their subject-matter and the nature of their results. Yet

in these respects they do not, after all, differ from the con-

crete sciences by so perfectly clear-cut and radical a differ-

ence as is often supposed—and as even Mr. Russell seems to

suppose. There is a sense in which, in every science deserv-

ing of the name, you do not ever talk of any particular thing

or event or know whether the truth you affirm will hold good

of any particular thing or event.

But with respect to their methods of acquiring knowl-

edge, the distinction between the abstract and concrete sciences

is clear and sharp. The abstract sciences do not get their

conclusions through the observation of facts that are to be
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ascertained through sense-experience, nor do they subse-

quently test or verify their conchisions by comparing them

with sense-experience. In short, their method is not, in the

ordinary sense, inductive ; it does not consist in the heaping up

of particular observed instances of a given phenomenon.

Whether mathematical knowledge is or is not ultimately based

upon experience is a philosophical question which need not be

discussed here. At all events, it manifestly is not derived

directly from experience as chemical or biological knowledge

is. The geometrician does not collect material triangles of

brass, iron, wood, chalk, and the like, and measure them be-

fore arriving at generalizations about all kinds of triangles,

before he feels confident of the universal truth of his the-

orems about those figures. On the contrary, he reasons with

entire confidence and assurance about relations that would

hold good in worlds which probably do not exist and of which,

certainly, nobody ever had or can have any sense-experience

whatever—ideal worlds, namely, of non-Euclidian space.

Mathematics and logic, then, deal with necessary relations

that hold between abstract concepts, or between propositions,

and for the attainment of knowledge—of, indeed, the clearest

and most certain kind of knowledge—they do not need to

wait upon the slow processes of sensory observation, or ex-

perimentation with material things, or the laborious accumula-

tion of individual instances. Now, if all the knowledge which

man has any occasion to require could be got by the math-

ematician's procedure—by the method of the abstract sciences

—we should manifestly be entitled to say that all the sciences

were one as to their method. But since it is not so, we have

already one important cleavage, one breach of continuity,

running across the fabric of science. About this a good deal

more might be said; but in the interest of brevity, it is neces-

sary to refrain from saying it. Instead, let us turn to the

sciences of phenomena, and from this point on consider ex-

clusively in what the unification of these alone would consist.

To narrow the question to the limits of our present course,
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we may still further restrict our consideration chiefly to the

physical sciences. What constitutes the 'oneness' of any one

of these, in so far as its possession of a single and separate

name is not merely an arbitrary historical accident? And
what are the seemingly significant differences between these

sciences which a real unification would overcome? We speak

of any special science, in the familiar phrase of Herbert

Spencer, as "partially unified knowledge" ; upon what does

its unified character depend and why is the unification to be

regarded as only partial?

A separate science, as we have seen, usually begins

through the grouping together of a number of objects or

phenomena which present sufficiently striking common pe-

culiarities to lead men's minds to classify them together.

Knowledge of these casually grouped objects or phenomena

becomes unified—becomes, indeed, a true science—only in so

far as, within the limits of the group, uniformities of coexist-

ence or succession are discovered which can be stated in gen-

eralized formulas or "laws". To unify, then, in any signifi-

cant sense, is to bring diverse and seemingly uncoordinated

particular facts under a relatively small number of general

laws ; and unification progresses in proportion as the laws be-

come fewer and the number of facts to which they apply

becomes correspondingly larger. It may, at the same time,

turn out that other classes of objects or types of phenomena,

not originally included in the given science, "obey" the same

laws ; and thus the boundaries of the science are at once ex-

tended and made more definite and less haphazard. All this,

of course, is sufficiently familiar and commonplace, and yet

it is easy even for men of science to fail to apprehend pre-

cisely what it is that is effected by this unification of diverse

phenomena through their reduction to a common law. I

give one example of what appears to me to be such a misap-

prehension. The question (to which we shall revert later)

whether organic phenomena can be 'reduced' to chemical or

physical laws, has been much debated of late; if they can, we
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should have a unification of biology and chemistry. Upon
this question an eminent American man of science has written

as follows : "As matter takes on new arrangements, its ac-

tivities and reactions become different even though the prop-

erties of each constituent remain the same.... New methods

of action arise when oxygen and hydrogen combine, produc-

ing water; new methods of action arise when a mass of brass

and iron is arranged in the form of a clock. How, then, can

it fail to be true in the case of organisms ? . . . . Hence we can-

not expect to find in the physics and chemistry of inorganic

matter the full explanation of the properties of organisms

;

those who expect to do this are following a will-o'-the-wisp."

The writer of these sentences, however, apparently does not

advance them as an argument against the possibility of unify-

ing biology and chemistry or physics ; on the contrary, he ad-

vances them as a reply to the arguments of those who assert

such impossibility. Every distinct kind of phenomenon, every

new arrangement of matter, involves a new method of action,

not reducible to any other; this is as true within the limits of

a single science, as it is of phenomena belonging to what as

yet are commonly regarded as separate and relatively discon-

hected sciences. Hence in the alleged uniqueness or novelty

of those movements of matter which we call vital processes,

there is after all nothing which need forbid their resumption

under the laws of chemistry, nothing inconsistent with "a

physico-chemical view of life."

Now, what I take to be the oversight here consists in a

disregard of the nature and the use of a scientific generaliza-

tion or law. It is entirely true that every single phenomenon
is, in part, unique,—and that, therefore, no generalization can

adequately describe it. But it does not follow from this that

there are not fundamental differences between different in-

dividual phenomena with respect to the possibility of bringing

them under a given law. The relation of the action of the

works of a clock, for example, to the laws of mechanics, is

extremely different from the relation (from the point of view^
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of our present knowledge) of the action of a monkey in a

cage to the laws of mechanics. The clockmaker, knowing

something of the laws in question and knowing also the size,

shape, arrangement and composition of the pieces of metal

composing the clock, can deduce with a high degree of preci-

sion how a given clock will behave,—where its minute-hand,

for example, will be at a specified moment of solar time, even

though of this clock's action, or even of any clock, as such,

he had no previous experience. One who knew all now
known laws of mechanics and chemistry, and knew also, all

that the best anatomist could at present tell about the number,

arrangement and chemical composition of the pieces of matter

composing the monkey,—but knew only these things—would

still be wholly unable to deduce the position of the monkey
in the cage at any given moment. And it is by this test, and

this test alone, that we can determine whether a specified

phenomenon does or does not fall within a given unified body

of knowledge. Clock-phenomena come within the science of

physics, because you can deduce particular cases of clock-

action from several physical laws which apply not only to

clocks but also to motor-cars and mechanical tops and solar

systems. Monkey-phenomena have not yet been brought

within the science of physics, because you cannot as yet

deduce them from laws which apply equally to monkeys and

to machines and to solar systems—that is, to both organic

and inorganic things.

Observe that from a knowledge of the general law alone

you can never deduce anything; when we say that particular

clock-phenomena are deducible from the laws of physics we
do not mean that one who knew those laws as generalizations

but had no information at all about a particular clock could

tell us how that clock would behave. For deducing a par-

ticular case from a general law you must always have, in ad-

dition to your knowledge of the law, some empirical knowl-

edge of the particular case
;
you must know, for example, of

how many pieces, of what kind and size, the clock-works are
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composed. But this is a consequence of the very nature of a

scientific law. For such a law, if properly drawn up, is al-

ways (to borrow a convenient term from the mathematicians)

a statement of some constant relation or ratio between two or

more variables ; it does not prescribe the limits of variation of

the variables. The law of gravitation tells us that bodies at-

tract one another directly as their masses and inversely as the

squares of their distances; it does not tell us how many
bodies there are in the universe, or even the solor system, nor

what their actual masses are, nor their initial distances from

one another. To find the position of Mars on a given even-

ing next month with the aid of the formula of gravitation,

you must have some information upon these last-mentioned

points. This constitutes no logical imperfection in the law

;

the variables in question are expressly provided for in the

law itself, and the possession of empirical knowledge about

them is presupposed as the condition of the rightful applica-

tion of the law to particular cases. But it is one thing to be

unable to deduce a particular phenomenon from a general law,

without the aid of the supplementary empirical knowledge

for which the law calls, and quite another thing to be unable

to make such a deduction even when you have that empirical

knowledge—which was the apparent situation in the problem

of the deduction of the monkey's position from the laws of

physics or chemistry. It is these two wholly disparate sorts

of non-deducibility which seem to have been confused in the

passage I last cited. Scientific unification, then, takes place

in so far as diverse classes of phenomena come to be recog-

nized as deducible from a single, relatively simple general-

ization concerning the correlation of certain variables

—

pro-

vided that in each particular case the actual natures or values

of the variables be knozvn. And unification fails of attain-

ment in so far as two or more kinds of phenomena appear (in

the light of existing knowledge) as undeducible from any

single, already verified law, even were the actual values of the

variables referred to by any such law precisely ascertained
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for the phenomena in question. When two or more com-

paratively specific laws are, in this latter sense, incapable of

being deduced from any common, more general law—in other

words, are not, thus far, unified—we may speak of those laws

as being discontinuous with one another.

Though I wish to avoid overloading this lecture with

logical distinctions, it is necessary to add that there is another

way in which laws may be discontinuous—-namely (to put it

loosely and untechnically) when they refer to phenomena so

different in kind that there is no possibility that the laws

should conflict. For example, the law of the conservation of

energy is probably realized both in the action of the clock

and the action of the monkey ; but you cannot deduce from it

either the laws of mechanics and the particular consequences

of those laws in the case of the clock's motion, or the laws of

physiology and the particular consequences of those laws in

the case of the monkey's motions. In other words, both these

latter laws, and the individual phenomena falling under them,

conform to the principle of conservation, but do not follow

from it. And the reason is that the law of the conservation

of energy has, of itself, nothing specific to say about the direc-

tions of motion or the relative positions of bodies at any given

time ; no direction of motion in a body, therefore, can possibly

conflict with, or limit the universal truth of, that law. But

the laws of mechanics and the laws of physiology both relate

to the motions and relative positions of portions of matter.

Their discontinuity with one another, then—if they should

finally be found to be irresolubly discontinuous—would mean,

not simply that one did not follow from the other, or from

any common law, but also that one restricted the scope of the

other—that when a bit of matter becomes part of a living

organism, it begins to move according to laws which do not

correctly describe the uniformities of the motion of inorganic

matter. In such a case, there would be no one law from

which (given the additional information it calls for) all

special cases of motion could be deduced, but two entirely dis-
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•

continuous laws about the one general sort of phenomenon

—

namely, the relative motion of matter. To put the distinction

between the two modes of discontinuity concisely, we may say

that two laws may be discontinuous in the sense that one does

not follow from, though it conforms to, the other; or in the

sense that (the two relating to a single general kind of phe-

nomenon) the one neither follows from nor conforms to the

other. This distinction has been too much disregarded in dis-

cussions about the unity of science. Thus ]\Ir. Herbert

Spencer, who perhaps had more than any other nineteenth

century writer to say about the unification of knowledge, was

wont to imagine that he was exhibiting the unity of all classes

of phenomena by showing merely that they conformed to a

single law. That law, as he conceived the matter, was pre-

cisely the principle of the conservation of energy ; this was

for him "the highest generalization which is true not of one

class of phenomena but of all classes of phenomena, and

which is thus the key to all classes of phenomena." But if

you will examine the way in which he employs this "key," I

think you will find that what he really proves concerning most

of the lower generalizations is, not that they are deducible

from this "universal truth," but only that they do not violate

it.

It is by this time, I hope, fairly clear what one means or

ought to mean by the unification of science, on the one hand,

and by the discontinuity of scientific laws, on the other

—

notions by no means so simple and obvious as they are some-

times supposed to be. After so much explanation, we should

be prepared to appreciate the interest and significance of the

scientific movement of our time in its relation to the age-long

struggle after a complete unification of the sciences. That in-

terest and significance will be still more apparent if we very

summarily review the past history of this struggle. In such a

review, it will be necessary to use as illustrations some details

of the special sciences which will, perhaps, not be altogether
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clear until they have been set forth by the specialists who are

to follow me.

At its outset, knowledge of nature, or what passes for

such at the time, is usually very highly organized indeed,

though deficient in detail and diversity of content. The his-

toric originators of those general methods of interpreting

phenomena still largely used in the construction of the

'scientific' view of the world, were men with a strong craving

for unity, with a deep-seated faith in the possibility of reduc-

ing the apparent heterogeneity, incoherency, separateness of

things to homogeneity and simplicity. They accordingly be-

gan with bold generalizations, all-inclusive syntheses ; they

theoretically treated phenomena that seemed at first most dis-

similar as special cases of a single and simply formulable type-

phenomenon. All specificities, qualitative diversities, were to

be brought back to essential identity; all seeming discontin-

uities in scientific law were to be regarded as due merely to

our ignorance, it being assumed that there is really only one

law, or at most few and closely inter-related laws, which ad-

equately describe the mode of behavior of everything, or

every physical thing, whatever, under all possible changes of

its circumstances. Thus the atomism of Democritus and the

Epicureans regarded such dissimilar facts as thought, sensa-

tion, the distinctive chemical peculiarities of different sub-

stances, as all equally explicable by the assumed properties of

the unchanging and homogeneous atoms and the laws of their

concourse. The attempts of the ancient atomists to explain

the sensible specificities of different kinds of matter by referr-

ing them all to differences of shape, position and rate of mo-

tions of atoms all qualitatively identical, amusing and naive

though these now seem to us as we read them, were merely

heroic efforts to carry out in some degree of detail this pro-

gramme of unification. A similar sweeping unification was

undertaken at the beginning of modern science by the man
who has more than any other (with the possible exception of

Galileo) shaped its ideals and larger ambitions and influenced
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its entire development. Descartes, indeed, did not attempt to

bring the phenomena of consciousness within his unification;

between the nature and behavior of "thinking substance" and

those of "extended substance" he left an unresolved discon-

tinuity. But so far as the physical world is concerned, he had

no doubts about the possibility of a complete intellectual sim-

plification and synthesis which shall turn out to accord with

and to explain all the empirical facts. Nothing physical that

ever happens is anything more or less than the pushing or

knocking about of one piece of the contmuous matter that

fills all space by another piece. When you have formulated

the few and simple laws of this relative motion of masses and

have realized that the total quantity both of motion and of

matter is at all times constant, you have an all-comprehending

law, from which the exact time, place and manner of occur-

rence of every single phenomenon is theoretically deducible

—

and would be actuallv deducible by man, if man had only

three items of additional information which have unfortu-

nately not been vouchsafed to him—viz., a statement of the

amount of that unchanging total of matter, and of that un-

changing total of motion, and a complete account of their dis-

tribution throughout the physical universe at the first mo-
ment, or at any other given moment, of that universe's exist-

ence. All sciences thus appear as at least ideally one science

;

all laws or descriptive generalizations as possible deductions

from one short system of universal and fundamental laws.

And these fundamental laws are laws of mechanism; that is,

they merely set forth uniformities in the relative motion of

portions of matter which differ from one another only quanti-

tatively and locally, which never undergo any augmentation of

their total quantity, and which, possessing only a few math-

ematically expressible characteristics, are therefore innocent

of the opulent but scientifically baffling manifoldness of the

world of objects as immediately perceived.

But these early unifications of science were rather pious

aspirations than achieved results. In the existing state of
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empirical knowledge they were not, and could not be, carried

out convincingly in detail. From Descartes's or even New-
ton's general laws of motion it was not found possible to de-

duce any empirically correct and predictive special laws for all

the diverse classes of phenomena. In certain branches of

physics, indeed,—in celestial mechanics, and even in optics,

—

it was, for fairly obvious reasons, practicable to find in certain

laws of motion a common denominator, so to say, for a con-

siderable variety of superficially dissimilar facts. But chem-

istry, physiology, embryology, phylogeny remained essentially

ununified, in spite of some energetic efforts of various seven-

teenth century scientists in that direction, and in spite of some

special discoveries that seemed to encourage a hope for the

success of the enterprise. Most of the sciences made better

progress by not worrying too much about the unity of science,

by segregating each its own class of phenomena and arriving

at partial generalizations about that class by means of patient

inductive inquiry. The one science, which was virtually the

ideal of Descartes, of Hobbes, of Leibniz, was broken up into

many highly specialized sciences ; and each specialist was con-

tent to deal with the unresolved peculiarities of his own par-

ticular type of subject matter. Each discipline had its char-

acteristic categories and primary notions, its own technical

vocabulary of general terms. The chemist was not in the

habit of regarding himself as only a slightly differentiated

and specialized breed of physicist, the biologist did not ordin-

arily conceive his studies to be only a subsidiary branch of

chemistry, the psychologist was quite unlikely to fancy him-

self a biologist of somewhat narrow view, and the economist

and the theorist about society, though they may have not in-

frequently recognized that they dealt primarily with a sub-

division of psychology, certainly seldom thought of them-

selves as chemists twice or physicists thrice removed. The

chemist could not borrow from the physicist, nor the biologist

from the chemist, nor the sociologist from the biologist, laws

which would spare him the necessity of establishing all the
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important generalizations in his own province either by es-

sentially distinct and independent hypotheses or by independ-

ent and laborious inductions concerning the unique character-

istics of the group of phenomena with which he was con-

cerned. A certain very general kinship in methods of pro-

cedure doubtless ran through all science ; but the unity of

knowledge and the complete logical continuity of scientific

explanation remained rather a platonic ideal than a serviceable

working principle in the advancement of learning. Talk

about it was left largely to the philosophers, especially the

philosophers of the more materialistic sort. The special

scientist in his hours of ease usually listened to this talk with

a good deal of complacency and a certain pious sense of edifi-

cation ; but he made small application of it to his serious

affairs. For his real interests he was satisfied to busy himself

in cultivating his private garden.

This, I suppose, will be recognized as a fair description

of the average state of science, and the average state of mind

of the scientific investigator, during most of the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries. It would not be very wide of the

mark as a characterization of the actual practical attitude of

most men of science of the present time. But many things

have happened during the past century, within the limits of

the special sciences themselves, to bring the ideal of unifica-

tion, or at least of a real rapprochement between contiguous

provinces of knowledge, more sharply to the fore. As in-

quiry progressed, it appeared that the problems of one study

were not so distinct from those of another, nor its phenomena

so unique and qualitatively irreducible, as they had for a time

appeared. The apparent ultimate diversities of different

groups of phenomena, though hardly eliminated, were cer-

tainly diminished in number. Facts that for a long time had

stood as disconnected have been found to have common de-

nominators with other facts ; in particular, certain definite dis-

coveries have been made which have seemed to make it pos-

sible to apprehend the sheer qualitative differences subsisting
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among various substances or processes, as mere consequences

of purely quantitative differences in the arrangement of a

homogeneous substance or in the local intensity of a single

kind of process. Perhaps the most signal example of this is

to be seen in the series of hypotheses and experimental veri-

fications which established first the principle of multiple pro-

portions and then the periodic law in chemistry, and thus

showed that the qualitatively distinct chemical elements are

not irreducible ultimates, but probably manifest simply differ-

ences in quantity or ordering of subatomic homogeneous units.

When this was followed up by the further and complementary

discovery that supposed elemental substances break down into

others, within measurable periods of time; and by the at least

hypothetical establishment of the magnitudes and electrical

properties of the two types of subatomic units in which this

process of reduction apparently reaches its limit:—then, the

wall of division between chemistry and physics, if not battered

down, had at least had conspicuous breaches made in it. In

any case, within chemistry—a science which at its beginning

had been content to take certain irreducible and discontinuous

differences between substances as its primary data,—a much
greater degree of unification had been brought about,—and

had been brought about by the use of conceptions drawn

either from mechanics or from the theory of electricity—in

other words, by an approach towards typically mechanistic

conceptions.

While chemistry has in this manner been making direct

connection on its lower side with sciences of a more funda-

mental and more nearly purely quantitative character, it has

at the same time been reaching up into the region once re-

served for biology. Organic chemistry has learned to fabri-

cate in the laboratory most of these compounds once supposed

to be the exclusive and inimitable products of the action of

^'vital forces." What is a good deal more significant, phys-

iological processes themselves have proven in a number of

cases to be conditioned upon, if not absolutely reducible to,
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known types of chemical reaction or mixture, and kinds of

organic response that were once supposed to be phenomena

sui generis and mysterious can now be produced and regulated

at will by modifications of chemical or thermal conditions in

the organism's environment. This closer connection between

biology and chemistry, it is true, has partly been brought

about by new discoveries that have worked counter to that

other tendency which would assimilate chemistry more closely

to the conceptions and categories of physics. For one thing

that has made possible a nearer approach of chemistry to the

more complex and obscure science of biology is the recent ob-

servation of certain comparatively complex and obscure

chemical facts, which do not, I take it, lend themselves readily

to explanation as special cases of other, simpler, already-

known facts. But if these new chemical discoveries have not

made easier the fusion of that science with its neighbor

at its lower end, they have still made seemingly more prom-

ising the hope of stretching its borders so as to overlap its

neighbor at its upper end. Hence, paradoxical though it may
seem, those lately observed phenomena in chemistry which

look most incomprehensible and least capable of reduction to

mechanical equations are precisely those which have done

most to encourage the anticipation that biology may, with the

help of chemistry, be made what is called a mechanistic

science. I refer to the singular phenomena of catalytic ac-

tion. These, precisely because they thus far have seemed to

make an important part of chemistry more obscure (from the

point of view of mechantistic or energetic concepts), make it

also seem less remote from physiology ; since the action of re-

versible enzymes is suggestively analogous to processes of or-

ganic metabolism which used to be considered distinctive pe-

<:uliarities of living matter. Thus a gap in science has been filled

up, a discontinuity alleviated, at one point, even though there

has possibly been created ipso facto a new discontinuity at an-

other point. In the long run it has all gone to promote the

tendency towards the fusion of the contiguous sciences along
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their edges, towards a confidence in the ultimate unification

of all knowledge and in the ultimate establishment of a few

primary laws that will describe in common terms, and enable

us to deduce from common principles, phenomena presenting

superficially the utmost appearance of dissimilarity and

uniqueness. This faith has been preached of late with

abundant enthusiasm by many men of science.

Thus we may say (though the generalization has only a

rough and approximate truth) that modern science began with

a special emphasis on the unity of scientific law ; that there

followed a period chiefly characterized by the preoccupation

of scientists with the segregated phenomena of their several

special fields ; and that there has lately ensued a new impulse

toward unification, which differs from the first in that it re-

sults from the actual, detailed progress of the special sciences,

and has behind it some already achieved triumphs in the re-

duction to unity, and to quantitative formulation, of facts

seemingly hopelessly irreducible and incommensurable. Yet

in our own time this tendency has, by its very successes, chal-

lenged criticism and vigorous dissent, in so far as it proclaims

the reasonableness of the hope of an eventual complete re->

duction of the sciences to unity. The doctrine known as

vitalism, which has had a sudden and surprising revival

among many philosophically minded biologists within the past

decade, is primarily and essentially, in its contemporary forms,

a protest against the dogma of the unity of science. Though
there seems to be a good deal of variation in the use of the

term vitalism, the common and fundamental contention of all

the newer vitalists is that the laws of biology can never be

completely "reduced" to any more general laws holding good

equally in the action of non-living and living matter. Their

main doctrine, in short, affirms what the Germans call the

Eigengesetzlichkeit, the independence or autonomy, of or-

ganic phenomena, in relation to inorganic. In taking this atti-

tude, the vitalistic biologists are in harmony with another

tendency of much more general import than vitalism—a.
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tendency that has been especially noticeable in contemporary

French thought and has received perhaps its most emphatic

and extreme expression in a French book published recently

(1909). The representatives of this view, which may be

called scientific pluralism, insist that the world of experience

is full of sheer gaps, of disconnected brute facts, incapable of

explanation, of deduction from any ultimate common laws, of

treatment by any intellectual process whatever beyond those

of mere recognition and comparison. The recent book to

which I have referred ^ is designated by its sub-title as "an

essay on the discontinuity and heterogeneity of phenomena."

The doctrine which I have called logical pluralism, says its

author, "suppresses all hope of a unified knowledge of the

universe, even within vague limits. It defines science as a

collection of facts, inevitably fragmentary, inevitably petty;

it makes us recognize, even in the loftiest syntheses, merely

weak groups of analogies." To such a doctrine, he predicts,

"will more and more incline those minds that accept modestly

the teaching of facts and are resigned to having only those

syntheses which are furnished by observation and experi-

ence." "During the century just past the partisans of plural-

ity have cut no great figure in philosophy. . . .Most often their

views have been confused with those of monists or dualists;

ill defined, they have often, also, been of an antiquated sort,

and have not taken account of scientific discoveries. In short,

pluraHsm in the nineteenth century had only a subsidiary posi-

tion, a waiting role. But there are signs that it will soon have

its revenge. The sense of the diversity of things increases in

proportion to the contemporary increase of scientific knowl-

edge and to a growing subtlety in the interpretation of earlier

discoveries. Men of science and philosophers more and more

realize that all formulas are but approximations; calculation

as it is applied to the measurement of phenomena calls for a

constantly increasing flexibility in formulas, constantly de-

5 Le Pluralisme, by J. H. Boex-Borel (J. H. Rosny aine).
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mands more numerous and more various emendations."

Such is a brief historical summary, brought up to date, of

the fluctuations of scientific and philosophical opinion with

respect to the meaning, the possibility and the actuality of the

unification of science. In our own day, as you see, the belief

in a fundamental unity and an eventual practical unification,

and the denial of the possibility of either, stand over against

one another in a sharp and definite opposition for which the

previous history of science apparently affords no precedent.

And those who have the privilege of following the movement

of scientific thought during the next half-century may expect

to see, over and above all specific discoveries in the individual

sciences, some interesting progress made towards the settle-

ment of this more general issue. I shall not undertake to pre-

dict the outcome, or even to take sides in the contemporary

controversies on the subject; for there is no time on the pres-

ent occasion for any adequate discussion of the matter, and I

wish to avoid merely dogmatic forth-puttings of personal

opinion. The function of this lecture must be merely to

formulate the issue, to summarize its past vicissitudes, and

thus, perhaps, to prepare some of those who are to be wit-

nesses of, and some who are even, we assume, to be actors in,

the intellectual progress of the next half-century, to know
what to look for, to catch the larger bearings of what is going

on.

But wherein—you may by this time be asking—lies the

significance of the issue? What human interests are at stake

in the controversy? What difference does it make whether

science be or be not capable of complete unification? And
some attempt ought now to be made to answer this natural

question, though there is time to do so only briefly and in-

sufficiently.

It must be apparent from what has already been said

that, in so far as unification takes place, it is necessarily a uni-

fication downward. I use this last word in a familiar and in-

telligible sense. We are accustomed to arrange the sciences
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in an ascending scale, according to the comparative complex-

ity, intricacy and elusiveness of the phenomena with which

they deal. In such an arrangement, we are wont to place

psychology above biology, biology above chemistry, chemistry

above physics ; and at the bottom of physics we place mechan-

ics—probably, in the last analysis, the mechanics of the mol-

ecule or the atom or the electron. And, as has been intimated,

a thorough unification of science, in the sense defined, would

mean the 'reduction' of each of these sciences to the one next

below it in the series, until all were finally 'reduced' to me-

chanics :—they would all finally appear as necessary conse-

quences of a single, brief, simple, undeviating set of laws des-

cribing the relative motion of the ultimate homogeneous units of

matter. These laws would hold good of the action of a given

unit of matter at all moments of its history :—at the time when

it was part of a nebular gas ; or while it was part of a rock

seemingly motionless for ages ; or when it was part of a

developing cell in some living animal ; or when it was part of

the brain of a Plato conceiving the Symposium, or of the hand

of a Socrates put forth to take the hemlock. Thus from these

laws—together with the number and the antecedent positions

of all the units together—would follow equally every motion

that any portion of matter makes at any time; by one who
knew them, all phenomena could, as we have already seen, be

perfectly deduced, and predicted beforehand—even the actions

of human bodies. For, of course, the march of a martyr to

his death and the pressure of a murderer's finger upon a

trigger are no less motions of matter than the fall of a rock

or the circling of a star. Such a unification of scientific laws,

when it thus embraces in its scope the physical phenomena

which we are prone to ascribe to the agency of human thoughts

and feelings, obviously—just because it is and must be a uni-

fication downward—leaves what is called consciousness a

rather superfluous figure upon the cosmic scene. And that it

is so has, as you know, been maintained by many who have

made their own what they conceive to be the general teaching.
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of modern science. Thus an American philosophical writer,

Professor Santayana, very candidly derides the belief which

^'attributes to thought a power, by virtue of its intent, to bring

about what it calls for, as an incantation or exorcism might

do" ; this he tells us is merely "a superstition, clung to by the

unreconciled childishness of man". "The consequences of re-

flection are," in reality, "due to its causes, to the competitive

impulses in the body, not to the wistful lucubration itself ; for

this is mere poetry." Childish or not, the belief is at all

events pertinaciously clung to by most of mankind ; to abandon

it seems equivalent to denying a presupposition inevitably

present in all our deliberations and choices, and most mani-

festly present in the activities of philosophers who hope to in-

fluence the actions or even the beliefs of others by their rea-

sonings. For such reasoning rests upon the assumption that

the decision of the persons to whom it is addressed, and their

consequent behavior, can be determined by their perception of

the purely logical cogency of an argument. The philosopher,

for example, lays down the premises of a syllogism and, when

these are admitted, drags on even reluctant adversaries to the

acceptance of his conclusion. But the law that a rational be-

ing who fully understands the premises of a syllogism will

always feel constrained to admit the conclusion, does not

seem to bear any resemblance to any known or imaginable law

of mechanics or chemistry, or to be capable of any conceivable

deduction from such laws. Thus on the face of it, it looks as

if the philosopher who denies the 'efficacy of thought' in its

relation to the body, in the very act of doing so were utilizing

the assumption which he derides. I do not, however, mean to

argue the question here ; to do so would lead us pretty far into

philosophy. My purpose is merely to illustrate the issue in-

volved in our question about the unification of science. A
complete unification, it appears, would be a unification down-

ward, finding its ultimate and universal laws in mechanics;

and it would include in its scope all the movements of human
bodies. Those who assert the possibility of a rigorously com-
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plete unification thus imply a denial of all physical efificacy to

thoughts and feelings as such. Those, on the contrary, who
assert such efficacy deny by implication the possibility of a

complete unification of even the laws of the motion of matter.

They tacitly or explicitly introduce a real discontinuity into the

fabric of science.

They introduce, however, only one discontinuity ; and that

is a long-familiar one, and one that comes at a point rather

high up in the scale of phenomena. It is interesting to ob-

serve that in some of the recent tendencies of which I have

spoken—in vitalism, for example, and in 'scientific plural-

ism' in general—we find other discontinuities in scientific law

introduced at points lower in the series. What, then, is the

issue at stake in this more extensive denial of the possibility

of unification? Its significance is obviously not the same as

that which inheres in the question of the efficacy of thought

;

for it asserts more than the discontinuity implied by the ef-

ficacy of thought. We shall perhaps best see the bearing of

the assertion if we recall the fact that our sequence of sciences

can be arranged not only in a scale of so-called complexity,

but also in the chronological order of the classes of phenomena

to which the several sciences refer. In the evolution of our

solar system and planet there was perhaps a time when a

chemist as such—if we can imagine a disembodied, a seraphic

chemist, hovering above the spectacle—would have found hi§

occupation not yet pertinent. For it is, I suppose, now prob-

able that our present chemical elements were themselves

evolved from a smaller number of substances and perhaps

from a primeval undifferentiated 'protyle'. As evolution went

on, chemical phenomena must have appeared and the laws of

chemical combination been in observable operation ; but for

seraphic biologists there would even yet have been no employ-

ment, since there were no organisms and therefore no ex-

emplifications of specifically biological laws. And when
biological phenomena first appeared with the plants, there

must, probably, still pass many ages before consciousness came
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upon the scene. Now, the significance of the contention that

the laws of the several sciences are discontinuous appears

chiefly when you thus regard the sciences as corresponding to

stages in the process of evolution. If those laws are in fact

discontinuous, that means that at certain points in the evolu-

tionary sequence matter begins to behave in essentially new
ways, develops novel properties and methods of action which

were in no true sense contained in or implied by its earlier

characteristics and performances. If, on the other hand, all

the laws of biology and chemistry are ultimately reducible to,

and deducible from, the laws of some fundamental branch of

physics, that means that, in a very thorough-going sense, the

first morning of creation wrote what the last dawn of reckon-

ing shall read. A sufficiently competent physicist, present at

the time when there was nothing but physics to be competent

in, could have read off from the unchanging properties of

the original atoms or corpuscles, and from their then existing

arrangement in space, all of their future vicissitudes ; and

could have foreseen that those atoms would really never at

bottom be doing anything more or other than they were doing

at that moment or have any powers or capacities greater or

more diverse than those which they then possessed.

Thus, those who deny the possibility of the unification of

the sciences, even below the point where the conscious pur-

poses of animals and men come upon the stage, may be said

in reality to be contending for an especially radical form of

the doctrine of evolution; they imply (if I may put it so) that

the very 'laws' or uniformities of action of the physical world

themselves evolve, exhibit in the course of time discontinuous

mutations and genuine, not-wholly-predictable innovations.

Indeed, we are assured by an eminent and very influential

contemporary French philosopher that only those who take

such views as this have any right to be called evolutionists.

For all others, evolution does not reach down to the roots of

nature ; it is merely a surface appearance ; for the novelties

which it brings forth are such only in seeming. Our ignor-
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ance and the illusions of our sensibility make them appear

new ; but in reality, if the mechanical explanation of all phe-

nomena be true, there is, first and last, never anything present

in the world but the same old imperishable atoms moving about

in accordance with the same old laws. This is not the time

for a discussion of this radical evolutionism which thus de-

pends upon a denial of the unity of natural laws—which, in

other words, is based upon what I have called scientific plural-

ism. But enough has, I think, been said to show that it pre-

sents to the mind a picture of the world we live in which is in

highly significant respects different from that which is drawn

for us by those who take the contrary view.

Such are some of the more general aspects of the move-

ment of scientific inquiry in our time ; such are some of the

broader and essentially philosophic problems upon which the

scientific progress of the future may be expected to throw

light. These larger and more difficult matters ought, it seems

to me, not to be less interesting to us than the more specific

results which the special sciences are constantly gaining and

may be expected still to gain. It is not beneath the dignity of

man to desire to have some general notion of the sort of world

it is that he is living in ; it is not beneath the dignity of science

to gratify, so far as it can, this desire. To minister to this

curiosity—not, indeed, with premature pronouncements, but

with verified knowledge or measured statements of probabil-

ities—is after all the highest office of scientific inquiry. If

the craving for some apprehension of the general nature and

drift and meaning of things is to be called the philosophic

need, then, in this sense, at least, all natural science must still

be reckoned the handmaid of philosophy—though a handmaid

upon whose somewhat slow ministrations philosophy would

do well to wait with more patience than it has always shown.

It is, perhaps, through their subtly cooperative service in this

common ministry that a real, and at the same time an increas-

ing, unity of the sciences is most undeniable. I feel obliged

to say something of this sort in conclusion; for otherwise

—
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having been appointed to speak of the unity of science—I am
afraid I shall seem to have too completely reversed the be-

havior of Balaam the son of Peor, who, having been sum-

moned to curse Israel, persisted in blessing it.
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MATHEMATICS

Earle Raymond Hedrick

Professor of Mathematics

INTRODUCTION

The difficulties of such a lecture as this are many. Par-

ticularly in the treatment of mathematics, the immensity of

the subject-matter makes it quite impossible to do justice to

the topic, though the same may perhaps be said of many other

general subjects in this University. Mathematics, however,

as I shall point out, consists of a great variety of somewhat

isolated fields joined together by one broad principle of which

I shall speak. The diversity of its subject-matter and the

great length of its history make for such a voluminous litera-

ture as scarcely exists in any other science.

Moreover, there are in this audience several classes of

listeners. To some of you my remarks will seem trite, while

to others the same remarks may seem abstruse. I shall at-

tempt to say something to each class of listeners, and I shall

trust that one class will not grow impatient as I turn my atten-

tion temporarily to the other.

Again, a lecture by Professor Keyser of Columbia Uni-

versity, a former student and teacher in this University, was

heard here last year in this same room. His lecture—of great

length and extensive forethought—was heard by many of you.

To those who heard it I can add little. To those who did

not hear it what I say may carry something of the inspira-

tion which many of us received from him.

I am about to attempt what the committee has justly said

might be impossible, or at least exceedingly difficult: namely,

37
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to combine in one lecture a statement of the purpose and the

meaning of the science which I represent, phrased in terms

which can be understood by all ; and at the same time to say

something of the present activity in the science for the sake

of those who are already familiar with mathematics in general.

PURPOSE AND MEANING

Mathematics as a Popular Conception

The popular conception of mathematics is derived, to a

very considerable extent from the courses common in elemen-

tary instruction. I suppose that mathematics, according to this

conception, consists largely of reckoning, that is, the familiar

processes of arithmetic and algebra, and of reasoning, as ap-

plied in elementary geometry. That such a conception ot

mathematics is too narrow I shall point out. It is, indeed,

fundamentally misleading.

The usual elementary courses in mathematics are injurious,

not only in creating the misconception of mathematics which

I have just mentioned, but also in making the whole subject

an offense to those who are compelled against their will, ok

rather, before they knozv their will, to follow ill-advised

courses of instruction not suited to their years. Indeed, just

such compulsory mathematics was highly favored by those

who wished to gain from it discipline and discipline alone

:

I mean work for work's sake and not for any benefits to be

derived from it. No wonder that the child abhors a subject

which has been viewed by his teacher as a "discipline" to him

in the sense I have mentioned, and we may well infer that

the child is father to the man in the establishment of adult

prejudice of the same kind.

Indeed, the popular prejudice against mathematics, and

the popular ignorance of that subject is well-nigh proverbial.

I was particularly interested in a statement by Sir Oliver

Lodge: "Perhaps in no subject is popular ignorance more
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dense, and certainly in no subject is pride in that ignorance

more conspicuous."

I shall endeavor to point out that there is no reason for

this prejudice, and that there are many reasons why popular

ignorance of mathematics ought to be decreased.

A Scientific Definition of Mathematics

A definition of mathematics which comes much nearer em-

bracing all that is included is one that was given originally

by Benjamin Peirce and quoted by Professor Bocher in his

address before the Scientists at the St. Louis World's Fair.

He said that "Mathematics is the science which draws neces-

sary conclusions." To be sure, that defintion without qualifi-

cation will lead to very great misunderstanding. It is only

when it is properly understood that this definition seems to

give a grasp of the entire field.

Indeed, mathematics is not formal logic, as might per-

haps be inferred by a misunderstanding of the preceding

definition. Formal logic seeks to study the rules of reasoning

for their own sake ; mathematics accepts these rules without

further question, and seeks to apply them. Formal logic is

concerned with the study of the methods of drawing conclu-

sions ; mathematics deals with the very act of drawing those

conclusions. Professor Bocher himself proceeded to explain

that the processes of mathematics consisted in drawing these

necessary conclusions from certain original assumptions taken

from the world as we find it, or in general from the results

of experiment by various scientists in their sciences ; that then

the supreme tests of the value of the whole process consists

in seeing whether the conclusions also agree with the evidence

of nature and of science. If they do, we say that the process

has been useful, and we say that it constitutes a branch of

mathematics. Elaborations and extensions of theories thus be-

gun are also recognized as mathematics. You will instantly

think of many examples of this process, some of which I shall
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mention later. Just now 1 should insist that this is the chief

description of mathematics, and that those more superficial

signs by which we judge whether a piece of work is mathe-

matical or not, for example, equations, and alge'Braic signs, and

other marks, have nothing to do with the matter. I shall point

out later that these are rather only the shorthand which has

been forced upon mathematics in order to express the im-

mense volume of existing mathematical knowledge. This

shorthand is no more mathematics than is the usual shorthand

to be regarded as physics or literature or law, or any other

subject in which a stenographer may take notes. The con-

fusion of the shorthand of algebra and the language whicH

we have built up in our enormous terminology, for mathe-

matics itself is a very popular and very misleading error.

Mathematics itself consists in processes which can be carried

out always ivithout any such shorthand, and without this mass

of technical words, except that perhaps no human being woul3

have the time for it. It is distinct from formal logic in that

it draws its hypotheses from experimental science and renders

again to experimental science its conclusions, and it is qualified

also by the demand that its results must be useful. I should

emphasize the real distinction made above : that formal logic

is a study of the laws of thought, while mathematics, taking

these laws, applies them to assumptions made in science and

to generalizations of the theories thus formed.

Alliance to Science

Referring to what I have just said, let me insist that my
essential restriction on the field of mathematics was its alli-

ance to science, that its assumptions arose in science, and that

its justification lay in science. I should always mention also

the elaboration of theories thus formed to complete them and

to render them satisfying to the mind. Perhaps no stronger

bond could possibly exist between two great branches of know-

ledge. Indeed mathematics typifies absolutely one phase of
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scientific method, namely, that phase in which the results

derived experimentally are classified, examined and reduced

to simple laws. This phase of the scientific method is not

always performed by processes recognized as mathematical,

but all processes of mathematics are typical of this phase,

which must exist in every scientific investigation. I shall

later point out some exceedingly definite connections with

particular sciences. Just now I would emphasize the depen-

dence of mathematics on science for its very source, and,

conversely, its usefulness to science through its conclusions.

This fact is borne out particularly in physics, in mechanics,

in engineering, as is known to all of you. In other fields,

such as life insurance, the dependence is not less intimate,

and to a less degree every science, and indeed, all reasoned

life, depends on the methods which mathematics typifies. The

grand reason for this is brought out more clearly by the

definition quoted above, that ''Mathematics is the science

which draws necessary conclusions."

Content

But I must pass to some more definite explanation of

the content of mathematics than could be drawn from the

preceding general remarks. The first and most obvious por-

tion of mathematics is that which I shall group under the

term of "reckoning." This includes the whole question of

elementary arithmetic, the formal rules of operation, and

algebra. Perhaps I should insist again that the shorthand

which characterizes algebra to most minds is not logically

a part of mathematics at all. It is a scheme, a device for

putting down what might otherwise be quite impossible

through lack of time. Logically it is altogether unnecessary

it is merely a human necessity, if we are to express in a

reasonable length of time the facts which we now know.

Perhaps a more suitable definition of mathematics than that

I gave above would be that it consists in intelligent laziness,

—
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in a desire to express facts briefly, to derive results which

will enable us to perform operations without excessive labor.

At least mathematics proper, and even reckoning does not

depend upon the particular symbolism which we use; the

question of symbolism is a chapter in shorthand, and not a

chapter in mathematics.

Leaving this obvious phase of mathematics, which is

already too firmly embedded in the public mind, I should

pass quickly to geometry, which also finds common recogni-

tion as a part of mathematics. That it deals with position

and space, with figures in space, and with the relations exist-

ing between those figures in trite. That its scope includes

also drawing and measurement of all kinds is perhaps less

commonly thought.

An entirely mistaken idea is that geometry is closely

allied to formal logic. Indeed, logic is necessary in geometry,

but there is no reason why the formalities of logic should

not be utterly divorced from geometry, in the sense that formal

logic is divorced from physics and other sciences in which

reasoning certainly occurs. It is to be hoped that that reason-

ing remains just as logical.

Beyond these two, which form perhaps the greater basis

of the common conception of mathematics, the usual course

proceeds to trigonometry, itself indeed nothing but a chapter

in geometry. The reason that trigonometry is excepted is

curious. It is because our great geometer, Euclid, was ignor-

ant of trigonometry, and his great book which has for two

thousand years formed the basis for every course in elemen-

tary geometry happened not to contain that chapter. Its

subject matter is simply the rules for finding the remaining

parts of a triangle when sufficient number of parts (namely,

three) are given. These rules are quite simple ; they were

forecast entirely in Euclidean geometry, and might easily be

stated there. As usually taught, trigonometry includes also

a few extensions of the orignial ideas, but these extensions
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are not essential. They are, however, an entirely normal

and legitimate part of the subject, as I have explained above.

Analytic geometry, the next branch of mathematics

usually taught, also has its origin in ancient ignorance. There

is no greater reason for its separation from elementary geo-

metry than that Euclid and his followers knew nothing about

it. The ideas themselves are now fairly widespread. Perhaps

measurement of position on the earth by latitude and longi-

tude is the best known instance of the general method. In-

deed, latitude and longitude give themselves an arithmetical

treatment of position that reduces geometry (the study of

position in space) to an arithmetical subject by enabling us

to substitue these numbers, latitude and longitude, for the

position in question. This scheme is also used commonly

by surveyors who locate objects accurately by measuring dis-

tances from any two lines on the earth's surface. In an

entirely different field a similar scheme is commonly used to

represent, for example, the fluctuation in the number of

students attending this University by representing this num-

ber by a curved line in a manner familiar to most of you.

The price of wheat, the temperature at different times of

day, and an endless number of other statistical figures are

commonly represented in the same way.

If to arithmetic we add merely the shorthand of algebraic

symbolism, and denote numbers by letters, we arrive thorough-

ly in the sphere of analytical geometry, for we then have,

instead of arithmetic representation of position an algebraic

representation of position which is indeed the heart of analytic

geometry. Sufiice it to say here that this connection between

the two subjects, algebra and geometry, leads to easy methods

of proof of many geometric propositions, and also to easy

methods of geometric representation of algebraic facts. In

short, this is the whole of what we call analytics.

It will seem curious to many of you that I should at

this point pass to what is known as the Function Theory,
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but it seems most logical to do so. The notion of a function

is none other than the very common notion of the interdepen-

dence of quantities which occur in everyday life,—in other

words, the all-pervading question of cause and effect, or more
exactly, the effect produced by a given cause. In science,

quantites which depend upon each other occur in practically

every experiment. The length of a pendulum determines

the time of vibration, the thickness of a wire determines the

musical note which it will produce, other circumstances re-

maining the same :—in fact, every scientific question must

have to do with dependence, with cause and effect.

This notion reduced to its utmost simplicity is the function

notion of mathematics. I may say roughly that one thing is a

function of another if it depends upon that other. Thus,

the time of vibration of a pendulum is a function of its length

;

the price of wheat is a function of the amount harvested;

and so on. In fact, all of the statistics and other quantities

so far considered are functions of something else, and the

geometrical figures for temperature, for price of wheat, etc.,

suggested above are nothing but the illustration of the growth

and fall of some quantity depending upon some other:—that

is, they are geometrical pictures of functions.

In mathematics proper we study a few very special func-

tions of the simplest type which we can devise, in order to

find out something about the general properties of functions,

about the general properties of things which depend on other

things. Thus, we study x-, which clearly depends on x; and

we call x^ a function of x. We study other powers, and other

longer expressions, and we go further to study different kinds

of variation, as when we say one thing varies as another,

—

for example, that the force exerted on a spring varies as

its extension. The common impression is that variation is

always equivalent to proportion, which we sometimes call

linear variation, and it is commonly expected that everything

will work according to the rule of three. If one pound of
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butter costs twenty cents, we expect 100 pounds to cost 100

times as much. Should we expect one million pounds to cost

one million times as much? Or should we expect diamonds

to follow this same simple rule? If so, surprises await us

not only in science, but at every turn in ordinary life. In

fact, we find that very few quantities follow ordinary pro-

portion, and that if they do, it is only for a very short while.

Far more important are other forms of variation which are

not linear, that is, not based on ordinary proportion, and

these other non-linear forms of variation form the subject-

matter of the theory of functions. A highly complicated

case known to you is the function which represents the height

of a wave of water. Its geometrical picture is indeed pre-

cisely of the form of such a wave Its mathematical expres-

sion leads to complicated considerations as compared with

those of elementary mathematics. Finally the direct interest

in functions grows for their own sake with their further

study. A grand part of mathematics has to do with elabora-

tions of this theory :—a striking instance of the possible ex-

tension of a theory to render it complete and satisfying to

the human mind. It is a theory in which the beauty of mathe-

matics stands out as in few other topics, though perhaps to

some of you beauty in mathematics is an anomaly indeed. I

shall not wonder if it is in view of the fact that elementary

mathematics consists so largely of shorthand and deals so little

with real mathematics.

The question of approach of one varying thing to some

fixed boundary is one which enters every human mind con-

stantly. In nature, changes are occurring in everything about

us, and their state, their temperature and length have a goal,—
are approaching some definite quantity. Again, I might men-

tion the famous paradox of Zeno, in which a hare pursuing

a tortoise covers successively half the intervening distance

and then again half and half of that forever. Clearly the

hare is approaching the tortoise ; indeed I will confess to
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you that he really reaches him, though this is a consummation

not always recognized by a certain type of scholastic mind.

These problems of approach, the so-called limit processes

form a chapter by themselves in mathematics. They also

relate mathematics to science in an exceedingly intimate way.

Thus, the velocity of any moving point is best considered as

the limit which is approached by the ratio of the distance

to the time. The rate of change of anything falls directly

under this scheme. Without venturing into further detail, I

will simply mention that this topic, the rates of change of

varying things, is what we call the Differential Calculus. Now
everywhere in science we encounter things which are in

states of change ; bodies in motion ; currents of heat, of

electricity, sweeping through objects ; liquids in process of

evaporation; solids in process of melting, in process of solu-

tion; materials in process of decay, and so forth, in a variety

without end. The rate of change of all of these is absolutely

of the type considered in the calculus, which is thus really

essential to the intimate study of all things which are not

absolutely dead, inert and changeless. In many of these

scientific considerations the calculus is not used, that is, it

is not consciously used ; for, before a conscious use of the

calculus in possible, science itself must formulate its concep-

tions in such a definite way that they can be expressed by

the symbolism of mathematics. This has been done in many

a science. In physics, in mechanics, and in engineering, an3

also in astronomy, in life insurance, and in a minor degree

in other sciences, such formulation has taken place; and in

the first group of sciences mentioned we have reached a stage

in which further progress is impossible without the processes

of the calculus

Another case of approach which is commonly understood

is that which is intended when we say that the length of the

circumference of a circle is the limit of the length of the

perimeter of an inscribed polygon as the number of sides
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increases. This is a case of a limit of a sum ; it is typical

of a large group of practical cases which arise in geometry

and in science, in which we wish to find the total limit of a

variable sum. \\'e call the study of such limits the Integral

Calculus. Indeed, the integral calculus includes also a most

ingenious device for finding the limits of such sums, but that

is neither here nor there; the subject-matter is just such limits

as I have mentioned. To illustrate their occurrence in science,

I will say that the work done in walking up a hill can be

figured out step by step, even though the inclination of the

hill change from step to step. To find the work done on a body

which slides up a hill without taking any steps we should

proceed to a limit in which the number of steps increases with-

out any bound. This is typical of the problems which occur

in the integral calculus.

Finally, another type of limit which gives rise to a chap-

ter in mathematics is that of I tifinite Series, of which the

best known examples are the geometric progressions, like 1

plus ^ plus %. plus ys plus etc., forever. Suffice it to

say that such infinite series occur in mathematics and that

we cannot avoid them. That they depend upon limits will

be clear if I point out that we simply cannot add all of the

terms together, that what we mean is therefore the limit

approached as we add more and more and more terms. Such

series occur in great profusion in all sciences which have

advanced to the standpoint of mathematical expression ; in

physics, in engineering, in astronomy, their occurence is con-

stant. These form the subject matter of one great branch

of mathematics—the study of infinite series, or, more broadly,

the study of infinite processes.

Perhaps I have reached a limit past which I should not

go in an attempt to explain roughly the various fields into

which mathematics goes in its process of drawing necessary

conclusions. Perhaps no reason exists why mathematics

should not proceed to other fields and extend its methods to
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them. The only reason is that tradition prescribes the field

of mathematical activity. Indeed, I have mentioned already

the principal fields which mathematics enters. You will see

that practically all of them will be known to any student

who has so much as finished the Sophomore course in a

university such as this. Past that, remain elaborations of

these theories which go perhaps beyond the farthest bounds

of your possible imagination. In number work alone the

mass of present information is appalling; yet, looking back-

ward at it from the standpoint of our present knowledge,

it seems as if we were merely on the threshold. In the

study of functions we are in perhaps much the same position

;

the theory of functions is an enormous accumulation of

material which, alone, compares with the entire literature

of some of the sciences. In each of the other fields which

I have mentioned, this sort of elaboration has proceeded. In

the theory of limits, in geometry, in intricate types of reckon-

ing, such as the Group Theory, an immense literature exists.

The details are of course abstruse, and not fitted for such a

brief talk as this, otherwise there would scarcely be any

need for extended courses in which to discuss them and for

voluminous books in which to record and classify all of this

knowledge.

Applications

I have spoken repeatedly of the applications of mathematics

to other sciences ; in fact I have pointed out that the only

successful characterization of mathematics is that it demands

that the conclusions drawn by its processes shall be useful

to the experimental sciences from which its hypotheses are

drawn,—aside from elaborations of theories which have thus

arisen.

The most common application, the one which is used by

every civilized human being, is reckoning, the first of the

grand divisions of mathematics which I have mentioned. A
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certain unconscious use of geometrical knowledge is almost

as widespread. This use totals more than all the use in all

the sciences, but it is perhaps not so important, and not so

far reaching. In science the practical uses of mathematics

are apparently unlimited; beyond the mere question of reck-

oning, the fundamental idea of rate of change as expressed

in the calculus, the fundamental idea of dependence, as ex-

pressed in functions, the fundamental notion of expression

of results by mathematical symbolism, enters, almost domi-

nates, physics, engineering, astronomy, and, to a minor ex-

tent, some other sciences. To commence to give a list of

these applications would be nothing but foolhardy. As a

striking illustration, I might mention that Halley's comet has

just been seen in the heavens. It has been gone these seventy

years, and its return has been predicted absolutely. This

spectacular instance of our knowledge of the heavens is not

really so important as many less startling, but more vital

phenomena in astronomy which today are absolutely under-

stood through the use of mathematical knowledge. The cal-

culation of a comet's path, however, unites in itself all of the

various points which I have made : the acceptance from science

of fundamental assumptions, of which the greatest is New-
ton's law of gravitation, the formulation in the language of

mathematical symbolism, checked and re-checked by reasoning,

the reduction of functional expression, the application of

the notion of the rate of motion expressed by means of the

calculus, the final unraveling of all attendant mysteries. At
last mathematics returned to science its conclusion, and this

conclusion proved useful to the race,—in that people are quite

interested in seeing this comet as soon as possible when it

comes back. But it is not only in such far away things that

mathematics has been absolutely essential to progress. Every

electric light which shines is a visible sign of. the mathematical

attainment of the race; and from electric lights to north pole

discovery; from airships on the one hand to life insurance
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on the other, with an enormous range of practical appHca-

tions between them, human achievements without number de-

pend utterly upon mathematics, and are utterly impossible

without it. I would note, however, that mathematics is merely

neceessary to these discoveries,—it is not sufficient. For the

discoveries themselves, it is necessary always that some genius

arise who can apply the conclusions which mathematics has

reached to the practical ends of life, in the building of a

bridge, in the construction of an engine, in the taking of

observations with a sextant from a frozen polar sea.

HISTORY

The history of mathematics is as long as the history of

mankind, for perhaps we should not wish to recognize an

ancestor to whom the mere notion of counting was too

abstruse. Indeed, the history of mathematics goes back of

written history. Its first chapters are evolved rather from

the reason than from history. Coming down to written his-

tory, we know that geometry arose as a necessity for the mea-

surement of land in the peculiarly shaped alluvial regions

near the Nile. Perhaps this is typical in that every branch

of mathematics has seen at least its genesis in a pressing

need of the race.

Of the vital steps in the formation of mathematics I

may note swiftly these : the idea of number itself, the distinc-

tion of the difference between one number and some different

number; the Arabian notation for number, which really arose

in India; the first Egyptian survey, which was the foundation

of geometry; the Grecian school of logic which formed geo-

metry into a precise doctrine as it stands today ; the invention

of algebra by the Arabians; the junction of algebra and geo-

metry in analytics; the invention of the calculus; and, last,

the enormous expansion of recent times forced by the neces-

sities of science and of engineering.

Among the names of famous men, I may recall from the
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earliest dawn of history : Pythagorus ; Euclid ; Archimedes,

—

known for other feats; Omar Khayyam,—known better for

a set of verses ; Descartes ; Leibnitz ; Newton ; Lagrange. I

have omitted most, even the prominent names of history.

In modern times, of the few whom I can hope to make stay

with you are : Abel, the founder of modern mathematics,

who died of abuse, an outcast; Galois, a spectacular youth,

killed in a duel at 18 years of age ; Gauss ; Cauchy ; Riemann

;

Lord Kelvin; Kowalewski, one of the few women who ha§i

attained equal rank with men in dispensing with any prefix

to her name; Klein; Poincare; Hilbert; Osgood, the only

American I shall mention;—certainly more than these would

confuse your minds rather than enlighten them.

PROGRESS AND PRESENT ACTIVITY

Perhaps you will be surprised to know that the last few

men whose names I have mentioned are actually alive, that

they have actually added to mathematical knowledge, that

mathematics is not all known, and that some of it has been

very recently discovered. I have already indicated the tre-

mendous enlargement of the fundamental ideas in mathe-

matics, and the enormous extent of the existing literature. It

will be easy for you to understand that mathematics at pre-

sent has passed the stage of instant expression in the popular

sense of newspaper exploitation, so that its progress is popu-

larly unknown. I can only explain that the extent of current

literature in mathematics,—I mean that the extent of new
development of previously unknown things is greater by far

than at any other previous stage in history. There are over

twenty-five journals, now published, which are devoted ex-

clusively to mathematics, besides more than a hundred general

scientific journals devoted partially to mathematics. The
importance from a scientific standpoint of the develop-

ments actually being made at this time is greater than that

at any previous similar stage. These lie, of course, beyond
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all possible popular explanation, though they do directly affect

some practical problems like those of physics and engineer-

ing, which are of immediate use to the race.

I may pass perhaps briefly in review one great phase

of mathematical activity at present which can be explained

properly, namely, the activity exhibited toward reform in

mathematical teaching. Societies have been created, not only

in this country, but in every civilized nation, for the study

of methods of teaching and improvement of subject-matter

taught. The actual results are a radical change in the mathe-

matics taught in secondary and primary schools, and a radical

change also in the knowledge necessary on the part of the

teacher. Among the most prominent activities at present are

those of the American Federation of Teachers of Mathematics

and Science, a national organization in this country, and the

similar activities of an International Commission on the

Teaching of Mathematics recently created by the Interna-

tional Congress of Mathematicians at Rome, which in con-

junction with the national commissions of every civilized

nation is soon to make a voluminous and exhaustive mathe-

matical report on the present status of mathematical teaching

of all classes, with recommendations concerning the future.

The National Commission for the United States has asked

the assistance of mathematicians throughout the country, both

in colleges and in secondary schools, and the importance of

this work for the United States alone will certainly be tre-

mendous.

Along the lines of scientific research I can indicate but

little, for the reasons which I have previously mentioned,

since mathematics today has passed the point of hasty under-

standing by him who runs. Briefly, the main fields of func-

tion theory, geometry, the theory of limits are pressing for-

ward as never before. A new and radically successful attack

has been made upon the philosophy of mathematics and upon

the foundations of this and other sciences. It is perhaps more
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fitting that a philosopher should explain the fundamental

importance of this phase of modern mathematical research

for mathematics itself, for philosophy and for other sciences.

A similar spirit has lead to fundamental revision of all our

previous mathematical knowledge, to its reduction to such

certainty that we can express our ideas practically in terms

of elementary arithmetic to a degree of certainty approximat-

ing two plus two equals four. This movement has been

called indeed the arithmetization of mathematics. Finally a

new and bewildering theory, the so-called Cantor Theory of

"sets of points" has arisen in the last twenty-five years. It

is comparable in every way in its effect upon mathematics

to the new theory of radio-activity in its effect on the funda-

mental conceptions of physics and of chemistry. The revi-

sion of ideas caused in those sciences by the discovery of

radio-activity of matter is no less startling than is the funda-

mental revision of mathematics caused by the Cantor Theory

of Sets, a theory which after all is nothing but a cunningly pre-

cise study of numbers of the simplest possible kind, thus going,

as does radio-activity in its influence, into the very essential

foundation of the science in which it arose. Again, I cannot

more than present to you the notion of a new mathematical

chapter of fundamental importance and living meaning, in-

vented within 25 years, and now known throughout the civi-

lized world, and affecting practically every phase of mathe-

matical research. Indeed I cannot explain its details. The
very mention of it will perhaps show you more clearly than

anything else that I could say that mathematics is not finished,

that it is distinctly in the process of making, and that the

most of knowledge lies beyond us. Indeed a science which

is complete has lost its attraction. No man except a wage

earner will interest himself in a subject which is dead. An-
other proof patent to all that mathematics is not complete is

the existence of a large body of men throughout the world

who are giving their lives to the study and elaboration of its

theories.
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PHYSICS

Oscar Milton Stewart

Professor of Physics

It has been aptly said that science had its origin in the

desire of men to know. In the earhest times men wondered

at the phenomena that came within their horizon. Simple

observation discovered some relations. Then after genera-

tions of observation the suspicion is aroused that the world

about us is not a haphazard collection of facts, but an im-

mense and, though intricate, a systematic structure reared on

a few fundamentals.

In the study of this immense structure men have used dif-

ferent methods, some laying emphasis on one phase, some on

another. So there have arisen from these diverse points of

view what we now call the sciences.

This morning I shall attempt to point out that attitude

which is distinctively the attitude of the physicist and that

problem which may be called his problem. The field of

physics is so broad, it covers so many different types of

phenomena, that extended description or statement of details

or of the achievements of this work is here impossible.

The facts of nature are complex. From these facts alone

it would be well nigh impossible to ever find system and order.

So we try to look behind the scenes, to get back to the simpler

and more fundamental things. In doing this certain concep-

tions must be formed, the simplest and most fundamental

that we can find. These fundamental concepts that we now
use are those of space, of time, of force, and of mass. The

word force is used in the same sense as when we speak of

57
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muscular force ; the word mass is used as meaning much the

same as the ordinary word matter.

Starting with these concepts the physicist tries to find the

simplest relationships existing among them. But no direct

and simple relation can be found. All experiments bring in

disturbing factors. For example, the actual law of a falling

body is not simple. The facts are complicated by the friction

of the atmosphere. A sheet of paper flutters slowly to the

floor, but crushed into a compact mass it falls with a greater

speed. For falling bodies we must then have a very complex

law, one which would take into account the shape and density

of the falling body. But is this the kind of a law we want?

No, we wish to start with the simplest law, one where all the

disturbing and complicating factors are removed. We know
that the disturbing cause in this case is the air, so we either

remove the air or choose bodies of such shape and weight

that the air will have only a negligible effect. Then and then

only do we get a simple law. And so it is on every hand.

But partly by experiment and partly by hypotheses, certain

relations between our fundamental concepts are foimd. One
of these relations, sometimes called Newton's first law of mo-

tion, will be explained merely as an example of this process.

This law may be stated by saying that all matter has inertia.

A further statement, v/hen we define what we mean by inertia,

would include this—that a body would move on forever in a

straight line unless acted upon by some force. No one can

actually prove that by any experiment. We can never produce

a motion where all forces are absent. We always find some

forces present, for example friction, and observe that tlie

motion soon ceases. So in this case Newton imagined a

simple condition, one impossible to attain—that of a moving

body with no external forces acting on it. In this condition.

he said that the body would move forever in a straight line.

This seems simple enough. It may to us who have been

brought up on such principles appear self-evident. But it
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certainly has not always seemed so. The ancient Greeks did

not so regard it. To them circular motion was nobler than

linear motion and a body, if no force is acting on it, should

continue to move in a circle. This principle of Newton is

not self-evident and, since we cannot prove it, we assume its

truth.

In this way, with the aid of the imagination, a few simple

and fundamental relations are set down. Thus is laid the

foundation of physics.

So, strictly speaking, this foundation rests on pure as-

sumptions. These assumptions are, however, not arbitrary,

for they must in so far as we can test them agree with the

facts of nature. Experience and very searching criticism have

shown us that all deductions from these assumptions are, in

so far as we can test them, in agreement with observation.

But I am not giving you the attitude of the founders of

this science. It certainly is not true that our early workers

in mathematics and physics started out to consciously build up

science from assumed relations. In nearly all cases they

thought they had found truths. Many times proofs of these

relations were offered and only in comparatively recent times

have we found fallacies in their arguments. Newton cer-

tainly believed that he had experimentally proven the law of

inertia. Many have thought that they had worked out cor-

rect and independent definitions of force and mass. One emi-

nent physicists, after hunting vainly for a sound definition of

mass, offers as a confession of failure the following: Masses

are coefficients which it is found are convenient to introduce

into calculations.

From these concepts and relations are derived others, for

example, velocity, momentum, work, and energy. It is not

always easy to form clear concepts of what the physicist

means by these terms. For these terms are used in a techni-

cal sense. But on account of the many and important uses

of the terms work and energy, I shall point out some relations.
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Whenever a force produces a motion, work is said to be done,

and the magnitude is defined and measured by the product of

the force times the distance through which this force acts.

Work then is defined and measured in terms of force and

distance. Energy in turn may be defined in terms of work.

In any physical operation where work is done, we may say

that the condition of the body that did the work has changed

and that the condition of the body that had the work done

on it has also changed. In some cases this condition of a

body may involve its velocity ; in other cases it may involve

the position of the body, or, as in the case of a spring, it may
involve its length or shape. But it is something about the

body which changes when the body does work, or when work

is done on the body. Further, if we so define and measure

this condition that its change shall be numerically equal to the

work done, then we may call this condition energy. Hence

we may say that whenever we do work on a body, its energy

increases by an amount equal to the work done. When we
raise a weight we do work and add energy to that body.

When one throws a ball, he does work and adds energy to

the ball. On the other hand, when a body does work it loses

an amount of energy precisely equal to the amount of that

work. A weight in falling will do work, and will lose energy.

Energy then is a condition of a body measured in terms of

the work that it can do.

Within the last half century the doctrine of the law of

conservation of enery has become universally accepted. This

doctrine states that energy cannot be created and cannot be

destroyed ; that the sum total of energy in the universe is

constant. The acceptance of this doctrine almost revolution-

ized physical science. Since the days of Newton no other

principle or doctrine has done so much towards the correlat-

ing and explaining of various physical facts. By the aid of

this dectrine one can deduce laws and principles that before

seemed independent of all other physical laws. But we re-
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gard it as important, not only because of its theoretical value,

but also because in our everyday life this concept of energy

is thrust upon us. Energy has a market value, is bought and

sold in almost every community. As an example of this take

the case of the electric lighting of our homes. The process

is somewhat as follows : Coal is burned ; energy is taken from

the coal and given to the water and steam in the boilers. By
means of the steam engine, this energy now becomes ordinary

mechanical energy and is transmitted by shaft or belts to the

dynamo. There the energy is transformed into electrical

energy. This electrical energy is transmitted along wires into

a transformer ; is there changed into magnetic energy ; and

that in turn in another circuit develops the electrical energy

which comes into our house and in the lamp is changed into

still another form of energy—light. None of the electrical

current that passed through the lamp came from the distant

power house. The only thing that starts from the power

house and finally reaches the lamp is energy. Moreover, when
we pay our bills, we pay not for light but literally for the

energy that has been delivered. For the electric meters are

instruments designed for measuring energy and nothing but

energy. This example can be duplicated time and time again

from almost every field of physical science. It is this uni-

versality that compels us to regard energy as one of our funda-

mentals.

So commonly do we meet this term that we sometimes

unconsciously drift into the habit of regarding energy as a

thing or substance. This shows itself in the attempt of soma

to build up a logical system of physics having as the funda-

mental concepts, energy, space, time, and mass.

But lest you think that because this science is built on

definitions and conventions the whole subject is conventional,

let me remind you that I am trying to give an account of

the attitude and the method of the physicist rather than a

statement of the extent of his work. He really deals with
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facts, the facts of nature; and these definitions and these con-

ventions are only the tools, the instruments, with which these

facts are handled. Physics is essentially experimental. To
these conventions and definitions are added many experimen-

tal laws, but the whole is handled, arranged, and classified

with the aid of the fundamental laws.

But let us discuss in more detail the scope of physics.

In the early classifications of this science men were forced

to divide it up into a number of distinct parts, each of these

parts seeming to be an almost independent subject. Later,

cases of interlinking were found and still later it was shown

that some of these subjects were really special cases of another

division. Today, although not logical, this natural division

has to a great extent been maintained. So that we now have

as the great divisions, Mechanics, Heat, Sound, Light, Elec-

tricity, and Magnetism. Mechanics, the first of these, is the

oldest. One of the earliest steps in the development of this

science was in the discovery of the laws of the lever by

Archimedes over 2000 years ago. In a narrow sense

mechanics may be defined as the systematic treatment of the

laws of motion of ordinary bodies and the efifect of forces

upon their motion or their state of rest. The term mechanics

is often used in a broader sense to include the properties of

matter and the laws of liquids and gases. But this morning

I shall use the term in its more narrow sense.

It was in the growth of this branch of physics that the

fundamental concepts and principles that I have been discuss-

ing were developed. It was in the solution of mechanical

problems that the laws of force and work originated. The
concept of energy and the doctrine of the conservation of

energy came from the study of the perceived motions of

bodies. For this reason, I shall hereafter refer to these as

the concepts and principles of mechanics.

To these fundamental concepts and principles we have

discussed are added certain experimental laws. Attempt is
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then made to introduce law and order among the various

facts that experiment brings forth. So throughout the whole,

fact and phenomena are explained in terms of the funda-

mental principles involved. To such an extent is this suc-

cessful that a certain part of this branch is often referred

to as a case of a precise science.

The elementary student of physics in learning the funda-

mental laws and definitions often fails to look beyond these

and discover that mechanics is a live subject; that it has a

great many interesting and instructive applications ; that it

deals not only with simple things, as the lever and the inclined

plane, but also with those far more complex, as the stability

produced in a monorail car by the action of gyroscopes. Part

of this subject may be called the science of machinery, for it

deals with the principles which involve all types of machines.

There are many special applications, for example the so-

called kinetic theory of gases where, in order to be able to

apply these principles, it is necessary to adopt some hypothesis,

in this case the molecular theory of matter. These cases are

sometimes so involved, that it is difficult for the layman and

often for the student to clearly understand what is theory

and what is fact. But underlying all these phenomena we
have this precise science which we call mechanics.

From the point of view already taken, it is obvious

that since mechanics treats of relations between our funda-

mental concepts, that is, between mass, force, motion, and

energy, it must be the foundation of all physics. Independ-

ently of this fundamental reason it was long ago found that

some of the other divisions of physics were special cases

of mechanics. For example, it was found that sound was

a wave motion and later that light was also a wave motion.

Since the study of wave motion is a sub-division of mechanics,

mechanics must be accepted as the more fundamental. Later

on, electrical waves were discovered, and it was also found

that some of the fundamental laws of electricity could be
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deduced when the laws of mechanics were appHed to elec-

trical problems. Today we have a subject, sometimes called

the mathematical theory of electricity and magnetism, which

is an application of the principles and methods of mechanics

and is a further extension of that precise science.

For a long time heat was practically an independent

subject. Heat was regarded as a substance, something

locked up among the interstices of the particles from which

matter is constructed. There was no fundamental relation

existing between this and mechanics or other branches of

physics. But the work of Rum ford, Mayer, Joule, and

Helmholtz showed that this view of heat was incorrect.

According to the new theory, heat is a form of energy and

can be measured and stated in terms of energy units. Then

and only then was the way open for the acceptance of the

doctrine of the conservation of energy, and the extension of

the laws of mechanics to this subject. This is such an import-

ant step that I wish to explain it clearly. The fundamental

concepts and the laws connecting force, motion, and energy

were developed as applying to ordinary bodies and to motions

that we can perceive. They were applied to a falling body,

to the raising of weights by pulleys, to a revolving fly-wheel,

but now it is assumed that these laws can be applied to a

case where we do not know that we are dealing with moving

bodies. To apply these laws to heat is not only a radical

change but one which throws light upon the methods of

physics. In this case as a result of assuming that what

was true in mechanical cases would be true in all cases,

the way was opened for the development not only of new
facts but also of new and important laws of heat. One of

the now most important branches of this, thermodynamics,

owes its development to the resulting impulse given to the

study of heat phenomena.

Thus we find that portions of the various branches of

physics may be classed as subdivisions of mechanics, but this
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does not convey to us the precise situation. When we find

that heat, Hght, electricity, and other subjects are special

divisions of mechanics, we have not proven that now all the

phenomena of these subjects are cases of matter in motion,

but that the simple and assumed laws connecting force, matter,

and motion apply to cases other than purely mechanical cases

and that the concepts of work and energy originally based

upon cases of simple motion can be used to interpret other

phenomena. The fundamental laws that were true for large

masses are extended to the molecule, to the atom and now
even to the electron. Wherever we find force or energy, to

this is applied these laws of mechanics.

The case of heat just cited is a good example. Heat to

us at first is a mere sensation, we feel it. We certainly

have no a priori reason for supposing that a law of mechanics

can be applied to it. As another example, when we extend

these mechanical laws and principles to radiation, to light,

we find that a beam of light must have momentum and must

therefore exert pressure on all bodies that this light falls

upon. It may be noted that the fact that light should have

momentum and pressure was predicted by Maxwell nearly

30 years before its discovery. Not only was he able to pre-

dict the effect, but to actually compute the magnitude of it.

This result too was obtained by this generalization of the

principles and laws of mechanics.

Sometimes in extending the scope Of a fundamental

concept we find something which effects the concept itself.

As a result of the applications of the concepts of energy and

work to heat, Vv^e find an additional property of energy, often

called the "dissipation and degradation of energy." The
application of mechanical principles showed that heat is a

form of energy, and the second law of thermodynamics states

that by no means can heat be converted into work unless the

heat passes from a body at a higher temperature to another

at a lower temperature. Since all activities tend to produce
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a condition of uniform temperature throughout the universe,

we will ultimately reach a state where it will be impossible

to convert any heat energy into mechanical work. Hence,

while the amount of energy in the universe remains constant

the amount available for use is steadily decreasing. This law

being cosmic in extent has attracted much attention from those

interested in such problems.

While the principles of mechanics have been the dominant

ones in the bringing together of these various branches of

physics, there, have been other cases, for example, a certain

method and law originally developed for heat is now applied to

problems in optics, in electro-chemistry and other apparently

widely divergent cases. But the immense strides taken in

the last half century in the correlation of our different

branches are the direct result of the extended use of the

principles and methods of one of the branches to the whole

subject of physics.

Each of these branches has its own particular laws.

But when we extend one branch to cover all, we do not

destroy these particular laws, but place as supreme the laws

of the one,—that is the laws of mechanics. And since the

laws of mechanics are the laws of force, of motion, and of

energy, we can now say that all forces and all motion and

all changes in energy are governed by these fundamental laws.

No longer are new and mysterious forces invented. Elec-

trical forces and magnetic forces are the same kind of forces,

—that is they produce the same changes in motion that

equal mechanical forces would. In other words, there is only

one kind of force, one kind of energy, obeying hut one set

of lazvs.

We may say that what is really achieved is that com-

plicated physical processes are now explained in terms of

more familiar ones. Newton, in explaining why the moon,

instead of following a straight path, was pulled back towards

the earth and constrained to move around it, showed that the
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moon was really falling towards the earth and that the same

law governed it that applied to any falling body.

We can sum all this up by saying in the words of Hertz

that "all physicists agree that the problem of physics consists

in tracing the phenomena of nature back to the simple laws

of mechanics." This now gives us a definition of physics. It

is a definition of method rather than of scope. And it is

to understand this attitude and method of the physicist that

I have gone so much in detail into the fundamental concepts.

To repeat, the physicist assumes that the fundamental

laws of nature are simple; that the simple laws which were

found to be true in relatively simple cases, that is, in the

motions of ordinary bodies, are far more general. He finds

that these laws of mechanics apply to such things as heat,

light, electricity, cases which are not motions of ordinary

bodies. Wherever then he finds energy or force, he assumes

at once that to this may be applied the simple fundamental

laws. The physicist we may then say is that man who is

continually trying to explain all the facts of nature by means

of his simple laws of motion, force, and energy.

While all physicists may agree that this interpretation

of his purpose is correct, still they differ in the methods they

employ. The work of some is experimental; others are

what we call theoretical or mathematical physicists. The
experimental physicist devotes his time primarily to finding

new facts or to verifying certain hypotheses. The only road

to truth is through experiment. But these truths must be

classified, generalizations must be made, and here the field

is open to the theoretical physicist. Science is built from

facts, not a haphazard collection, but facts carefully cata-

logued. As a matter of fact, all physicists employ both of

these methods, but they differ in the amount of time they

give to each. So when we say that a man is an experimental

or a theoretical physicist, we are speaking in a relative manner.
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The physicist uses as a part of his foundation the concepts

of the mathematician. Moreover, as he is deaHng in the

main with things which he measures, he must use quantitative

definitions and quantitative statements of the relations between

his concepts. Since they are quantitative, he can express

them in the form of equations. For these reasons, mathe-

matical processes are of great service to the physicist. The
mathematician and the physicist are usually readily distin-

guished by the difference in their attitude, the physicist using

the mathematics only as a tool.

Much of the time the work of the experimentalist runs

ahead of the theoretical physicist. On the other hand, there

are many famous cases where the result was first pointed

out by theory. For example, Clerk Maxwell in an endeavor

to unify the two subjects, light and electricity, proposed what

is now called the electromagnetic theory of light. According

to this, light waves are only a special case of electrical waves.

Up to this time electrical waves had never been detected,

—

they were absolutely unknown. Later they were by direct

experiment discovered by the now famous Hertz. This

work was a great step in the unification of physics and at

the same time opened a new field for practical work— that

of wireless telegraphy and telephony. It may be of more

than passing interest to point out more of the details of

this work. The explanation lies in the principle that when
we reject complicated concepts and go back to the simpler

ones of mechanics we usually find that a decided advance

has been made. In the case we have just cited, the work

began with Faraday. In explaining electrical phenomena

Faraday rejected a lot of preconceived notions and the

existence of substances which could not be perceived. He
discarded the notion of a fluid called electricity acting across

space. But he left the subject still in a vague condition.

Maxwell gathered up Faraday's ideas, simplified them, put

them in a more concrete form, and, assuming that he could
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apply the principles of mechanics, he was able to predict

phenomena hitherto unknown. Maxwell's work was not mere

mathematical manipulation. It is a well known fact that one

can never by mere mathematical processes discover physical

truths. One can never get more out of the equations than

one puts into them. The equations are simply abbreviated

methods of reasoning. Maxwell added several things ; he

laid great emphasis on the medium surrounding the electri-

fied body. He assumed that this medium, or ether as we
call it, possessed certain properties, and. further, that to this

medium and to the energ}' it contained could be applied the

simple and fundamental principles of mechanics. His success

in prediction was due to the laying down of certain hypotheses

and in doing that which I have said is characteristic of a

physicist,—that is, in extending the laws of energ}^ to this

case.

There are a number of branches of science which are

often spoken of as the physical sciences. To explain fully

and clearly the distinctions between these subjects is im-

possible. Impossible for the sole reason that no line of

separation exists. Overlapping is found on every side. Be-

tween physics and chemistry it is very difficult to give even

a general statement. Our elementary texts formerly told

us that chemistry had to do with chemical changes and physics

with physical changes in matter. Chemical cTianges were

defined as those changes in substances in which the properties

of the substance was changed. For example, two clear liquids

mixed together produce a colored fluid, or from a trans-

parent crystal a heavy metal is extracted. Physical changes

were defined as those changes in bodies which produce no

changes in their properties ; for example, a change in position

or a change in velocity. Or stated in terms of the molecular

theory, chemistry was supposed to deal with the composition

of molecules, with the atom and all atomic phenomena. But

no chemist or physicist is limited by such a definition. To
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compute molecular weights the chemist must study the laws of

gases, laws which may have nothing to do with these so called

chemical changes. And in a great variety of ways he must

depart from a limitation such as is given in some of the older

texts. In the same way and from similar causes the physicist

breaks down these barriers. To understand why we get the

spectrum when light passes through a prism, we must study

molecular and atomic structure.

So in many different lines, both chemists and physicists

have worked at the same problem and where this work is

essential in the presentation of both subjects, we find our

text-books overlapping. The division of these border sub-

jects, especially those which are not clearly classified by their

nature, is to some extent an historical accident.

But of far greater efi^ect has been the difference of atti-

tude. The chemist has in the past been concerned chiefly

with the constitution of matter and those properties of matter

which change as the constitution changes. On the other

hand, the physicist has been concerned not only with matter,

but with the establishment of fundamental laws connecting

matter, force, and energy, and in the application of these laws

to all phenomena. However, there has recently developed

what is almost a new subject. Physical Chemistry. This

according to Van't HoflF, one of the most prominent of modern

chemists, is the application of these methods of physics to

the problems of chemistry. Chemistry is an aggregation of

facts and laws relating to the composition of substances.

Beyond doubt the facts of chemistry are complex. But such

things as chemical affinity and such laws as the law of com-

bination in definite proportions are facts and laws of matter

and force, and must ultimately be explained in terms of the

fundamental laws of matter and force—laws which we call

the laws of mechanics.

This convergence of the two sciences is now well known,

recent work in radio-activity having brought this out con-
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spiciiously. For the important results of this work as well

as its unusually rapid development have been due to the fact

that physicists and chemists have worked together. I may
illustrate this further by cases drawn from but one side.

Much of the work that has been done in determining the

absolute mass of an atom has been done by physicists. We
find the head of the Cavendish Physical Laboratory, Sir. J.

J. Thomson, working out the structure of an atom and trying

to give an explanation of what has been called chemical

affinity. The physicist, Rutherford, has recently not only

devised a way for counting and weighing single atoms of

helium, but in actually isolating them. It certainly does not

require much imagination to predict that some day the attitude

of the chemist and that of the physicist will become identical.

Turning to the other physical sciences we find that these

are in part at least applications of those fundamental laws

of mechanics. When mechanics is applied to the outer uni-

verse we have astronomy. The well known great accuracy

of astronomical calculations, for example the exactness with

which an eclipse can be predicted, is only another example

of the precise character of this subject mechanics. The
application of mechanics to the movements of the air and

moisture is called meteorology. This is not a precise science

for the simple reason that it has not yet been reduced to simple

mechanical principles. Geology may be said to be an appli-

cation of mechanics and heat to the study of the earth's crust.

The subject of physics proper is more limited than it yet

appears. Today, owing largely to the growth of the en-

gineering sciences, its scope is more restricted than ever

before. The facts seem to be that whenever some special

application of physics has been of sufficient importance to

warrant a group of men giving their whole time to that

subdivision, then this branch is dignified by a name and is

ranked as one of the sciences. Thus in recent years has

developed the subject of electrical engineering.
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We find on every side physics merging off into other

branches. The study of heat extended in a certain direction

takes up the steam and gas engine. In Hght one is carried

in one direction into photography, in another into the theory

of lenses, and the construction of microscopes and telescopes

;

along still another line into astro-physics.

There is no exact place where electricity in physics stops

and where electrical engineering begins. Even in the teach-

ing of students there are no hard and fast lines. Lines of

separation between the fields of engineering and physics are

constantly changing. The physicist may develop a subject

and as soon as it becomes of commercial importance the

engineer takes it up. Here again we find the difference to

be one of attitude. In general the physicist contents him-

self with the demonstration of the principle and its relation

to his fundamental laws, treating the application of it only

as an illustration. The fundamental discoveries that have

made electrical engineering possible were the direct result

of the spirit of seeking fundamental relationships. It was

through the unification of two apparently distinct subjects,

one magnetism, the other electricity, that the principles now
underlying all electrical machinery were discovered. Faraday,

content with his part of this discovery, left the commercial

development to the engineer.

No one wastes time hunting for these lines of separation.

One rarely hears a man criticised for working outside of his

field. There is an immense amount of work to be done and

all help and assistance in doing that work is greatly welcomed.

Many problems have been solved only by a simultaneous

attack from several standpoints. Cooperation of this kind

is absolutely necessary. This is what should be expected

when we remember that the differences that have brought

about the various sciences are not so much in the subject

matter as in the purposes of the various scientists.
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I have mentioned a number of cases and illustrations of

the unification and correlation that is now going on in physics.

But the work is not complete and I wish to call attention to

a few such problems. We have been led to suppose that

there is a medium called the ether which fills all space. The

reason for this supposition may be briefly stated. Light and

heat are transmitted across space as wave motions traveling

with a finite and definite speed. Energy in the form of

waves leaves the sun; some minutes later it arrives here.

We believe that there must be some medium capable of trans-

mitting energy by this wave motion. Other facts add to

this. For example, in the region around a magnet or an

electrified body there exists energy, even when all ponderable

matter has been removed from this region. Moreover, it

was found as a result of the work of Maxwell and Hertz

that this electric and magnetic energy could be propagated

through space, traveling with the same speed as light. We
conclude then that this ether is something capable of trans-

mitting by wave motion not only light but electric and mag-

netic energy.

Many important problems arise in connection with the

ether. For example, is the ether stationary in space or is it

dragged by moving bodies? Does the earth in its motion

carry the ether with it, as, for example, a moving train carries

air along with it, or does the earth slip through the ether

without disturbing it? Many experiments lead to the idea

that the ether is fixed in space and that we are slipping

through it. But contradictions arise. If the earth by

virtue of its rotation is moving eastward through the ether,

the ether remaining stationary, we should find that light

travels slower when going towards the east than when moving
westward. But no such difference has been detected. The
explanation of this contradiction is one of the great problems

of today.
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Recently there has arisen a subject called Relativity,

which takes for one of its axioms or fundamental assumptions

the fact that the observed velocity of light appears to be

independent of all motion. As a result it is shown that all

our units for the measurements of time, length, and mass will

depend upon absolute motion. In other words, a meter

stick will have a slightly different length when in motion,

than when at rest. The mass of a moving body does not

remain constant if the speed changes. Increase the speed and

the mass increases. Or a clock or any timekeeper will run

at a different rate when in motion than when stationary. But

these changes which arise through motion appear to be ex-

tremely minute, and at all ordinary speeds defy detection.

Thus arises what may be called non-Newtonian mechanics,

a subject becoming as interesting to physicists as non-

Euclidean geometry is to mathematicians.

When we turn to the relations between our fundamental

concept of matter and that of electricity, we find that a great

deal of experimental work has been done and that consider-

able light has been thrown on this fundamental problem. It

was long ago pointed out that the electrical discharge through

the vacuum tube where matter exists in probably its simplest

state would afford us favorable conditions for observation.

Results have exceeded even the most sanguine expectations.

Many new phenomena have been discovered, for example,

kathode rays and X-rays. The discovery of this last created

an increased interest and the discovery of radium was an

almost immediate result. But the most important thing

found in the vacuum tube has been the electron. The next

lecturer in this course will doubtless tell us more about this,

and that the electron with its charge of electricity seems to

be the fundamental unit of matter, a theory we now call the

electrical theory of matter. Since the electron is a charge

of electricity, matter is then built up from electricity. If this
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be correct, we have reduced two unknowns— matter and

electricity—to but one, electricity.

But what is this electricity? Or, as we say, what is an

electrical charge? One view is to regard it as a strained

condition of the ether, or possibly a system of whirls or at

most a mechanical disturbance of the ether. But this is

merely guessing. No definite experimental line of attack

has as yet opened up. But these theories all regard the ether

as the fundamental substance.

The discovery of the electron has opened up a number

of questions and such things as the conduction of heat and

the flow of electricity through metals are being reduced to

much simpler problems. By the aid of the electron we can

form a mechanical explanation of the origin of light waves.

Light waves are short electrical waves. A vibrating electri-

cal charge can produce electrical waves. Since an electron is

a charge of electricity, if it is vibrating, \t can send out these

short electrical waves, or light waves. Experiments showing

that magnetic fields will change the frequency and other char-

acteristics make it seem probable that a source of light is a

collection of vibrating electrons.

Some of the problems connected with sources of light

are very complex. I may refer to the character of the light

given off by different substances as shown by an examina-

tion of their spectra. The element hydrogen whose atomic

and molecular structure is one of the simplest radiates, when
incandescent, a great many waves of different frequencies.

So intricate is this that many have despaired of ever being

able to work out the mechanical details of this radiation.

However, with the advent of the electron renewed interest

in this very beautiful line of work should yield results.

Of great interest to the physicists is the question: Shall

we, by methods that I have explained, succeed in cataloguing

all physical facts? At time hopes have run very high. Then
has come an inundation of new facts. Usually most of these
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have been catalogued at sight; others only after very pro-

longed work. The number that still remains is small com-

pared to the immense number that have been classified.

Of greater interest to all physicists should be the ques-

tion : Are these fundamental concepts and principles, these

notions of matter, force, and energy, the most fundamental

that we can find? At no time in the history of physics has

so much attention been directed towards this question as at

present. Through these experiments on the relation of matter

to the ether and of electricity to matter, there now seem to

be opening up experimental methods that will throw much
light on this profound problem. Our future success in classi-

fying all facts seems to depend on our success in dealing with

this last question.
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CHEMISTRY TO^^

William George Brown '•^'v'Oii.'v

Professor of Chemistry

In this course of non-technical lectures on the natural

sciences, following an arbitrary and more or less conventional

classification, it has fallen to my lot to present that branch

of natural science without which, or without the objects of

its investigations, no other natural science could exist. I say

no other natural science, not no other science. It is the basal,

the fundamental natural science, its ultimate as well as its pri-

mary aim being the nature of matter.

Whilst it has always dealt wath matter or some manifes-

tation of matter, the "purpose of chemistry seems to have

changed much from time to time. At one time chemistry

might have been called a theory of life, and at another time

a department of metallurgy ; at one time a study of combus-

tion, and at another an aid to medicine ; at one time an attempt

to define a single word, the word element, and at another time

the quest of the unchanging basis of all phenomena," assum-

ing that there is a basis. Chemistry has appeared to be some-

times a handicraft, sometimes a philosophy, sometimes a mys-

T>

Note.—The writer is indebted for mucli of the following to

the addresses of Professor Sir J. J. Thomson to the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science and of Professor E. Ruther-
ford to the Mathematical and Physical Section of the same associa-

tion at its meeting in Winnipeg, Manitoba, 1909; and among other
works and papers to Sir J. J. Thomson's "Electricity and Matter";
to M. M. Pattison Muir's "History of Chemical Theories and Laws";
to E. E. Fournier d' Albe's "Electron Theory"; to Sir W. Crooke's
"On Radiant Matter", American Journal of Science and Arts, Vol.

XVIII, p. 241, 1879; to E. Rutherford and H. Geiger's "An Electri-

cal Method of Counting the Number of a particles from Radio-
active Substances", Proceedings of the Royal Society of London,
Vol. LXXXI, p. 141, 1908,

79
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tery and sometimes a science. It is as the latter that I shall

regard it this morning, and particularly in its quest of the

unchanging basis of all natural phenomena.

I shall not attempt to define its limit which is so vast

that in space it stretches from north to south, from east to

west, from the zenith to the nadir; that in time it was domi-

nant before the earth was without form and void and when
darkness was upon the face of the deep, before earth or atmos-

phere, before plant or animal, before man chemical agencies

were at work, assuming again that matter is indestrucible and

possesses the same properties at all times, in all places and

under all conditions, pulling down and building up, destroying

and producing all things both great and small which make up

our planet, our solar system and the systems of worlds of

which we are but a small part.

This whole field of nature is not too large a domain for

chemistry, for every object in this field is composed of matter

—matter in a continual state of rearrangement and flux, at

times seemingly fixed and unchangeable, at other times rapidly

changing.

The study of this fundamental something, matter, whether

there be only one kind or many kinds, out of which every-

thing is made and which takes part in every physical event

is the province of chemistry. Chemistry is natural science, be-

cause, when, if ever, the properties of matter are fully known,

it should be possible to trace out the sequences which have re-

sulted in the world as it is, the universe as we find it and as

it will and must be.

That matter should and does conform to law, that is

behave in exactly the same way under similar conditions, that

the sequence of events under given conditions is invariable

and that these sequences or coexistences may be expressed by

mathematical formulas would not affect chemistry as the

physical science, for mathematics waits ready to solve any

problem of biology, geology, physics or chemistry or life
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insurance or flying machines as soon as the problem can be

stated in a sufficiently precise form.

At this point I may be permitted to say a few words

about the relation of physics to chemistry. As was asked last

Tuesday : What is physics, What is chemistry ? is in many
cases very much a matter of attitude. There is a tendency

with some investigators, as soon as a phenomenon can be sim-

plified, that is to say, so precisely defined as to admit of it?

investigation by mathematical procedures, to call it a chemical-

physical, if not a mathematical-physical problem and let its

investigation be further conducted as was said recently of

some of Ostwald's work with test tubes filled with ink and

not with chemical reagents. It may have been this remark

about Ostwald which led one of the leading American chemists

a few weeks ago to protest that he was not an electro-chemist

or a physical chemist, but simply a chemist. Chemical methods

are similar to those of physics. The balance, the meter, the

watch, the furnace, the air pump, the electrometer, the spectro-

scope, et cetera, et cetera, are instruments common to chemical

and physical laboratories, and mathematics more or less dif-

ficult is used by both physicists and chemists.

Physicists and chemists are working at the same problems

to-day, so that at times the initiated cannot tell where to class

a particular worker—whether as physicist or chemist.

So much is this the case that the German and English

electrical-physical-chemical-engineering societies which are

represented in the United States by the Electro-chemical So-

ciety call themselves respectively the Bunsen and Faraday So-

cieties, so that any subject in the debatable land between

physics, chemistry, electrical and mechanical engineering may
come within their ken.

There is room for both branches of science and though

their initials are P and C I do not think, even though some

of the phenomena are connected with positive and negative
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poles, there need be any polar controversy. Not another

Peary and Cook imbroglio

!

Since chemistry cannot consider all the manifestations of

the properties of matter, for my purpose to-day I am going

to define chemistry as that branch of natural or physical

science which considers the different kinds of matter and the

phenomena resulting from such difference in kind, or perhaps

in the light of to-day, the science which considers the two

kinds of matter into which all the other kinds have been re-

solved : the corpuscle, a negatively electrified particle of the

smallest mass known, and a positively electrified particle with

a mass about seventeen hundred times greater than the nega-

tively electrified particle.

The charged particles under further investigation dis-

appear, the whole mass of these particles agreeing with the

view that the mass is due to the electrical charges alone. So

the conclusion is reached that matter is an aggregation of

positive and negative charges of electricity without any par-

ticles whatever. This conclusion has not been unchallenged.

The older view that the corpuscle is a definite quantity (mass)

of matter with a definite quantity (a unit charge) of negative

electricity still has adherents.

If the particle disappears from the corpuscle, then the

forces, light, electricity, magnetism and what is usually called

matter would be but particular manifestations of unit electri-

cal charges!

A recent critic has offered some observations on the newer

view that negative electrons, corpuscles, possess an inertia

which is entirely of electric origin—that is, do not possess

a particle of ordinary matter, in which it appears to him that

the proof requires considerably more support, both on the

experimental and on the theoretical side than it has yet re-

ceived. He says that for many purposes it is unnecessary to

define an electron further than to say that it possesses a

charge, but when the question of inertia is considered the size
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and shape of the electron have to be taken into account, and

when this is done the principle used in deducing the source of

the inertia has been acknowledged as quite unsound and must

in general lead to false results, as in the investigation as to

the question of the inertia of the electron. Therefore, we

may well hesitate to sweep away the last scrap of ordinary

matter from an electron until the proof rests on some prin-

ciple more convincing than that of the quasi-stationary state.

Leaving the corpuscle, the negative electron, for the pres-

ent, let me ask you to consider what is meant by matter, by

substance.

By substance I designate that of which things, objects,

are the visible, the perceptible evidences. Substance is that

which is external to ourselves and which is recognized by the

senses. That which possesses weight, more accurately mass,

and can be destroyed, not transformed but destroyed. I use

this last character, its destructibility, to distinguish it from

matter. A piece of wood is a definite quantity of the sub-

stance wood. In various ways the piece of wood, if left out

of doors, subjected to the atmospheric agencies, disappears, is

destroyed; if heated in the air to a sufficiently high tempera-

ture, it burns, it disappears, it is destroyed. In either case

there is no wood; a chemical change has taken place in which

the substance, wood, has been destroyed and something else,

some other substance or substances, has been produced with

absolute destruction of the substance wood; entirely new sub-

stances, ashes, gases, mold have been produced which did not

exist in but were, in part, formed by its destruction.

To take an illustration—an imperfect conception of the

chemical change involved, let me say, in the destruction of a

piece of wood, or better of a crystal of sugar, may be obtained

by comparing the crystal of sugar to a regiment of soldiers in

review formation; the regiment is a unit composed of com-

panies, separate from each other; each company a unit com-

posed of officers and men. The unit companies would repre-
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sent molecules, and the arrangement of these units in regular

order would represent the crystal, a limited quantity of the

substance.

The idea is that substance is composed of molecules which

in crystalline substances like sugar have a definite, symmetrical

arrangement, while in non-crystalline substances like wood
these units have no such arrangement.

One of these units, the molecule, is not the substance ; the

molecule does not possess the properties of the substance; the

properties of the substance are the properties of the aggregate

of molecules. There may be other aggregates of the same

molecules with the production of other and new substances

differing from the first, just as our regiment may still retain

its companies, yet the companies may form other units, bat-

talions.

The change from a regiment of companies to a regiment

of two or three battalions represents one kind of a chemical

change.

The change may go further still. The company composed

of different kinds of soldiers, officers, commissioned and non-

commissioned, and men represents the molecule of a com-

pound, while the constituent units, the individual men of dif-

ferent grades, represent the different kinds of atoms, the con-

stituents of the molecule.

When the molecules take part in a chemical reaction, the

units, in this case the atoms, separate and form entirely new
groups usually by uniting with atoms separated from mole-

cules of another substance taking part and an equal part in

the reaction, forming new and dissimilar groups, molecules.

To continue the analogy, it would be as though companies

of infantry, batteries of artillery and troops of cavalry could

separate and men from the different companies form new com-

panies composed of the same proportions of infantry men,

cavalry men and artillery men, the men retaining in their new
formations all the arms, accoutrements and manual of the old
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formations—something entirely new in military tactics but

the rule in chemical reactions. The chemical analog}^ here is

that the molecules, the component units of substances, are

structures and that when substances are destroyed the ulti-

mate structural units, the chemical atoms, are not destroyed.

Of these atoms, which are the chemical elements, between

seventy and one hundred different kinds are recognized by

chemists, each kind being distinct from every other kind, pos-

sessing its own mass and volume, the mass and volume being

the same for all atoms of one kind, all kinds being assumed

indestrucible and indivisible. Their existence, indestructibility

and indivisibility are inferred from the behavior of substances

taking part in a chemical reaction.*

To those chemists who believed in the existence of the

atom (not all chemists believed in its existence) the atom was

of determinable volume (size) and mass (weight), and struc-

tureless. It was a unit of matter—matter being that which

occupies space and all the space it seems to occupy, matter

bearing a relation to the molecule similar to that which the

popped grains of corn do to a ball of popped corn. These

molecules form substance—the substance possessing a granu-

lar structure or perhaps a "bird-cage kind of structure," the

granules, the molecules composed of indestructible, indivisible,

homogeneous masses, the atoms, matter.

The size of these atoms and their number have been ap-

proximately determined in various ways. Among the first

of these attempts was that of Lord Kelvin (then Sir William

Thomson) who calculated from various data that in any or-

dinary liquid, transparent solid or seemingly opaque solid the

molecules were apart, and, "To form some conception of the

degree of coarse-grainedness indicated—imagine a rain drop.

There is a very interesting paper by Dr. J. "W. Nicholson on
"A Structural Theory of the Chemical Elements" in the Philosophi-
cal Magazine, Vol. XXII, p. 864, 1911, "which derives them as
compounds to a certain extent, of primary forms of matter."
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or a globe of glass as large as a pea, to be magnified up to

the size of the earth, each constituent molecule being magni-

fied in the same proportion. The magnified structure would

be more coarse grained than a heap of small shot, but prob-

ably less coarse grained than a heap of cricket balls."

To give some idea of the number of molecules in a given

volume Sir William Crookes (then Mr. Crookes) in 1879 cal-

culated that in a bulb 13.5 cm. (about four inches) in diam-

eter there were 1,288,252,350,000,000,000,000,000 molecules.

The bulb could be exhausted till it contained one-millionth of

this number; if the bulb was then punctured the air would

enter and the number of molecules required to fill it would

be, 1,288,251,061,747,650,000,000,000; if these molecules en-

tered at the rate of 100,000,000 per second, the time needed

for them to enter would be 408,501,731 years, but if this

experiment be made, as it was by Sir William Crookes, the

molecules pass in through the puncture at the rate of 3 x 10^^

per second, that is, 300,000,000,000,000,000,000 per second.

Before the number of molecules in a given volume of

gas, which is the same for every gas under the same condi-

tions, had been determined, their velocity, for they are in

continual motion under ordinary conditions, had been com-

puted, which in the air about us and at the temperatures to

which we are most accustomed is at speeds of which the arith-

metical mean is more than one thousand miles an hour. The

molecules of gas encounter other molecules and the mean

length of the path between encounters has been determined

to be 7.6 X 10"^ meters. This mean free path, although a

giant amongst molecular magnitudes, falls short of the small-

est interval which the microscope can detect. Two minute

specks on the stage of a microscope, even if separated by twice

this interval, would nevertheless be blurred together into the

appearance of a single object when viewed under the most

favorable conditions and through the best of microscopes

handled with the utmost skill.
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By comparing this small measure with the average total

distance which the molecule travels in a second, about 460

meters, it is found that the path pursued by the molecule

within one second is a zigzag course, divided on the average

into 6,000,000,000 little straight free paths between its en-

counters.

Taking the average number of free paths, their average

duration has been
e ooo ooo ooo

^^ ^ second. This duration,

however, is long compared with the smaller periodic times of

the alternating event we call light. When this is done it is

found that, while a molecule in the air has been travelling be-

tween one encounter and the next, 60,000 double vibrations of

red light and twice that number of the extreme violet ray have

on the average taken place ; and as all motions within a mole-

cule which give rise to spectral rays must lie between those

limits we are forced to admit either that an immense number

of orbital motions have been on the average executed within

the molecule during each of its flights or else that periodic

motion of some kind, of so complex a kind, has been going

on that when resolved it furnishes that immense number of

constituent motions.

The foregoing speculations and conclusions were con-

sistent with a molecule composed of indivisible, indestructible

atoms. A different line of research starting with matter in

what Sir William Crookes calls the "radiant," an electrified

state, leads to the conclusion that the atom is a structure. The

atom instead of being a mass of matter, a mass of something

which entirely fills the space it seems to fill, is a more or less

complex structure of smaller units—negatively electrified units,

"electrons" or "corpuscles", along with a positive or perhaps

many positive unit electric charges.

The atom like the molecule possesses structure, and while

the molecules are travelling about subtile events are all the

time going on within each of them, involving rapidly alter-
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nating displacements of the electricity with which the corpus-

cles are charged. The number of corpuscles in each chemical

atom seems to be about the same as the number of times by

which its atomic mass exceeds that of hydrogen ; with cor-

responding positive charges in each atom equal to the amount

of its negative electrons, but not like the negative electricity

split up into separate corpuscles. Here, then, the corpuscle

is introduced as a new entity. Is not it, too, a complex sys-

tem within which internal events are forever taking place?

And when this question can be answered shall we not be in

the presence of the inter-active parts of an electron? And
do not the same questions arise with respect to these? For

there is no appearance of there being any limit to the minute-

ness of the scale upon which nature works. Nothing in nature

seems to be too small to have parts incessantly active among
themselves.

The lines of Hudibras

"The big fleas have little fleas upon them

to bite them,

The little fleas have lesser ones and so on

ad infinitum"

may apply here.

With the advent of the electron or corpuscle we are in-

clined to cry with Archimedes, Eureka!, but can we as some

one said, if we, like Archimedes rush into the street, ex-

plain to the first man or woman we meet what is meant by

an electron or corpuscle? Perhaps we can, perhaps we can-

not. Let me try mostly in the words of Sir Joseph John Thom-
son to whose genius the proof of the mass of the corpuscles

or electrons is mainly due.

The study of the electron or corpuscle is carried on by

electrical methods and of these Sir Joseph Thomson says

:

"The great advantage of the electrical methods for the study

of the properties of matter is due to the fact that whenever
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a particle is electrified it is very easily identified, whereas an

uncharged molecule is most elusive; and it is only when these

are present in immense numbers that we are able to detect

them. A very simple calculation will illustrate the difference

in our power of detecting electrified and unelectrified mole-

cules. The smallest quantity of unelectrified matter ever de-

tected is probably that of neon, one of the inert gases of the

atmosphere. Professor Strutt has shown that the amount

of neon in -^ of a cubic centimetre of the air at ordinary

pressures can be detected by the spectroscope; Sir William

Ramsay estimates that the neon in the air only amounts to

one part of neon in 100,000 parts of air, so that the neon in

-^ of a cubic centimetre of air would only occupy at atmos-

pheric pressure a volume of half a millionth of a cubic centi-

metre. When stated in this form the quantity seems exceed-

ingly small, but in this small volume there are about ten mil-

lion million molecules. Now the population of the earth is

estimated at about fifteen hundred millions, so that the small-

est number of molecules of neon we can identify is about

7,000 times the population of the earth. In other words, if

we had no better test for the existence of man than we have

for that of an unelectrified molecule we should come to the

conclusion that the earth is uninhabited. Contrast this with

our power of detecting electrified molecules. We can by the

electrical method, better by the cloud method of C. T. R.

Wilson, detect the presence of three or four charged particles

in a cubic centimetre. Rutherford has shown that we can

detect the presence of a single a particle. Now the a particle

is a charged atom of helium ; if this atom had been uncharged

we should have required more than a million million of them,

instead of one, before we should have been able to detect

them."

The "corpuscles" which are all of the same kind and can

be obtained from all substances are units of negative electric-
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ity. They are exceedingly small compared with even the

smallest atom, for the mass of the unit is only —^ part of

the mass of an atom of hydrogen and this hydrogen mass is

1.61 X 10'-* gram, or it takes about 6.2 x 10-^ hydrogen

atoms to weigh one gram. The mass of the corpuscle is about

lO'-'^gram. That is, it bears about the same relation to the

mass of a gram weight as the gram does to the mass of the

earth. The radius of an electron, assuming it to be a sphere,

has been calculated to be between lO'^^ and 10"^^ centimeter.

The radius of a hydrogen atom has been calculated to be

about 10"^ centimeter. Hence the radius of an electron is one

ten-thousandth of one one-hundred thousandth of an atom or

about the ten-millionth or one one-hundred millionths part of

a wave length of light. If dimensions were so magnified

that a wave length of light would extend from St. Louis to

Kansas City, an electron would be about as big as a marble.

Magnified in the same proportion, a foot rule would cover

the distance from the earth to the sun. Another comparison

is that the volume of a corpuscle bears to that of the atom

about the same relation as that of a speck of dust to the

volume of this auditorium. Under suitable conditions they

move at enormous speeds which approach in some instances

the velocity of light. As cathode rays the corpuscles move at

the rate of 60,000 miles per second. A shot from a gun

moves with a velocity of about 3,000 feet per second. The
corpuscle goes 20 miles while the cannon ball goes one foot.

In a second the corpuscle could go more than twice around

the globe.

The fundamental property of the electron which distin-

guishes it from ordinary substance is that it repels another

electron, instead of attracting it as two pieces of substance

would do. When one electron is placed at a distance of one

centimeter in a vacuum from another electron, it repels it

with a force of 1.16 x 10'^^ dynes, a force which is some-
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thing like the quadrilHonth of a pound. This force may ap-

pear excessively small but as a matter of fact it is enormous.

It is more than a trillion trillion times (10^^ times) greater

than gravitational attraction, which accounts for the weight

of bodies on the earth's surface and the motion of the heavenly

bodies. How enormous it is may be realized from the fol-

lowing imaginary experiment. Let two masses, say, of lead

weighing 1 gram each be placed one centimeter apart. They

will attract each other with a force of 6.6 x 10"^ dynes, a

force quite too small to be measured by any known instru-

ment. But now let 2 grams of pure negative electricity, "elec-

trons", be placed side by side at the same distance. They

would repel each other with a force of 31.4 x 10^* dynes or

320 quadrillion tons! Even if they were placed, one at the

north pole of the earth and the other at the south pole, they

would still repel each other with a force of 192 million tons

and that in spite of the fact that the force decreases with

the square of the distance. The force would be capable of

imparting to each of these grammes of pure electricity a veloc-

ity equal to that of light in less than a millionth of a second

and would only fail to do so owing to the fact that the inertia

of each electron becomes infinite or nearly so as it approaches

the velocity of light.

Suppose there to be only 1 gram of pure electricity, and

a single electron placed at 1 centimeter from it. The force

is still 194 million dynes, about -y- of a ton. If the electron

were removed as far as the sun the force exerted by 1 gram

of pure electricity on the earth upon all the free electrons

in the sun would suffice to impart to them a velocity equal

to that of light in 20 seconds.

So much for the electron, the negative electric charge.

What about the positive charge? Speaking of this, the posi-

tive unit of electricity. Sir Joseph Thomson says:

"Does, or does not, this unit differ, in size and physical
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properties, very widely from the corpuscle? We know that

by suitable processes we can get corpuscles out of any kind

of matter, and that the corpuscles will be the same from what-

ever source they may be derived. Is a similar thing true for

positive electricity? Can we get, for example, a positive unit

from oxygen of the same kind as we get from hydrogen?

"For my own part, I think the evidence is in favour of

the view that we can, although the nature of the unit of posi-

tive electricity makes the proof much more difficult than for

the negative unit.

"In the first place we find that the positive particles

—

'Canalstrahlen' is their technical name—which are found when
an electric discharge passes through a highly rarefied gas, are

when the pressure is very low, the same, whatever may have

been the gas in the vessel to begin with.

"I have, for example, put into the exhausted vessel oxy-

gen, argon, helium, the vapour of carbon tetrachloride, none

of which contains hydrogen, and found the positive particles

to be the same as when hydrogen was introduced.

"These and similar results lead to the conclusion that

the atoms of the different chemical elements contain definite

units of positive as well as of negative electricity, and that

the positive electricity, like the negative, is molecular in struc-

ture.

"The investigations made on the unit of positive elec-

tricity show that it is of quite a different kind from the unit

of negative, the mass of the negative unit is very small com-

pared with any atom, the only positive units that up to the

present time have been detected are quite comparable in mass

with the mass of an atom of hydrogen ; in fact they seem

equal to it."

A knowledge of the mass and size of the two units of

electricity, the positive and the negative, would be a starting-

point for a theory of the structure of matter (leaving out

entirely what has ordinarily been called matter) ; for the most
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natural view to take, as a provisional hypothesis, is that mat-

ter is just a collection of positive and negative units of elec-

tricity, and that the forces which hold atoms and molecules

together, the properties which differentiate one kind of matter

from another, all have their origin in the electrical forces

exerted by positive and negative units of electricity, grouped

together in different ways in the atoms of different elements.

As it would seem that the units of positive and negative elec-

tricity are of very different sizes, we must regard matter as

a mixture containing systems of very different types, one type

corresponding to the small corpuscle, the other to the large

positive unit.

Since the energy associated with a given charge is greater

the smaller the body on which the charge is concentrated,

the energy stored up in the negative corpuscles will be far

greater than that stored up by the positive. The amount of

energy stored up in ordinary matter is not generally realized.

All substances give out corpuscles, so that we may assume

that each atom of a substance contains at least one corpuscle.

From the size and the charge on the corpuscle, both of which

are known, each corpuscle has 8 x 10"" ergs of energy; this

on the supposition that the usual expressions for the energy

on a charged body hold when, as in the case of a corpuscle,

the charge is reduced to one unit. Now in one gram of hydro-

gen there are about 6 x 10-^ atoms, so that if there is only

one corpuscle in each atom the energy due to the corpuscles

in one gram of hydrogen would be 48 x 10^^ ergs or 11 x 10"^

calories. This is more than seven times the heat developed by

one gram of radium or than that developed by the burning of

five tons of coal. Thus we see that "even ordinary matter con-

tains enormous stores of energ}^ ; this energy is fortunately kept

enormous stores of energy ; this energy is fortunately kept

fast bound by the corpuscles ; if at any time an appreciable

fraction were to get free the earth would explode and become

a gaseous nebula.
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"Matter (substance) is composed chiefly of holes. We
may in fact regard matter (substance) as possessing a bird-

cage kind of structure."

To return to "radiant matter," the properties mentioned

have been studied mostly with electrons and positively charged

particles experimentally produced, but there are in the so-

called radio-active elements, along with other charged par-

ticles, the negative electrons, "corpuscles," and the positively

charged a particles. The ^ rays of radium are negatively

electrified corpuscles and the a rays positively charged atoms

of helium. The discovery of this character of the a rays,

charged atoms of helium, is largely due to the energy and

inventiveness of Rutherford. These radiations are produced

during or by the breaking up of the atoms producing them

into atoms of lower atomic weight, thus the atoms of uranium

for example slowly breaking up, one of the products being

radium, while radium breaks up in the way just mentioned.

The atoms of the radio-active elements are not immortal

;

they perish after a life whose average value ranges from

thousands of millions of years in the case of uranium to a

second or so in the case of the gaseous emanation from

actinium.

When atoms pass from one state to another they give

out vast stores of energy. The percentage of atoms which

disappear in one second is always the same. Why do these

atoms break down, disintegrate? The evidence at present is

against the view that a disturbance from the outside breaks

down the radio-active atoms; there is some process of decay

in the atom itself. The energy developed by radio-active sub-

stances is exceedingly large, one gramme of radium develop-

ing nearly as much energy as would be produced in burning

a ton of coal. This energy is mainly in the a particles, the

positively charged helium atoms which are emitted when the

destruction of the atom takes place. The source of this

energy is a problem of the deepest interest. One method by
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which the energy could be obtained is suggested by the view

that in the atom we have electrified systems of very different

types, one small, the other, large; the radius of one type is

comparable with 10'^^ cm.; that of the other is about 100,000

times greater. The electrostatic potential energy in the

smaller bodies is enormously greater than in the larger ones

;

if one of these small bodies were to explode and expand to

the size of the larger ones, we should have a liberation of

energy large enough to endow an a particle with the energy

it possesses. Is it possible that the positive units of electricity

were, to begin with, quite as small as the negative, but while

in the course of ages most of these have passed from the

smaller stage to the larger, there are some small ones still

lingering in radio-active substances, and it is the explosion of

these which liberates the energy during radio-active distinte-

grations ?

The a particles have been detected and counted separately

by Rutherford, using a special electric method, the passage of

a single a particle into a suitable detecting vessel. In his own
words

:

"The entrance of an a particle through a small open-

ing was marked by a sudden movement of the needle of the

electrometer which was used as a measuring instrument. In

this way by counting the number of separate impulses com-
municated to the electrometer needle, it was possible to deter-

mine by direct counting the number of a particles expelled per

second from one gram of radium. But we can go further

and confirm the result of counting the number of a particles

by an entirely distinct method. Sir William Crookes has

shown that when the a rays are allowed to fall upon a screen

of phosphorescent zinc sulphide, a number of bright scintilla-

tions are observed. It appears as if the impact of each a

particle produced a visible flash of light where it struck the

screen. Using suitable screens the number of scintillations
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per second on a given area can be counted by means of a

microscope.

"It has been shown that the number of scintillations de-

termined in this way is equal to the number of impinging a

particles when counted by the electric method. This shows

that the impact of each a particle on the zinc sulphide pro-

duces a visible scintillation. There are thus two distinct

methods—one electrical, the other optical—for detecting the

emission of a single a particle from radium."

The number expelled per gram of radium was 3.4 x 10^^

or 34,000,000,000 per second.

On an average out of 125,000,000 a particles fired from the

source only about one communicates an impulse to the needle

of the electrometer when this is used as the detecting instru-

ment.

"In 1836 Dumas said: 'La chimie coupait les atomes que

la Physique ne pouvait pas couper. Voila tout.' Now the

tables are turned and it may be said that physics has cut the

atoms chemistry was content to leave undivided."

It has cut them by showing that the corpuscle is a con-

stituent of the atom carrying a definite charge of negative

electricity, and, since with any charge of electricity an equal

charge of the opposite kind is always associated, it is to be

expected that negative charge on the corpuscle is associated

with an equal charge of positive electricity. Then the pri-

mordial system would be an electrical doublet, with a negative

corpuscle at one end and an equal positive charge at the other,

the two ends being connected by lines of electric force which

are supposed to have a material existence. The positive elec-

tricity is supposed to be spread over a very much larger sur-

face than the volume of the corpuscle. The lines of force

will be more condensed near the corpuscle than at any other

part of the system, and therefore the quantity of ether bound

by the lines of force, the mass of which is regarded as the

mass of the system, will be very much greater near the cor-
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puscle than elsewhere. The mass of the system will be prac-

tically independent of the position of its positive end and will

be approximately the mass of the corpuscles if alone in the

field.

These electrical doublets will unite into groups of two to

be followed by aggregates containing a large number of elec-

trical doublets. An aggregate of this kind may be pictured

as consisting of a sphere of uniform positive electrification

and that the very much smaller negatively electrified corpus-

cles are moving about inside it. The number of corpuscles

is the number of units which had gone to make up the aggre-

gate, and the total negative electrification on the corpuscles

is equal to the positive electrification on the sphere. This

aggregate is an atom of a chemical element "formed by n

corpuscles and n units of positive electricity which is in equi-

librium or in a state of steady motion under the electrical

forces which the charged 2n constituents exert upon each

other."

In many cases the motion is essential to the stability of

the configuration. The corpuscles rotate around the center of

the sphere like a spinning top, the top like the corpuscles be-

ing unstable unless its velocity of rotation exceeds a certain

critical value. Suppose that initially the velocity of the cor-

puscles exceeds this value; now suppose the velocity to be

reduced to a point where the configuration becomes unstable

;

when this velocity is reached instability sets in and there is a

kind of convulsion or explosion, accompanied by a great di-

minution in the potential energy and a corresponding increase

in the kinetic energy of the corpuscles. This increase in the

kinetic enery of the corpuscles may be sufficient to detach

considerable numbers of them from the original assemblage.

It would cause the atom to emit energy. This increase in the

kinetic energy of the corpuscles may cause the disruption of

the atom into two or more systems, corresponding to the emis-
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sion of the a rays and the emanation in the case of radio-

active substances.

The general experimental evidence indicates further that

the corpuscles play two distinct roles in the structure of the

atom, one as lightly attached and easily removable satellites

or outliers of the atomic system, and the other as integral

constituents of the interior structure of the atom. The former,

which can be easily detached or set in vibration, probably

play an important part in the combination of atoms to form

molecules, and in the spectra of the elements ; the latter, which

are held in place by much stronger forces, can only be re-

leased as a result of an atomic explosion involving the disin-

tegration of the atom. For example, the release of a cor-

puscle with slow velocity by ordinary laboratory agencies does

not appear to endanger the stability of the atom, but the

expulsion of a high-speed corpuscle from a radio-active sub-

stance accompanies the destruction of the atom.

The atom with its detachable electrons is sometimes com-

pared to the solar system. The analogy is somewhat far-

reaching. Fournier d'Albe makes the following comparison.

If the solar system is an atom on a large scale, the sun

must be regarded as the positive nucleus, and the planets as

the electrons. It is actually found that the sun has a positive

charge and the earth a negative charge. But these charges

are comparatively infinitesimal, and do not perceptibly influ-

ence the force between them. In this point the analogy fails.

On the other hand, the ratio of the masses is striking. That

of Jupiter is about — that of the sun, and approaches

the mass of an electron compared with a hydrogen atom. The

mass of the earth is -^-^ that of sun, and this ratio is

roughly the same as that of an electron to the atoms of the

heavy metals. It may be said that in the solar system there

are examples of the various actual ratios of masses between

an electron and its positive nucleus, though in the case of
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atoms it is the atoms themselves, and not the electrons, which

vary in mass.

The electric and also the magnetic forces play no appre-

ciable part in the motions of the heavenly bodies. It may well

be, however, that the sun's positive electric charge just bal-

ances the negative charges of the planets, in which case the

solar system would represent a neutral atom.

The scale by which the visible universe would have to be

reduced to get it down to microscopic dimensions is 10-- to 1.

The radius of the solar system is roughly 10^^ cm. This on

dividing by 10-- becomes 10'^ cm., the radius of an atom.

Neptune, one of the most detachable planets, may be likened

to a detachable electron. Its radius is about 10^ cm., and this

reduced in the same proportion, becomes 10"^^ cm., the radius

of an electron. The mass of Neptune bears about the same

ratio to that of the solar system that an electron bears to an

atom of oxygen. The analogy still holds good. The distance

between the sun and the nearest fixed star is about 10^^ cm.,

and this divided by 10-- becomes 10'^ cm. or 0.001 mm. which

is the mean free path of a molecule of a gas on a high moun-

tain. If, besides reducing the linear dimensions from 10^^

to 1, it is supposed that the present velocities of the planets be

maintained, some interesting results are obtained. Since Nep-

tune takes some 220 years to revolve once round the sun,

its "frequency" of revolution (that is, revolutions per second)

is 1.5 X lO"!*^. Since the path is reduced lO^^ times, the fre-

quency of describing it will be increased in the same propor-

tion and will become 1.5 x 10^-. This is the frequency of

some infra-red waves of light. The frequency of Mercury

will become 1.25 x 10^^ which lies in the ultra violet. All the

other planets will produce spectrum lines intermediate between

these, that is, lying in the visible spectrum. The asteroids

will produce a broad band instead of a line, and there will

be certain extra lines dues to perturbations of the planets by

each other. The solar system will present a spectrum much
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resembling the spectrum of an atom. This is a striking anal-

ogy between an atom and the solar system.

The reverse process, enlarging the atom by multiplying

by the factor lO^^ ^nd leaving its velocities as they were,

would make, say, an atom of oxygen the same size as the

solar system with its two detachable electrons resembling

Uranus and Neptune. One of these electrons might resemble

the earth in size and distance from the sun, and revolve round

the latter in one sidereal year. The electron might be a sphere

when enlarged to the size of the earth. The electron may
have a structure resembling the earth ; it may be a veritable

microcosm, a world in which life might not very materially

differ from life on the earth, and, considering that time and

space would be reduced in the same constant and uniform

proportion, it is doubtful if our present instruments, suddenly

transformed, would be able to indicate the occurrence of any

fundamental change. This is but an illustration of the prin-

ciple that size and length of time are purely relative and de-

pend upon comparison with standards. If all dimensions,

including the standards, were reduced in the same proportion,

or if all things were accelerated or retarded in the same pro-

portion, we should be absolutely unaware that anything had

happened. On the other hand, if any intelligent being could

be transferred from the microcosm to our present world, and

could keep up some connection with the microcosm, his busy

life here would appear to the inhabitants of the microcosm to

be a changeless eternity, since any change measurable by

them would take millions of their years to accomplish itself.

Sir Isaac Newton in his work on "Opticks" (1717) at

the end of a prolonged physico-chemical discussion sums up

his atomic view of the constitution of matter in archaic terms,

but with deep modern significance, that have often been

quoted

:

"All these things being consider'd, it seems probable

to me that God in the Beginning form'd Matter in solid, massy,
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hard, impenetrable, moveable Particles, of such Sizes and

Figures, and with such other Properties, and in such Propor-

tion to Space, as more conduced to the End for which He
form'd them; and that these primitive Particles being Solids,

are incomparably harder than any porous Bodies compounded

of them; even so very hard as never to wear or break in

pieces : No ordinary power being able to divide what God

made one in the first Creation. While the Particles continue

entire, they may compose Bodies of one and the same Nature

and Texture in all Ages: But should they wear away, or

break in pieces, the Nature of Things depending on them

would be changed. Water and Earth composed of old worn

Particles and Fragments of Particles, would not be of the

same Nature and Texture now, with Water and Earth com-

posed of entire Particles in the Beginning. And therefore

that Nature may be lasting, the changes of corporeal Things

are to be placed only in the various Separations and new Asso-

ciations and Motions of these permanent Particles : compound

Bodies being apt to break, not in the midst of solid Particles,

but where those Particles are laid together and only touch in

a few Points.

"It seems to me farther, that these Particles have not

only a Vis inertice, accompanied with such passive Laws of

Motion as naturally result from that Force, but also that they

are moved by certain Principles (Energies), such as that of

Gravity, and that which causes Fermentation, and the Cohe-

sion of Bodies. These Principles I consider not as occult

Qualities, supposed to result from the specifick Forms of

Things, but as general Laws of Nature, by which the Things

themselves are form'd ; their Truth appearing to us by Phaeno-

mena, though their Causes be not yet discover'd. For these

are manifest Qualities, and their Causes only are occult. ..."

The latest form of the atomic theory is in keeping with

the theoretical definition of homogeneous substance required

by the theory of certain Greek thinkers promulgated 2500
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years ago. The definition required by that theory was that

a homogeneous substance is a substance composed of grains

all of one kind ; in place of grains we now say systems of

electrical doublets.

"The great principle which underlies all the speculation

of the Early Cosmologists, though it is first explicitly laid

down by Parmenides, is that nothing comes into being out of

nothing, and nothing passes away into nothing. They saw,

however, that particular things were always coming into being

and passing away again, and from this it followed that the

existence of particular things was no true or stable existence.

The only things that were real and eternal were the original

matter which passed through all these changes and the mo-

tion which gave rise to them."

This is our position to-day, whether the "original matter"

be the "corpuscle" or not.

With Tennyson we can say,

"Yet I doubt not thro' the ages one increasing

purpose runs,

And the thoughts of men are widen'd with

the process of the suns."
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Assistant Professor of Physics

TYPES OF SCIENCES

The late Professor Rowland, my most honored teacher,

once told his class that there are only two natural sciences,

physics and chemistry. On second thought he added to these

biology, but said that astronomy and geology are not worthy

the name of science at all. Certainly most of us will disagree

with him, for perhaps no other branch of learning has appealed

to the popular mind so forcibly as astronomy. In fact it

seemed at one time in this country that the easiest way for

a college president to obtain money was to persuade some

wealthy man to endow an observatory to be called after his

own name.

Still, if we examine Rowland's statement carefully, with

due allowance for his eccentricities, I think we shall see that

he was really classifying the sciences into groups,— first,

physics, chemistry, and experimental biology ; second,

astronomy, geology, and evolutionary biology. It happened

that Rowland was keenly interested in the first group and

cared little or nothing for the second. But that need not con-

cern us here. The important thing is that the classification is

a natural and just one. For the first group is concerned

mainly with the determination of those invariable laws accord-

ing to. which nature works,— or, to be more precise, the condi-

tions under which certain kinds of recurrent phenomena

occur at any time or any place. For instance, we have the

fundamental laws of motion, the law of multiple proportions

(105)
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in chemistry, or the laws of electrodynamics,—laws which we
believe hold at any place throughout the universe and will

continue to hold throughout all time. On the other hand,

astronomy, geology, and the study of evolution, which I will

call the historical sciences of nature, apply these very general

laws to the study of great changes which may be very slow,

but extend over immense periods of time. We might say that

students of physics, chemistry, and experimental biology study

nature's fixed habits, while students of the historical sciences

dig up her dark past, pry into her origin and antecedents, and

finally hazard shrewd guesses as to what she will look like

and be like a thousand years hence, or a million years, or a

billion years.

This classification must not, of course, be taken too

seriously ; for, on the one hand, physics and chemistry them-

selves are sometimes concerned with slow, evolutionary

changes which so far as we know are never reversed ; and,

on the other hand, astronomy has contributed not a little to

our knowledge of fundamental laws. Still, in the broader

outlines, the natural sciences do group themselves naturally

into these two classes.

DEFINITION OF ASTRONOMY

Astronomy is one of those sciences which are to a large

extent, though not exclusively, historical The best definition

I can give of the general subject is this : Astronomy is the

study of the motions and positions of masses outside our

earth, their physical and chemical nature, and the changes that

occur in them over great periods of time. It is also some-

times concerned with certain phenomena that occur on the

earth itself, such as the aurora borealis, and the earth's mag-

netism, which are certainly either caused or strongly affected

by the action of the sun. But these phenomena may better

be regarded as belonging to geophysics, a branch of physics.
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SUBJECT MATTER OF ASTRONOMY

Before going farther, in order to make more intelligible

what I shall say later on, I shall spend a few minutes in enum-

erating the classes of matter, the study of which constitutes

astronomy. We have first the solar system, which as you all

know consists of a central body, the sun, about which revolve

eight large bodies called planets, of which the earth is one of

the smallest. Some of these planets are themselves accom-

panied by one or more bodies called satellites, like our moon,

which revolve around the planets as they themselves revolve

around the sun. There are besides a large number of smaller

bodies called asteroids, which are really very small planets,

and occasionally a comet, an object which may become per-

manently attached to the solar system, like Halley's comet
;

but more often a comet merely enters the sysem for a short

time and then leaves, never to return. The whole solar system

covers a very large space, whose greatest dimension is about

6,000,000,000 miles ; but before reaching any of the other visible

heavenly bodies, one would have to travel about 30,000 times

as far as this, and then the distances from star to star are often

still many times greater. Some stars are so far from us that

it takes thirty or more years for their light to reach us. Since

light can travel seven times around the earth in a second, we
see that this means a considerable distance.

These bright stars or suns differ greatly among them-

selves. Many of them are great composite systems like the

solar system but inconceivably bigger, some are merely pairs

of large bright bodies revolving about one another, while some

are probably single glowing spheres. Interspersed among
these are many dark bodies or extinct suns, which were once

brightly glowing, but which have cooled till they give no light

of their own. Of course we cannot see them, but we have very

good indirect evidence of the existence of many such bodies,

and we surmise that there must be a great many of them.
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Besides these large non-luminous bodies, we find scattered

throughout space, both inside the solar system and outside, an

immense number of cold bodies which range in size from small

itars down to small stones, and even to the so-called cosmic

dust, of which I shall say more later. Some of these bodies

get into the earth's atmosphere, where their great velocity pro-

duces so much heat by friction and compression of the air that

they become luminous for a short time as meteors or "shoot-

ing-stars," and either fall to the ground or are burned up.

Finally, we have the peculiar objects known as nebulae.

Some of these are great irregular masses of gaseous matter,

so large that the solar system would be lost in one of them
;

but most of them show a curious spiral structure, with bright

star-like masses scattered through them.

RELATION TO OTHER SCIENCES

These different classes of celestial objects present many
different problems, some of which will be stated later. But

first a few words may be said about the relation of astronomy

to the other sciences. Astronomy has no peculiar laws of its

own. It is merely the application of the laws of other sciences,

particularly physics and chemistry, to those parts of the uni-

verse that we cannot reach with our hands or subject to delib-

erate experiment.

The older astronomy was largely included under the sub-

title celestial mechanics, a study of the motions of the solar

system which, as the name indicates, is really an application of

the most fundamental laws of physics treated by a highly

mathematical method. In this study, the law of gravitation

is assumed, and also Newton's three laws of motion. From
these, knowing the dimensions of the earth and the angular

positions of the sun, planets, etc., the actual positions and

motions of all the members of the system, for any time, are

worked out. As a matter of fact, we are indebted to astron-
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omy for the law of gravitation itself, and now astronomers

tell us that this law as we usually state it may not be strictly

correct. In connection with celestial mechanics should be

mentioned one incident which forms one of the more sensa-

tional happenings in the history of science. Previous to

1845 the planet Neptune was unknown. However, another

planet, Uranus, showed certain irregularities in its motion

which seemed then unaccountable. About this time two men,

Adams and Leverrier, unknown to each other, showed by very

careful reckoning that these irregularities could be explained

by the attraction of another planet, and even calculated its

position with such accuracy that it was readily found with a

telescope. This has always been regarded as one of the great-

est triumphs of applied mathematics.

Other branches of physics besides mechanics are made
use of in astronomy. The velocity of light was first deter-

mined by astronomical observations, and though we can now
measure it more accurately by other methods, the value so

found is used to find the distance from the earth to the sun,

which forms the baseline for all other measurements of length

in astronomy.

In the lecture on physics you were told that an English

physicist. Clerk Maxwell, had found from theoretical consid-

erations that a beam of light must exert a slight pressure upon

any object upon which it falls, and that such an eflfect had

afterwards been shown to exist, by direct experiment. This

fact of light-pressure gives us an explanation of the sun's

corona, the tails of comets, and several other phenomena.

The study of the radiation from heated bodies allows us

to guess at the temperature of our sun and stars, and the

recent study of electrons, of which the last two lecturers told

you so much, suggests explanations of the aurora borealis, the

effect of the sun upon the compass-needle, and many of the

phenomena of sun-spots and nebulae.

While celestial mechanics in one form or another is one
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of the most ancient of sciences, the chemistry of the sun and

stars is a branch of astronomy which was created during the

past century. The composition of the heavenly bodies is partly

revealed to us by the spectroscope. If the light from one of

these bodies passes through a narrow slit and then through a

prism and a system of lenses, it is spread out into a colored

band, red at one end and violet at the other, with orange, yel-

low, green, blue, etc., shading into one another between. This

band, however, is not continuous, but is broken by many dark

gaps, which we can prove are caused by the absorption of,

certain colors by the gases surrounding the luminous body.

Moreover, by noting the positions of these gaps we can tell

what gases formed them, and in this way we identify in most

of the heavenly bodies many of the same elements that we
find on the earth. The positions of the dark gaps also show

us whether the star is moving toward or away from us, and

how fast.

The relation between astronomy and geology can best be

stated by saying that the one leaves off where the other begins.

The astronomer attempts to explain the formation of the

earth out of an original nebula, or in some other way, and

then hands the subject over to the geologist, realizing that the

history of the earth since its formation is well worthy of a

special science.

As to the relation between astronomy and biology little

can be said. All the astronomer can do is to make a guess

whether any of the other planets, or the bodies outside of our

svstem, possess the characteristics necessary for the support

of life as we know it ; and also to suggest some way by which

small organisms can conceivably be transferred from one

sphere to another. Here on the earth, we have never known
life to generate spontaneously out of perfectly sterile matter

;

consequently, if a planet, for instance, is supposed to have

developed plant and animal life, we suspect that germs have

been carried to it from some other planet where life already
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existed. The pressure exerted by a beam of light, though

small, is still sufificient, as suggested by Arrhenius, to drive the

smallest known forms of life away from the earth, where they

might in time lodge on another planet such as Mars, and there

propagate themselves indefinitely. Whether this really occurs,

however, is very uncertain.

SOME SPECIAL METHODS IN ASTRONOMY

Before speaking about the present live questions in astron-

omy, I should like to point out one distinguishing feature of

astronomical methods. In many of its lines of enquiry,

astronomy is largely a statistical science. That is, it calls for

an immense number of observations of the same kind on dif-

ferent objects, and from these observations certain general

conclusions are drawn on the assumption that, while stars

differ largely as individuals, still the average star in one part

of the sky will resemble in its general properties the average

star in another part. This statement may seem rather vague,

but it amounts to the same thing as assuming that the aver-

age student in chemistry is as intelligent as the average student

in sociology, as is done in our grading system. A good exam-

ple of a problem attacked by statistical methods is the deter-

mination of the direction and velocity with which the sun and

its attendant planets are moving through space. The stars

outside our system, though they are often improperly called

fixed stars, are not really at rest in the heavens, but are mov-

ing, in some cases with velocities far greater than that of the

swiftest modern projectile. Owing to their great distance

from us, however, these movements appear so small that they

can be detected only by the most refined methods. The motions

have all conceivable directions, but we observe a general tend-

ency in one direction. Now, if you were floating on a lake,

and observed people on the bank moving in all directions, but

with a general tendency, for no apparent reason, in one direc-
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tion, you would naturally assume that you yourself were

really moving in the opposite direction. So, by observing the

velocities of a great number of stars we conclude that the

sun, together with the whole solar system, is moving toward

a certain point in the constellation Hercules with a speed of

about fifteen miles per second.

The necessity of accumulating large masses of statistical

information has resulted in the inauguration of a number of

great cooperative enterprises, international in character, in

which astronomers all over the world take part. One of these

enterprises is for the purpose of studying what is called varia-

tion of latitude. It was found some time ago that certain

peculiar changes in the apparent position of the stars as a

whole indicate that the axis about which the earth rotates

is not fixed in the earth, but is moving slightly, so that the

earth wobbles, as it were, while rotating. The cause of this

is not fully known, but in order to study it more carefully

a number of observatories have been built in Europe, Asia,

and North America for the purpose of amassing observations

taken for this study alone.

Another gigantic scheme is the accurate determination of

the positions of all the stars, from the brightest down to those

of the ninth magnitude, about 150,000 in all. Still another is

the making of photographic maps of the whole sky. The
results of these two pieces of work alone will prove of

immense value for many years in solving a number of prob-

lems now before us and many more that have not yet arisen.

SOME PRESENT PROBLEMS

Cosmogony. Of all astronomical problems, the greatest

and hardest is to explain how the solar system came to be

what it is, and what will be its final condition. The first serious

attempt at a solution was made by Laplace, following a sug-

gestion of the philosopher Kant. His theory is that the whole
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solar sysem was evolved out of an immense nebula, a mass

of rare gas shaped like a flattened globe, of enormous dimen-

sions, very hot and having a slow rotation about an axis

through its center. By cooling and by gravitational attraction,

this nebula slowly contracted. Now, a necessary result of

its contration would be that it must rotate faster, and this

would make it more flattened, so that after a while it would

become shaped like a lens, or a disc thicker in the middle than

at the edges. Finally its rotation became so rapid that, owing

to what we call centrifugal force, a ring of gaseous matter

was left rotating alone, and the rest contracted away from it.

This ring finally gathered itself together at one point on its

circumference into a single rotating globe which became the

planet Neptune. The central mass, in the meantime, kept on

contracting and threw oflf other rings which formed the other

seven planets. These themselves threw off smaller rings which

formed the satellites of the planets. \\"hat was left of the

original nebula in the middle is the sun. This beautiful theory

has many strong points, and it is supported by the fact that

one of the planets, Saturn, still has several rings about it, as

if the formation of satellites in this case were not quite com-

plete. Consequently, the theory was for a long time thor-

oughly believed in. Unfortunately, we find that the rings of

Saturn are not rings of gaseous matter at all, but consist of

a great number of solid bodies each revolving about the planet.

Furthermore, careful mathematical analysis shows that a ring

could not of itself draw up into a single sphere at all, but

would remain more or less ring-shaped. There are other

points, too, in which the theory breaks down, and it fails

altogether to account for many of the facts.

It is only recently, however, that the nebular hypothesis

has been overthrown, and since then a number of cosmogonic

hypotheses have been presented. One of these is due to

George Darwin, son of the famous Charles Darwin. He
showed that as the original nebula cooled and began to rotate
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faster it would probably not remain in a disc-like shape, but

rather draw out like an egg rotating about its shorter axis.

As time went on, the egg-shape would change into the shape

of a dumb-bell, and finally the two spheres of the dumb-bell

would separate and revolve about their common center of

gravity. After that, each sphere would cause tides in the

other, and the effect of these would be to make them sepa-

rate to a considerable distance. Unfortunately, the mathe-

matical difficulties of such a theory are very great, and in

order to simplify it Darwin was obliged to make certain

assumptions that do not quite correspond with the facts.

Moreover, while his theory accounts very well for the forma-

tion of the moon, which probably really was thrown off from

the earth in just this way, it does not explain satisfactorily

the very small satellites of the other planets, or the formation

of the planets themselves out of the sun.

Quite recently. Chamberlain and Moulton of the Univer-

sity of Chicago elaborated what they call the "planetesimal

hypothesis." According to this, the whole solar system was

once a single body traveling through space. Finally, it hap-

pened to come nearly in contact with another similar body.

This is not impossible, for there are many millions of stars

in space, and it is reasonable enough to suppose that collisions,

or at any rate very close approaches, do occasionally occur.

When two such bodies approach each other, the chances are

very great that they will not actually collide, but will swing

around one another, each one tracing out a curved path, and

then separate again. This is a result of their gravitational

attraction for one another. Now, if body A attracts body

B, the force of gravitation will be greatest on those parts of

B which are nearest to A, and least on those parts which are

farthest from A. We have an example of this in the tides,

for the attraction of the moon is greatest on that side of the

earth which is nearest to the moon and least on that side

which is farthest, and this causes a piling-up of the water of
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the sea on the two opposite sides of the earth. This is what

causes the tides. Now, if A comes close enough, this differ-

ence in the attraction on the two sides of B may tear B to

pieces. Of course B would exert the same effect upon A.

It can be shown that the final result would be to tear off from

B a number of parts, large and small, each of which would

revolve around what was left of B in an elliptical path, but

that at any one time the several pieces would be distributed

around the central piece in two spirals. In speaking about

nebulae I said that most of the nebulae in the sky showed

just such a spiral form, and the belief of Chamberlain and

Moulton is that these spiral nebulae are the result of this

process of one star being torn apart by another approaching

close to it. The larger ones of these pieces revolving about

the central mass would attract the smaller pieces and even-

tually would either absorb them and thus grow larger, or else

cause them to revolve about the big pieces as satellites. So

in time we should have the spiral nebula changing into a sys-

tem like our solar system, consisting of a central sun around

which revolve several planets, these in turn having satellites

about them.

This theory has not yet been subjected to enough care-

ful criticism to bring out its weak points, but it certainly

seems to account very well for many of the facts about the

planets and their orbits which were very hard to explain on

the older theories. It is hard to see, however, how such a

process as I have described could explain the great amount

of heat which the sun and planets undoubtedly had at one

time. I think we should have to assume that the original

body was already very hot before it came near the other one.

Another theory, which has not been worked out very

carefully yet, is the one proposed by Arrhenius. He supposes

that a spiral nebula is formed by stars and meteorites wan-

dering by chance into a nebula originally of irregular form

and there growing larger by attracting some of the nebulous
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matter to themselves. We do find nebulous regions in the

sky where such a process seems to be going on.

In regard to the future of the solar system, all agree

that the sun and planets are cooling and that eventually they

will all be perfectly dark and cold bodies. In that case, star-

light alone would illuminate the earth, day and night. One
of the puzzling things is how the sun maintains its heat as

well as it does. This is partly accounted for by its own
shrinkage. A shrinkage means that the outer layers are

slowly falling in toward the center, thereby producing heat,

and the doctrine of the conservation of energy tells us that

the shrinkage necessary to produce heat as fast as the sun

radiates it would be too small to detect in less than 6,000 years.

However, the sun could not have maintained its heat at this

rate for more than twenty million years, whereas geologists

tell us that the earth must have received heat from it at about

the present rate for about one hundred million years. It

has been suggested that the difference may be caused by the

presence of radium in the sun. The disintegration of a com-

paratively small amount of radium would explain the facts

satisfactorily.

The theory of the tides shows us that the speed of rota-

tion of the earth is slowly decreasing, so that the day will

finally be as long as the month, or a little longer. When this

occurs, the moon will gradually approach the earth and finally

reunite with it. So far as I know, there is no evidence to

show that the planets will reunite with the sun, unless some

outside star actually collides with the sun, in which case

another great nebula may be formed which will extend out

to the planets and absorb them.

Life on Other Spheres. Next to the question of cos-

mogony, the question of most interest to the average mind is

this : Are any of the other heavenly bodies inhabited ? In

recent years the popular magazines have contained many
articles by an earnest advocate of the theory that Mars at least
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is inhabited by beings of a very high order of intelHgence.

Inasmuch as Mr. Lowell, the writer of these articles, will him-

self be in Columbia this winter, it hardly seems necessary for

me to enter into his arguments to any great extent. Most

astronomers are not at all in agreement with him as regards

the evidence on this point, their general feeling being that Mr,

Lowell has been somewhat carried away by the interest of his

hypothesis and by its importance, if true. Personally, I

hardly feel able to express an opinion that is worth much, but

I shall try to give the facts that bear on the case.

In the first place, two questions are to be considered —
first, are the conditions on Mars favorable to the support

of life ?— second, are there any direct evidences that life

exists there ?

In regard to the first question, three points need to be

considered : the character of the atmosphere of Mars, the

presence or absence of water, and its temperature. As
regards the atmosphere, the evidence seems to be rather

against the habitability of the planet, for the atmosphere

seems to be at most very thin. When this planet passes

between us and a distant star, the star vanishes suddenly as

the edge of the planet comes in line with it. If there were

much of an atmosphere, the refraction of light would cause

the star to change color and grow dim before vanishing.

The evidence for or against the presence of water vapor

in its atmosphere is conflicting. Lowell and some others

maintain that they have good spectroscopic evidence that

water is there, while others, among whom are some of the

most able workers with the spectroscope, are equally sure

that there is no evidence for it at all. Around the poles of

the planet there are certainly some very white patches which

grow larger in winter and nearly disappear in summer, and

suggest snow. The opponents of Lowell, however, think that

these patches are really solidified carbon dioxide, which would

indicate a very low temperature.
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The temperature at the surface of any one of the planets

which lie comparatively close to the sun such as Mars, the

earth and Venus, depends largely on the amount of heat

which they receive from the sun. Since Mars is farther from

the sun than the earth is, it receives less heat from it,— in

fact less than half as much in proportion to its area. From
this fact the average temperature on Mars has been estimated

at — 33° F, a temperature which I suppose is too low to

admit of the origin and continued existence of many of the

forms of life we have on the earth. However, this estimate

of the temperature is really very uncertain.

As for the direct evidence, not merely of the possibility,

but of the actual presence of life on Mars, Mr. Lowell pro-

fesses to have observed on the surface of the planet a large

number of curious fine lines which have been called canals,

and which he believes to be real irrigating ditches, constructed

artificially by the intelligent inhabitants. These lines are

said to be in the form of great circles on the sphere of the

planet, and it is argued that nature would not herself form

surface markings of such geometrical simplicity. Many of

the best observers, however, fail to see anything like the dis-

tinct and clear lines which Mr. Lowell maintains that he can

see. There certainly are surface marks there, but a planet

as seen through a telescope is never a very distinct object, and

it is natural that different observers should differ largely as

to just what they see. Lowell thinks that his telescope is an

exceptionally efficient one, and that the location of his observ-

atory in the dry climate of Arizona is more free than any

other location from those atmospheric disturbances which

interfere so much with telescopic vision. I am inclined to

think that the case for the habitability of Mars is not proven,

and that the evidence is rather against it.

Limits of Stellar Space. One of the questions which

astronomers are called upon to answer is this : Are there any

limits to the positions of space occupied by the stellar universe,
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or can we find stars scattered through space at infinite distance

in all directions? The peculiar phenomenon known as the

"Milky Way" seems to indicate that perhaps the stellar uni-

verse is limited to a huge, flat, disc-shaped space near the

center of which our system lies. If we look toward the flat

sides of this space we see comparatively few stars and these

are mostly bright ones and therefore presumably not very far

from us. But if we look toward the edges of the disc we see

very many stars, near and distant, and the more distant ones

seem so closely packed that to the naked eye they blend into a

uniform milky appearance.

Now it can be shown that, if the stars did extend to

infinity in all directions, and there was nothing to intercept

their light, the whole sky would appear as a uniform blaze of

light. Since this is not the case, either there must be limits

to stellar space or else there must be something between us and

the stars which absorbs their light. Earlier in this lecture

I said that there were a large number of dark stars and

meteorites and also dust particles scattered through space,

and these of course must intercept and absorb some light. Of
course this "cosmic dust" is not at all thickly distributed, but

even if there were only one particle of it in each cubic mile,

the light of the very distant stars would be appreciably

weakened. It has recently been shown that there is some

evidence that such a weakening of the light of the farthest

stars really occurs. Whenever there exists an absorption of

light, there is also what we call dispersion,— that is, the light

waves of different colors do not travel equally fast. The
difference in velocity of the red and blue waves due to the

weak absorption would be far too small to detect in such a

relatively short distance as that from the sun to the earth,

about ninety million miles, but from a study of very distant

variable stars there seems to be some reason for believing

that blue light travels a little slower through space than red

light.
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Constitution of Our Sun. In recent years much atten-

tion has been paid to the structure and composition of our

sun, and some most ingenious methods have been devised for

this study. It is a very difficult subject, because we can only

see the surface of it, and its temperature, at least in the

interior, is much higher than any temperature we can reach

on the earth. The sun rotates about its axis like the earth, but

it is not a solid body like the earth. Physical experiments tell

us that for every substance there is what we call a critical

temperature above which the substance can exist only in the

form of a gas. Consequently at the very high temperature

which we know must exist there, we believe that the interior

of the sun must be gaseous, but at any rate the pressure is so

great that it is probably thick and viscous like a viscous liquid,

such as molasses, and differs from a liquid only in a technical

way which the physicist alone can understand. This mass of

fluid is constantly in motion like a boiling liquid, and probably

the currents which rise to the surface are there cooled suffi-

ciently for some of the materials to become liquid or even

solid, for we see on the surface dazzlingly bright patches which

give most of the light and act as if they were partly liquid or

solid. At times we see enormous spots on the sun, which

look like holes in the outer shell. The peculiar thing about

these sun spots is that, although they appear and disappear

somewhat irregularly, there are regular intervals, about eleven

years apart, when they are more abundant than at other times.

Another peculiar thing is that whenever we have a maximum
of sun-spots, the appearance of the aurora borealis becomes

more frequent, and also the disturbances of the compass-

needle. No satisfactory explanation for this coincidence

between the sun-spots and the earth's magnetism has ever

been made, but within the last year or two it was found by

some astronomers in California that in the center of the

sun-spots there is a very strong magnetic field, and that the

spots themselves are great vortices or whirlpools.
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Surrounding the brilliant part of the sun there is a layer

of gases through which the light must shine, and it is the

absorption by these gases which produces the dark gaps in

the spectrum of sunlight. By noting the positions of these

gaps and comparing them with the light given out by luminous

bodies on the earth we find that this atmosphere of the sun

contains the gases of about thirty-nine of the same elements

as we find in the earth.

Outside of this layer of gases, there is another layer

called the chromosphere, consisting mainly of hydrogen gas.

This gives out a reddish light, but it cannot be seen ordinarily

on account of the much more brilliant light from the main

body of the sun. But when the sun goes behind the moon
in a total eclipse, we see the chromosphere standing out as a

bright rosy ring around the dark moon. Outside of the

chromosphere we find the corona, a faint bright mass, prob-

ably gaseous, extending very far out beyond the sun's surface.

Dissipation of Energy . If we believe that energy cannot

be destroyed or created, we are naturally led to ask : What be-

comes of the great amount of energy continually being sent out

by the sun? If the stars do extend to infinite distances in

all directions, then all energy radiated from the sun must

eventually reach some other star, but otherwise much of it

must be sent radiating out through limitless space and so be

lost to the stellar universe. This means that finally everything

must cool down to absolute zero. Whether this is so or not,

we know that the hot bodies are losing heat and the cold

bodies presumably gaining heat, so that the general tendency

is for all to reach the same temperature. Now, the sun's heat

is the ultimate source of practically all the energy of our

bodies, as well as of all artificially constructed machines.

Moreover, there is a law of physics, known as the second law

of thermodynamics, which states that we can change heat

energy into mechanical energy only by transfering some heat

from a hot body to a colder body. Consequently, if every-
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thing eventually reaches the same temperature, no matter how
high that temperature may be, all mechanical processes and

all life processes must cease, and the whole universe will con-

sist of dead matter. To this possible and very formidable

condition the Germans have given the name "Warmetod," or

heat-death.

The astronomer Arrhenius has suggested that there may
be a way out of this terrible difficulty, for he thinks there is

some reason for believing that, though in ordinary cases heat

passes only from hot to colder bodies, in the nebulae the

process is just reversed, and that there we have a counter

process going on which may be sufficient to fully offset the

degradation of the energy in other parts of the universe.
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GEOLOGY

Curtis Fletcher Marbut

Professor of Geology and Mineralogy

Science is a tracing of pathways that come from the

unknown at one end and lead into the unknown at the other.

In no single case has man been able to trace any one af them

through the darkness at either end into the light of ultimate

truth. Through prophetic vision he may see somewhat beyond

the well opened path and prophesy, more or less accurately,

the end.

Each science concerns two groups of ideas. (1) One
group consists of such of the great fundamental concepts

of human thought as are particularly applicable to its phe-

nomena, or the order of thought that is followed in its pur-

suit. They are not necessarily the result of investigation in

the particular science with which they are concerned, but

are more or less universal in their applicability. These I shall

call fundamental concepts. Those with which geology is con-

cerned are Time, Process, Life. We cannot think of geology

as a science except through the medium of these fundamental

concepts. (2) The other group of ideas with which geology

is concerned has been derived from the study of the earth.

They are not simple concepts, but are what I shall call

fundamental principles, or fundamental doctrines. They are

thought-structures that have been built on geological facts

and apply to geological science alone. They will be taken up

more in detail further on.

Sciences are variously grouped. There is no single abso-

lute and true relation that they maintain to each other. The

125
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relation is a matter of the point of view from which they are

regarded.

They may be grouped as: (1) fundamental and special,

(2) simple and complex, (3) deductive and inductive, (4)

experimental and observational.

Fundamental sciences in the first grouping include those

sciences that attempt to get at the nature and relations of the

basal facts of nature—such as matter, energy, momentum,
and their transformations. Physics and chemistry, for exam-
ple, belong in this group.

Sciences are simple and complex. By simple sciences I

mean those whose problems concern a relatively small number

of variables whose relations do not interlock so intricately but

that they may be stated mathematically.

Other sciences have to deal with many variables whose

relations are so intricate that it is impossible to give them

mathematical treatment. Some phases of physics, chemistry,

and astronomy belong in the former, while geology and bi-

ology belong in the latter group.

Sciences may also be grouped as deductive and induc-

tive. In the deductive sciences the investigator constructs a

scheme or hypothesis on an assumed basis in an attempt to

deduce what ought to happen under such assumed conditions.

He then collects his facts and fits them into this scheme.

The attitude of mind of the investigator in the inductive

sciences is just the opposite. He collects his facts first and

from them as units of construction he builds his scheme of

what does happen. No one science is pursued wholly by the

one or the other method. In all sciences both attitudes of

mind are assumed, but in the mathematical sciences the de-

ductive method is more important than in geology and biology.

Sciences are experimental or observational. Experimental

sciences obtain their facts by causing nature to perform her

operations in various ways, usual and unusual, and by arti-

ficially hastening the order of events. In the observational
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sciences nature is observed only in her normal action. Man
uses no means of reproducing her processes, but observes

them only as they take place in nature in the normal way.

Physics, chemistry, and certain phases of biology are exper-

imental sciences. Astronomy and geology are observational.

Geology is so necessarily. The colossal scale on which nature

performs her operations and the forces she uses to bring them

about make it practically impossible for man to reproduce

them on a scale sufficiently large to yield any result that can

have much comparative value. It is true that experiment can

be utilized in geological investigation to a certain extent, but

to a very slight one. Man is wholly at the mercy of nature

in this respect. He cannot produce earthquakes, raise moun-

tains, construct and operate volcanoes, or erode mountain

ranges in order to observe the interaction of forces and the

order of events that take place. The dignity and power of

mother earth do not permit the geologist to cause her, by

means of a sort of teasing process, to perform a special set

of operations solely for the amusement or even the instruc-

tion of man. He may observe her in her daily work, but

undue familiarity is not permitted.

Geology treats of the histology, anatomy, physiology, and

morphology of the earth as it exists at present and of the

stages passed through by it since the formation of the first

solid crust. In other words, it treats of the present condition

and past history of the earth ; of its progressive evolution or

development from its earliest condition up to the present. It

undertakes to determine the processes that have operated to

effect the earth's progressive development, where and how

they have acted, and the various ways in which this operation

has manifested itself in the character of the earth's surface.

It determines the various ways in which these forces have

written the story of their action—the various languages used,

so to speak. In short, it is a study of nature's method of

recording occurrences and the application of this knowledge
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to the elucidation of the earth's history and development.

The primary work of the geologist is, patiently and indus-

triously, to accumulate as great a body of fact as possible con-

cerning the nature and arrangement of earth material in all

its phases. These are the individual units out of which the

geologist must build his thought-structures. The greater the

number and the wider the range of facts in his possession,

the greater will be the probability that he will build structures

that will satisfy his future needs. These facts must be

grouped—arranged according to their relation to each other

and their place in the thought-structures which are to be built

of them. Before they have been fitted together they are

merely accumulations. The mind of the geologist must fit

them together and from them build structures that may be

seen with one glance of the eye or one effort of the mental

vision. In this structure the individual facts may not be

consciously seen any more than are the bricks and stones in

a wall, but each unit fills its necessary place in the whole

structure.

These thought-structures, the great conclusions built on

and of the facts in this way, constitute the fundamental prin-

ciples of the subject. These, after they are once formulated

and established by a strong foundation of fact, become author-

itative standards for the discovery and explanation of further

facts. Each of these principles is therefore like a kind of

open-work structure, into which new facts, as they are accum-

ulated, are fitted gradually to build up a complete structure.

New facts are constantly being discovered, however, that can-

not be accommodated in any of the existing frames or skele-

ton structures. In time these accumulate until enough have

been collected to be built into a new scheme.

Geology, therefore, while not a science that undertakes

to investigate the nature and relations of fundamental facts

or phenomena in nature, has, nevertheless, its body of accum-
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ulated facts and of fundamental principles deduced from
them.

The one first formulated, and the one that constitutes

the foundation on which the whole superstructure of the sci-

ence has been built, is the Doctrine of Uniformitarianism. It

is practically the one fundamental doctrine of modern geol-

ogy. According to this doctrine, the earth has been brought

to its existing condition through the operation of processes

that are still in operation on and in the earth. The essence

of this doctrine is included in the sentence: "The earth was
not made, but is being made." The work of earth building

is going on now, and, so far as our evidence can guide us,

it is being made now in the same way and at about the same

rate as it has been made in the past. The earth was not made
and finished for the reception of life, either plant or animal,

but these appeared at their proper places and in proper order

as the result of passing but favorable conditions, and they will

disappear in the same way. The many and various manifesta-

tions of the earth's development in the past and at present are

all passing phases.

The same processes that we see going on around us at

the present time: the journey of earth materials—it may be

by stages with long time intervals of rest between—to the

sea ; the distribution of this material over the bottoms of shal-

low seas in stratified beds ; the breaking up of rock by the

irresistible powers of air; the growth of plants and animals

and the entombment of their remains in the waste products

of a distintegrating land ; the incessant wear of the sea on the

land, as well as its compensating action in building bars ; the

slow movements of the land surface upward or downward

with respect to the earth's datum plane—the sea;—all these

various activities that are facts of daily observation have,

through their action in the past, brought about the slow

changes in the earth which we designate as the earth's devel-
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opment. They have been the vital forces in the earth's evolu-

tion.

The doctrine of uniformitarianism as a geological prin-

ciple started originally with the earth's crust already formed.

It did not concern the condition of the earth previous to the

formation of a crust. It was not concerned with astronomical

theories of the origin of the earth and other planets. It con-

cerned the evolution of the earth's crust since it began to

exist as such, or, more properly, since the time when its his-

torical development is recorded in facts still in existence, facts

that have not been erased during the waste of the ages.

It was a doctrine of geology and not of cosmogony,

though it could have been applied to the hypothesis of Laplace,

but without geological significance. The doctrine was first

formulated by Hutton, a Scotch geologist, who did his work

in the last decades of the eighteenth century. The gist of his

doctrine was contained in the much quoted sentence that in

the contemplation of the earth he could see "no vestige of a

beginning, no prospect of an end" ; that, as far back as direct

observation of the facts of earth existence could lead us, we
saw the same endless change that we observe going on around

us at present, and that in the existing facts we could see no

prospect of an end. Hutton announced his theory on the

basis of limited observation of facts. He traveled very little,

spending most of his life in his native town of Edinburgh.

After his death his doctrine received very little notice until

it was taken up by Charles Lyell, afterward Sir Charles Lyell,

and developed and illustrated by facts of observation gathered

far and wide over the then inhabited portion of Europe and

America. His results were published in his famous "Princi-

ples of Geology" in the third decade of the nineteenth cen-

tury.

The doctrine has been modified slightly since Lyell pub-

lished his book, but only to soften down some of its angular-

ities and to lop off some of its extremities. In very recent
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times it has been extended into the realm of cosmogony in

such a way as to give it geological significance. This is in

the Planetesimal Hypothesis of Professor ChamberHn of the

University of Chicago. Professor Reese last week told you
something of this hypothesis. It is not my intention to dis-

cuss its astronomical significance, or to attempt to explain the

astronomical difficulties that it may encounter. It is essen-

tially a theory of cosmogony, but it is possible by its help

to explain many facts of earth development in geological time

that were much more difficult to explain under the hypothesis

of Laplace. You will recall from Professor Reese's lecture

that the hypothesis supposes that the earth has grown to its

existing size by the accumulation of the sweepings of the

heavens, so to speak. It has gathered up and incorporated

with itself—digested—a great number of small bodies called

planetesimals that it found revolving in space within the range

of its grasp. These bodies, as they float in space, are cold.

Their impact with each other or with the earth develops heat.

The earth's heat, therefore, so long as this accumulation was
going on, was increasing rather than decreasing.

Under the nebular hypothesis the earth began, after the

material was once gathered into one body, as a highly heated

gaseous body at first, changing later to liquid on cooling, and

still later to a solid crust through the freezing of the outside

due to heat radiation from the surface. According to this

hypothesis, the geological history of the earth has been a his-

tory of gradually declining temperature. The early stages

in its history were characterized by high temperatures, dense

cloudy atmosphere, and abundant rainfall. The hypothesis

was developed by means of mathematical reasoning based on

the facts of astronomy and not on the facts of geology. The

latter had not been accumulated at the time of the promul-

gation of the theory, and by the time they had accumulated

the theory was so universally accepted that the geological

facts that did not harmonize with it were silently passed over.
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Even geologists protested only feebly at the disregard of their

facts of observation. The physicists and astronomers were
inclined to say, when geological facts that did not harmonize

with the theory were pointed out to them: "So much the

worse for the facts. Our conclusions are based on the solid

rock of mathematical demonstration."

According to the nebular hypothesis, the uniformitarian

doctrine could not, as a geological doctrine, be extended be-

yond the formation of the first crust—a time when the earth

had already been wound up, so to speak, and had already

partly run down. According to this hypothesis the geological

history of the earth should be one of decreasing temperature

and decreasing rainfall—a history of increasing cold and in-

creasing aridity. As long as geological observation had ex-

tended no further than the discovery of one glacial period,

and that one a very recent ajffair, geologists had no sufficient

reason to object to the theory. As long, also, as geological,

observation failed to identify periods of great aridity extend-

ing over large areas of the earth's surface during its early

history, they did not find much inconsistency in the theory,

though they were continually in an attitude of silent protest,

along with the biologists, at the restrictions placed upon them

in the matter of time by the advocates of the theory. This,

however, I will refer to in another place.

The gradually increasing body of geological facts ob-

tained from the study of widely separated periods of the

earth's history has shown that the glacial period of Pleistocene

times, or the Glacial Period, as we usually term it, was only

the last one; that glacial periods have occurred repeatedly

during the past history of the earth; that they are known to

have occurred in fact in almost every one of the great time

divisions of the earth's history. They are not confined to

recent times geologically, to times when the earth has become

permanently cold, but are known to have occurred in the

earliest known period of the legible geological record. The
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rocks carrying the oldest known evidences of organic life

carry also indisputable evidence of extensive glaciation. In

fact, there is some evidence that even older rocks than these

show evidence of glacial periods—rocks that in age are re-

lated to the oldest fossil bearing rocks much as these latter

are related to the most recent oceanic sediments.

In exactly a similar way does the geological evidence of

arid conditions during the past history of the earth fail to

coincide with what should occur under the nebular hypothesis.

Desert conditions have occurred at many times during the

past. In fact, probably the most widespread conditions of

aridity that have ever occurred in the earth's history occurred

in Permian and Triassic times— half way down the legible

geological record. At that time such conditions seem to have

been much more widespread than at present or at any time

since.

According to the planetesimal hypothesis, the atmosphere

has developed gradually. The early nebular nucleus from

which the earth developed had no atmosphere. Gradually

the growing earth was able to hold nebular gases that came

within its reach from the outside and to give off gases from

its own interior that had been accumulated along with the

accretions of meteoric matter. The atmosphere, therefore,

began as an extremely attenuated gas and increased in density

either up to the present time or up to a point of equilibrium

or Balance between accumulation and loss and has remained in

equilibrium up to the present time. It is, therefore, probably

as dense now as it ever was. The doctrine of uniformitarian-

ism may, therefore, be applied to the development of the earth

from the very beginning of its astronomical development, and

it may be relieved of its period of glowing fiery heat when

conditions were as unlike those now existing as could well be

imagined.

The nebular hypothesis gets the geologist into difficulty

again when he takes up the study of the beginnings of organic
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life on the earth—of the time when conditions became favor-

able to its existence. According to its requirement of a fiery

earth that cooled down by radiation, organic life could not

have existed until the temperature had reached a point ap-

proximately the same as its existing temperature. This re-

quires a period of time after the first crust was formed and

before life could exist of very great length. Since the range

of temperature at which life can flourish on the earth is very

narrow, the change since it first began to exist has been prac-

tically nil. That makes necessary an early rather rapid de-

cline in temperature, followed by practically a cessation of

decline after life conditions had been reached. This makes

it necessary to call the existing temperature on the earth a

critical point in temperature decline. Such may be the case,

but to have it come just at the point favorable to the develop-

ment of life is asking a good deal of nature.

The earliest forms of life that we encounter in geological

history are already highly developed forms, and, therefore,

the development of life preceding this time was probably

greater than it has been since. In other words, our geological

record, so far as the sedimentary record is concerned, covers

only half the time since the beginning of life on the earth.

The time, therefore, during which the earth temperature has

remained relatively constant is at least twice as long as that

of the sedimentary geological record. This requires a period

of rapid radiation and rapid decline of temperature, followed

by a sudden cessation of decline and a period, probably greater

than the first, during which there has been no sensible decline.

It is unnecessary to go further. Whatever dif^culties

the planetesimal hypothesis may encounter in astronomy, it

aids greatly in explaining many of the facts of geology which

are seemingly unexplainable by the other hypothesis, and it

disposes of the cataclysmic development of a fiery globe. It

allows the application of the principle of uniformitarianism
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throughout the whole of the earth's history, both its period

of growth, as well as that of decay.

As a result of the interpretation made possible by the

doctrine of uniformitarianism, the processes, by which the

beds of sedimentary and igneous rocks which make up the

visible earth's crust are formed, are readily interpreted and

understood through the action of processes that we see going

on at the present time around us. We need no other doctrine

to account for them. Processes of rock decay, transportation,

and redeposition on the sea bottom, lake bottoms, and certain

parts of the land surface may be observed in operation. These

are processes that operate on the earth's surface and are open

to direct observation.

This is not the case, however, with certain processes that

deform the beds of rock after they have been formed. The

processes of deformation cannot be observed partly because

of the extremely slow rate at which they operate and partly

because they operate below the surface where they are not

open to direct observation. The fact of deformation may be

observed, but to explain the processes by which it was effected

requires the formulation of a theory. This I shall call the

Doctrine of a Constantly Shortening Earth Radius.

The shortening of the radius produces stresses in the

outer crust of the earth. This produces compression in some

localities and tension in others, and has resulted in greatly

deforming the crust. Rock beds have been bent from their

original position of approximate horizontality into great flex-

ures as well as a great many small folds and crumples of many

kinds.

The most striking features of earth relief have been pro-

duced in this way. In fact, the reading of the geological

record, which is chiefly one of deposition, has been made pos-

sible by repeated upward and downward movements of the

earth's crust due to stresses.

In localities where tension, rather than compression, has
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been produced, the crust has broken and blocks have collapsed,

been elevated, or tilted. These likewise have had their effect

in producing the variations of land surface that exist. Many
attempts were made in the last century to work out general-

izations from the study of the facts of deformation and sev-

eral schemes were proposed. None of them, however, has

stood the test of criticism and time. They were all more

or less local. No one of them essayed to connect all the

deformations of the whole crust into one general scheme.

There were separate schemes for each continent.

It was not until the very last years of the nineteenth

century that the local crustal deformations of the whole earth

were woven into one comprehensive scheme of earth-form

development by the constructive work of the great German

geologist Suess. He worked out not only a scheme of earth

deformation, but included a scheme of continental develop-

ment throughout geological history. His studies finally led

him to the generalization that all crustal deformation is, ex-

cept locally, a downward deformation ; that the many mani-

festations of deformation are but various phases of a short-

ening radius, and that all crustal movements have been down-

ward movements, except where these downward movements

and the radial shortening have produced local intense com-

pression, resulting in local upbowing of the rock beds.

The ocean basins, therefore, are great areas of the earth

that have collapsed in response to the adjustment to the de-

creasing radius. The continents are the blocks that have been

left standing at higher positions, whether the initial one or

not, while mountain ranges are the crumplings of the conti-

nental blocks at weak places due to compression. He not

only works out the development of the existing relation of

continents and ocean basins as they exist at present, but he

traces the outlines of preexisting continents that have col-

lapsed wholly or in part, parts of which now lie at the bot-

toms of ocean basins, while other parts form constituents of
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existing continents. Thus he shows the kinship, so to speak,

in geological constitution, between India and Arabia on the

one hand and Africa on the other, as well as the fact that

India and Arabia are foreign to the main body of Asia in

geological history and constitution. From these and other

fragments of similar character and parallel historical devel-

opment, he builds the ancient Gondwana continent that in-

cluded Africa, India, Arabia, Madagascar, the Indian Ocean,

Australia, the South Atlantic, and part of Brazil. Through

breaking and collapse of parts, this has been changed to the

existing conditons of land and sea.

In like manner, he shows the great similarity in existing

character, in historical development, and in relation to other

areas of northeastern North America and northwestern

Europe. Here again, by a masterly marshaling of evidence

of great diversity of character and origin, he rebuilds the

ancient continent of Atlantis and shows that in all probability

it continued to bridge what is now the North Atlantic until

a very short time ago geologically—almost, or possibly quite,

up to the time of the advent of man on the earth. He does

not stop with these broad general results, but extends his

studies to the detailed development of the continental sur-

faces themselves through mountain building and faulting.

It is unnecessary, however, to go further in reviewing

his results. Suffice it to say that his is the first attempt to

deal with these features in a world encompassing way.

The principles so far defined, in so far as they concerned

process at all, implied, if they did not explicitly postulate,

the constructive action of that process. The formation of

the rocks of the earth's crust, both igneous and sedimentary,

is effected through the action of constructive processes. The

construction of mountain ranges, of high plateaus, or even of

ocean basins, is brought about through the operation of con-

structive processes, either positive or negative. The build-

ing up of the sea bottom, the filling of lakes, the progressive
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filling of desert land basins are all effected by the action of

constructive processes.

Until within the last quarter of a century geologists con-

cerned themselves almost exclusively with the study of this

phase of geological process. Occasional reference was made

to the other side even as far back as the time of Hutton, but

no study was made of its operation. The study of geological

processes was a study mainly of processes that had gone on

or were going on chiefly on the sea bottom. Geological his-

tory was to a great extent the history of those parts of the

earth's surface that had been under the sea at various times

and concerned them only while they were in this position.

Constructive work cannot take place without its corre-

sponding destruction. Building cannot take place without

quarrying or without acquiring the material from some source.

The gradual building up of the continents by the slow deposi-

tion of sands, silts, clays, and pebbles during temporary sub-

mergence could not possibly take place without the destruc-

tion of land areas to furnish the material. Land material,

when once it reaches sea bottom, cannot return whence it

came except through the intervention of entirely different

forces and processes from those which brought it into that

position. The sea bottom is the zero point of earth surface

activity as death is the zero point of life activity of organic

beings. Material once reaching that position remains there

forever except through the intervention of some other pro-

cesses than those acting on the land surface.

The processes acting on the surface of the land are the

destructive processes. Their existence has long been known
and referred to. In fact they are seen in operation by man
at all times, but the laws governing their operation had not

been studied, much less formulated, until very recent times.

The first general statement of their operation was made by

Major Powell in 1870. Since that time much work and

thought have been spent on their investigation. This has
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resulted in the formulation of what I shall call the Doctrine

of Pene-Planation, or the Doctrine of the Cycle of Land-

Form Development. According to this doctrine all land areas

pass through a series of stages in their development that cor-

respond roughly to the stages in the life of the higher forms

of organic beings. Each land area has a stage of birth when

it is brought up from the sea bottom or other similar position

through the operation of constructive forces. This is fol-

lowed by stages of infancy, youth, adolescence, maturity, old

age, and final extinction. These stages are passed through

by all land areas during their development, regardless of

their initial form or height. The particular forms assumed at

each stage vary with the nature of the body's anatomy, this

being due to the operation of constructive processes. In gen-

eral the infantile stages of all land forms are characterized

by great simplicity. The development through youth to ma-

turity consists in a gradually increasing complexity of form,

reaching a maximum in that respect at maturity. Thencefor-

ward the development takes the form of gradually decreas-

ing complexity and increasing simplicity, reaching finally in

extreme old age a stage comparable to that of extreme in-

fancy—one of extreme simplicity—the stage of second child-

hood. The stage of youthful simplicity, however, is one with

potentialities in it; that of old-age simplicity is one without

potentialities. This is expressed in their respective elevations.

The youthfully simple land form lies well above the zero

level, or death level, so to speak, of land activity—that is to

say, well above sea level. The land form in the stage of old-

age simplicity lies very near the zero level ; in other words,

it lies near sea level. The land meets extinction gradually

through the slow decrease of its vital forces. Its period of

old-age simplicity may last much longer in time than all the

previous stages that it has passed through. In the case of the

organic being, however, nature is more merciful. It does not

permit of the lingering death due to an infinitesimally slow
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decline of vitality, but interposes special opposing or extin-

guishing forces when the vital forces have dropped below the

point of efficiency. The same is possible in land forms, but

they do not necessarily operate.

The study has included more than the mere form of the

land. It has been extended to the operation of the forces

that produce the succession of land forms—the forces of

erosion, particularly the action of rivers. It has been found

that these have a characteristic development in time both as

to the particular manner of their action as well as to the rela-

tion of the stream itself to location. Rivers have, in other

words, the ability to adjust themselves to a changing environ-

ment. They may change their location in order to avoid

unforeseen difficulties and to improve their right of way, so

to speak. They may adjust themselves to the line of least

resistance, even though that may make important changes of

course necessary.

The past history of a land area may now be interpreted

through the form it has assumed under the action of erosion.

Its stage of topographic development, whether youth, infancy,

maturity, or old age, can be determined and its forms traced

back to the initial stage. The length of time it has existed as

a land surface may be determined through the correlation of

its forms with some period of deposition of known age.

The working out of these principles has lighted up, at

least partially, the dark side of geological history. We are

now able to read the order of events that have taken place

on the land as recorded in the land forms, while before this

advancement we were enabled to interpret only that part of

the record that was written in terms of deposition.

The first one of the great subsidiary principles of geology

to be worked out and the one that has the most profound

influence in the subsequent development of the science was

what I shall call the Doctrine of the Parallelism of Organic

Evolution and Earth Development. Without the discovery
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of this law a comprehensive science of historic geology would

have been impossible. Earth history would have been merely

a collection of unconnected local histories with nothing to show

the relative place of each local historical unit to the history

of the earth as a whole.

Geological development alone, unaided by the evolution

of organic life, cannot supply all the data for the history of

earth development as a whole, nor indeed for any particular

locality, unless that locality contain unbroken the whole record

of geological time. Such a locality is not known to exist.

Earth development is not progressive. It consists of suc-

cessive changes or successive repetitions, and a gap in the

record in one locality cannot be supplied from that of an-

other locality because of the impossibility of correlating the

two. The two cannot be set side by side and adjusted with-

out the aid of organic life. The latter is the sole means of

placing them in their relative positions in time. Not only

that, but the width of a gap in any local history can be deter-

mined much more accurately by means of the difference in

the stage of development between the organisms on each side

of the gap than by any other means.

During the latter half of the eighteenth century fossils

gradually came to be recognized as true organic remains and

as the remains of organic beings that lived at a time when
the existing land was sea bottom. The next stage in the

development was made by an English geologist, William

Smith, who discovered that a certain series of beds of rock

could be traced entirely across England by means of its fossil

remains; that these remained essentially constant throughout

that formation, but did not pass upward into overlying forma-

mations, nor downward into underlying ones. Smith was

able by this discovery to predict the locality from which any

particular fossil came, even though he saw it in a distant

museum, provided of course that it came from England. It

was soon found that this discovery applied not only to the
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oolite beds in which Smith had done most of his work, but

that it had wide applicabiHty. It made possible a comprehen-

sive story of earth history.

Smith did not undertake to explain why the character of

the life as expressed in the kind of organic remains that ex-

isted in the rocks changed so profoundly from one formation

to its next overlying or underlying one. This problem was

taken up by Cuvier and his associates, who worked on the ver-

tebrate fossils found in the rocks of the Paris basin in France.

As a result of this work, Cuvier announced his theory of

cataclysmic destruction of all organisms at the close of each

geological period and of the entire recreation of new forms

with the beginning of the succeeding period. The history of

the earth was a succession of periods of quiescence followed

by terrific cataclysms which changed the whole course of events

and made necessary practically the creation of a new world

at the beginning of each geological period. This was after

the promulgation of the Huttonian doctrine, but the latter was

not yet recognized as a true interpretation of the course of

the earth's history.

This doctrine was stoutly defended, not only by the ad-

herents of Cuvier among biologists and anatomists, but also

by many who thought that it was demanded by the necessities

of biblical history. The doctrine showed astounding vitality,

but the work of Lyell seriously crippled it, and it was finally

given its death-blow by Darwin and his theory of organic

evolution. The flood of Noah was long pointed to as the last

of the great cataclysms that had overwhelmed the earth. It

was not finally abandoned until the establishment of the

glacial theory and the abundant proof that even that was

merely one of the events that took place in an orderly way,

rather than a cataclysmic one, and that it was, furthermore,

not universal in its extent, but local.

Modern palaeontologists recognize the sudden disappear-

ance of faunas. It is not an uncommon occurrence to find a
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certain group of remains in certain rocks and an entirely new
assemblage of different forms in the immediately overlying

rocks. This is no longer regarded as an evidence of the anni-

hilation of the older fauna and the sudden recreation of the

new, but to the migration from the region of the one and the

immigration into it of the other, due to a change in the en-

vironment which had become unfavorable to the older and

favorable to the newer fauna.

On the other hand, gradual changes in the character of a

fauna in ascending through a series of conformably overlying

beds is a common occurrence. A specially significant fact is

that such conditions are found in localities which show evi-

dence of gradual change of conditions, making organic change

necessary in order to bring about adaptations to the changing

environment.

I have stated the fundamental concepts with which geol-

ogy is concerned and some great principles of geological sci-

ence which have been constructed from the facts that have

been discovered in the study of the earth's crust. Not all of

the problems, however, have been solved. Our roadway has

been traced for only a short distance. The darkness always

exists at either one end, or both. In fact, the roadway itself

is traceable with more or less difficulty. Its general trend

only is known. It is merely blazed out, or at most roughly

chopped out, and is still narrow. Before the wheels of geo-

logical progress can travel over it without hindrance, innu-

merable obstructions must be removed and the grades

changed. In other words, a large number of doubtful ques-

tions of detail concerning the great principles stated in this

paper are still unsolved. The work of removing these diffi-

culties will require years and possibly ages to accomplish.

In addition to problems of detail concerning principles

whose general trend is known, there are other great problems

on which we have scarcely begun the accumulation of facts,

or at least have not yet accumulated enough to build even the
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foundation of a structure. We have not traveled far enough

yet to determine the direction in which we are going.

For example, our knowledge of Pre-Cambrian geological

history is practically a blank. This blank interval is probably

as long as the whole of the time that has elapsed since Cam-

brian times. Yet of this entire interval our real knowledge

of the general order of its events can be stated in a few sen-

tences. Not only do we not know its history, we have not yet

discovered a sure means of interpreting its record. We are

able to read local records for short periods of time and for

small isolated localities, but we do not know how to correlate

them. Before any great progress can be made in this field

we must discover some way to interpret its record that will

be as serviceable as the organic remains have been for Cam-

brian and later geological history, or as the study of land

form has been for the interpretation of the history of land

areas.

Similarly, we are yet unable to explain the great changes

of climate that have taken place in the past. We know by

abundant evidence that the same locality has repeatedly suf-

fered changes from glacial cold through tropical heat and

moisture to desert desiccation. We know that some of the

geological periods were periods during which desert condi-

tions obtained over great areas of the earth, and in others

tropical conditions extended into the realm of existing glacial

regions, such as Greenland. Whether these changes are ter-

restrial or cosmical we cannot yet definitely say, though there

is good evidence in existence that many of them have been

terrestrial or even continental and, therefore, fit subjects for

geological investigation.

Up to the present time geologists have found no means

of making an accurate estimate of geological time. Under the

principle of uniformitarianism several attempts have been

made, based on the existing rate of geological change. The

results have differed so widely when worked out by different
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men and for different localities that they have not been re-

garded as accurate even within broad limits. Geologists, like

biologists, have been very insistent on having plenty of time

allowed them for their purposes. This has been denied them

by physicists on the basis of mathematical calculation of facts

of heat radiation. Physicists, assuming that the existing earth

temperature is the result of radiation from a former much
higher stand, and that the rate of radiation can be determined

and the existing temperature reached by calculation, assert

that it is an easy matter to compute backward to the time

when the earth was too hot to permit organic life to flourish.

It was pointed out, however, in the discussion of the planet-

esimal hypothesis that the earth probably was never in a

molten condition, that its existing temperature is not wholly

a stage in a progressive decline, and that so far as temperature

is concerned life may have existed on the earth even before it

had grown to one-half its existing size.

The discovery of the action of radium has also pro-

foundly modified the conclusions that may be arrived at

through mathematical computations such as those just re-

ferred to. The amount of radiant matter originally in the

earth may have increased its period of life to practically any

extent whatever. The geologist, therefore, may have the su-

preme satisfaction of saying to the physicists and mathemati-

cians: *T told you so." Nevertheless, geologists have not yet

discovered a geological time scale that can be applied to the

time existence of the earth.

I have stated and discussed some of the principles that

have already been worked out and some of the problems that

are yet unsolved. There is an abundance of work. The la-

borers in the field are of many degrees. Most of us are mere

brickmakers. We labor at the individual units ; we have our

eyes on the ground and are so intent on our own brick, our

own fact, that we fail to see, nay we are often not even inter-

ested in, what our neighbor is doing or what relation his brick
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will have to ours. We each and all bring our small unit of

fact and dump it into the same heap with those of our neigh-

bors. We do not see the possibilities that lie in them as units

of construction. It is only the rare one among us, the great

architect of human generalizations, who is able to bring order

out of our chaos and with our units construct the great struc-

tures of human thought which we call principles.
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C. Stuart Gager

Formerly Professor of Botany

Let me invite you this morning to take a walk with me,

in imagination, through the trees at the northern end of the

campus. If you are accustomed to observe what is going on

about you, you will notice that, as you walk northward, the

tree-trunks appear chiefly of a sombre, brownish color, but,

as you walk southward, the northern aspect of the tree trunks

is a beautiful leaf-green. Did you ever notice this phenom-

enon before your attention was called to it; and now that it

is brought to your notice does it arouse on your part any

real desire to know the why and the wherefore? If not, then

you may rest assured that nature never intended you to be a

botanist, for, as the great French botanist, Augustin Pyramus

DeCandolle, wrote in 1832, "The interrogation point is the

key to all the sciences."

Let us, then, interrogate more closely the northern side

of one of the three-trunks. The green color is seen to be

due to the presence of a greenish substance which, in rela-

tively dry weather, may be brushed off as a fine powder.

The unaided eye can discern nothing more; but, if we carry

a sample of this substance to the laboratory and examine it

under the compound microscope, we shall find that it is made

up of countless little spheres. Some of them are perfect in

shape, others appear constricted as if dividing, others just

barely connected in the last stages of division, and still others

adhering together in groups of two or more. Where they

touch they are flattened, but otherwise they are nearly per-

149
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feet spheres. Closer observation shows that each tiny ball

consists of an outer, transparent wall containing, within, a

colorless, granular substance, and one or more prominent

green bodies which give the green color to the mass on the

tree-trunk.

If we place one of these bodies in water containing cer-

tain inorganic chemical compounds, and keep it in diffused

light it will absorb materials from without, and transform

them into substance like itself. Hence, it increases in size,

or grows. All of this activity requires energy, part of which

is obtained by transforming the energy of sunlight, and part

by taking in external oxygen, and oxidizing its own sub-

stance. Thus it is not only being continually built up, but

at the same time continuously torn down. This fact stamps

the body at once as a living thing, for the property of under-

going continual destruction and automatic reconstruction is

a fundamental distinction between that which is alive and

that which is not. The ability to exist and grow when sup-

plied with only inorganic chemical compounds reveals the

body to us as a plant, for, with a few exceptions among the

lower forms, this ability is lacking in animals. From its

structure we realize that this plant is composed of a unit

mass of matter in the living state (protoplasm), surrounded

by a wall, thus constituting what is known as a plant-cell.

At first the surface area of our tiny plant is amply suffi-

cient to permit the entrance of enough raw materials to

nourish it, but, being a sphere, the plant is bound by a geo-

metrical relationship of all spherical bodies—namely, that

its volume increases with the cube of its diameter, but its

surface only as the square of the diameter. Thus a stage

is soon reached when the surface area becomes too small

to permit the entrance of enough food materials to nourish

the mass, and the plant must do one of two things—increase

its surface area, or die. If external conditions are favor-

able, the former will occur, for natural death has never been
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demonstrated for one-celled organisms. They may be killed,

but they never die. Death seems to be an acquired character,

a natural result of the struggle for existence among the cells

of a multicellular body.

Up to this point in its life our plant has functioned only

for the individual—for itself ; every act has served to pre-

serve its own life, but now, by dividing, it enters upon the

act of reproduction. Living hitherto for itself alone, it is

now forced, by a mathematical necessity, to do something

for others, to function for the race—or die. Thus in a simple,

homely way we find a physiological analogue—shall I say

basis?—of altruism. We see here also an illustration of the

world-wide truth, that the perpetuation of life is accomplished

only by sacrifice.

When reproduction is complete we find two young plants

similar to the one w^ith which we started. Reproduction was

accomplished by the separation of a portion of a mature in-

dividual, bearing to the separated piece the relation of parent

to offspring. Thus we see why the second generation is like

the first :—it is a piece of it. VVe call this phenomenon

heredity.

But if we look more closely we shall find that the two

new plants are not precisely alike ; neither are they precisely

like the parent. This fact we call variation. And we have

illustrated in a simple way descent with modification.

If we make a wider study of one-celled, green plants, we

shall find, on comparing them, that they vary in characteristic

manner. Those which resemble each other in certain definite

characters we place together in one group, called a kind, or

genus, and in this instance the generic name is Pleurococcus.

A more thorough study of the genus-group shows us that it

is in reality a complex of sub-groups, the individuals of

which are alike in more than generic characters. The sub-

groups are more intensive and less extensive than the genus.

We call them the special kinds, or species. The species of
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Pleurococcus above referred to happens to be one of the

more common and widely distributed ones, and hence it is

called vulgaris. The plant was named by an early botanist,

Meneghini, and, according to botanical usage, the abbrevia-

tion of his name follows the specific name of the plant.

Within the species no two individuals are precisely alike.

This is true whether the plant be a unicellular Pleurococcus,

or a myriad-celled oak tree. No two living things are ever

precisely alike. This is one of the most important and signi-

ficant facts about plants. But the individual variation is not

unlimited. It never departs from a given mean beyond a

maximum or a minimum extreme. This kind of variation is

known as fluctuating variation, and must be distinguished

from another type of variation in which some of the off-

spring of a given species of plant are found to fluctuate about

a different mean from that of the parent-plant. There is

not only qualitative change—a case of more or less in char-

acters already present—but a quantitative change, the ap-

pearance of an entirely new character. This is saltative

variation, variation by leaps, or mutation.

But now the questions about Pleurococcus force them-

selves upon us- in endless number, and with peculiar fascina-

tion. How does the plant take in its nourishment from with-

out? How does it convert it into living protoplasm? What
are the waste products and how are they eliminated? What
is the significance of the green color, of the spherical shape,

the location on the north side of the tree, the existence of

the plant in North America? What is the method of inheri-

tance and the cause of variation? Why do some plants differ

from this one, and how did there come to be such a genus

as Pleurococcus, and such a species as Pleurococcus vulgaris^

What is a plant, any way? What is life, and what does it

mean to be alive? How did life originate and what does it

mean to die? Such are only a few of the questions which
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a lowly bit of living green dust forces with compelling interest

upon the attention of the botanically minded.

Nearly all the fundamental problems of botany here

present themselves, and find a concrete illustration. More-

over, it is clearly evident that if we attempt their solution we
must enlist the help of other sciences. To explain the shape

of the plant, how the shape is maintained, and how an ex-

change is effected between the solutions within and without

;

to explain the transformations of energy involved in all the

vital functions we must call upon physics. To understand

how the inorganic chemical compounds are transformed into

organic compounds for the nutrition of the plant we must

apply the principles of chemistry. To answer the question

of how the plant adjusts itself to its surroundings we must

understand the environment, and this involves, among other

things, a knowledge of meteorology. And, above all, to

understand how to proceed aright in the ascertainment of

botanical truth we must regard the laws of right thinking.

To be sure the problems of botany do not always present

themselves to us reduced to their lowest terms, as in the study

of Pleurococcus. In some multicellular plants, for example,

the cells containing the green color are not the ones that

take in water. The green ones need to be lifted up and

exposed to the light as well as possible; the others need to

be in the soil where water is abundant, and hence arises a

necessity for a third set of cells to connect the first two.

Thus we have a lily or a tree. Reproduction becomes com-

plex, sexual differentiation is introduced, and eventually we
have a flower, followed by fruit and seed. Exposure to dry

air calls for protective structures which would be superfluous

in aquatic plants. But the essence of botany, in method and

content, is before us in our discussion of Pleurococcus vul-

garis.

A clear understanding of method is fundamental to all

else. It is fundamental in the successful pursuit of botany
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now, was fundamental in the historical development of the

science, and the acquisition of it as a mental tool is a more

important gain to the student, from the standpoint of educa-

tion, than all the information we possess about plants. In

very brief outline it consists of the following steps: 1. Ob-

servation of facts, giving us clear individual notions or per-

cepts ; 2. Classification of the facts ; 3. The induction from

the facts of general notions or concepts, independently of all

preconceived ideas or personal bias ; 4. By thoughtful con-

templation of the facts, the framing of a shrewd guess or

working hypothesis as to their explanation; 5. Deductive test

of the hypothesis by applying it to other individual cases.

The sole test of the validity of a hypothesis is agreement with

fact. If this be found, the hypothesis becomes a theory; if

it be not found, the hypothesis is discarded, and another one

sought and tested.

That a knowledge of plants can be obtained only by study-

ing plants seems to us an almost self-evident truth, though

even now a belated traveller on the road of knowledge occa-

sionally appears who argues that the laboratory is a super-

fluous educational fad, and wishes botany taught by lectures

and the reading of books about plants. But, thanks to the

prevailing power of truth, his days are in the yellow leaf.

Failure to understand the necessity for unbiased observation

of facts accounts for the almost absolute worthlessness of

early natural history, and the lack of any considerable ad-

vance in natural knowledge among the ancients. The early

botanists wasted page after page arguing about the location

of the heart in plants, without ever taking pains to look and

see whether or not plants have a heart. Plants, like animals,

are alive, animals have hearts, therefore, where would it be

reasonable to expect the plant-heart to be located? So the

argument ran; and the science of botany practically stood

still for over three hundred years, because instead of first

observing plants, and seeing what general inferences the
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facts would warrant, men persisted in thinking out in their

libraries what was a priori, probably true, and then crowding

and trimming every fact to fit their preconceived ideas.

And it cannot be over emphasized that the study of

botany is the study of plants, and not the study of what some-

body says about plants. It is in dealing with facts at first

hand that botany, in common with all natural sciences, differs

from such disciplines as, for example, history. Says James

Anthony Froude, in his Chapter on "Scientific Method Ap-

plied to History"* : "Historical facts are of two kinds, the

veritable outward fact—whatever it was which took place in

the order of things—and the account of it which has been

brought down to us by more or less competent persons." In

the nature of the case, historians are now forced to deal

almost entirely with the latter class of facts. If one writer

places a given oration in the mouth of a great general, while

another writer of equal standing makes no mention of it, we
can never turn back the wheels of time and have the "verit-

able outward fact" repeated. If, on the other hand, a given

botanist says a certain species of plant gave rise in his garden

to new forms of the value of elementary species, we are not

dependent upon his statement of the fact in order to know
whether such a thing can occur. The entire experiment may
be repeated and the statement verified by any one who is

sufficiently interested to try. And not only so, but the repeti-

tion and verification must be made if the phenomenon is to be

accepted into the realm of ascertained fact. The interpreta-

tions of botanical facts are indeed subject to debate, for there

the personality of the investigator enters in, but the facts

themselves are never debatable. It is only necessary to re-

peat the observation to determine their validity. The quoting

of authorities is without weight, for, as Bacon well said, in

his "Advancement of Learning," "as water ascends no higher

*Froude, J. A. Short Studies on Great Subjects, p. 448. New
York, 1876.
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than the level of the first spring, so knowledge derived from

Aristotle will at most rise no higher again than the knowledge

of Aristotle."*

Thus the classification of facts about plants and the

formation of absolute judgments upon the basis of this classi-

fication—judgment independent of the idiosyncrasies of the

individual mind—essentially sum up the aim and method of

modern botany. t In metaphysics and philosophy we have

numerous systems, each frequently referred to by the name
of the thinker who elaborated it. Moreover, these various

systems may be diametrically opposed to each other. But in

such a science as botany, where elimination of the personal

equation is a fundamental prerequisite to progress, there is

only one system. When different individuals apply the same

method to the same range of facts, the result must eventually

be the same.

In this connection the relation of popular science to real

botany may be referred to. Numerous recent articles on

Luther Burbank's marvellous skill in producing new varieties

of plants, for example, contain scarcely a hint of the method

applied in the realm of plant-breeding. They appeal to the

fancy, but not to the reason. This is a common defect of

articles on popular science, so called. They are poor science

because they present only startling or unusual facts, disre-

garding method, and tending to give distorted and incorrect

notions of the nature of science and scientific research. I

firmly believe in the popularization of science, provided it is

science that is popularized.

There is one peculiarity of plants in which they diflfer

especially from animals, and which accounts for a difference

Bacon. Adv. Learning (Dewey's edition). Book I, p. 61.

tFrom Pearson, K. The Grammar of Science, Ed. 2, p. 6.

With slight change of wording.
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in the method of study of the two sciences,* more marked in

early stages of development of the sciences than now, and

even yet expressing itself in differences in the elementary

teaching of the two subjects. I refer to the fact that much

can be learned of the functions of the various organs of ani-

mals by direct observation, but not so with plants. It re-

quires only the most superficial observation to know that the

stomach takes care of food, that the lungs are for breathing,

the eyes for seeing. Even the one-celled Paramecium has a

special organ for taking in food and the Amceba flows

around a dainty morsel in a way that can actually be seen.

But who could tell, by mere observation, how the Pleurococcus

vulgaris takes in food through a completely closed membrane,

or what acuteness of mere observation would reveal the fact

that foliage leaves are the stomachs, and not, as is so gen-

erally and so erroneously supposed, the lungs of plants? The

observation of centuries failed to reveal the organs by which

plants detect the direction and intensity of light-rays. Largely

for this reason the study of plant functions developed much

later than the study of plant structures, while in the study of

animals, especially of man, physiology developed along with

anatomy.

Moreover, in botany a refinement of observation becomes

necessary. We must often know all of the circumstances

under which we observe, and make our observations under

various combinations of circumstances, now with one con-

dition present, again with it absent, always altering but one

condition at a time. This processs is called experimentation.

In simple observation, conditions are taken as they are found,

complex, and not always carefully analyzed. Experimenta-

tion is observation under predetermined and known condi-

tions, with an attempt to take account of all the factors in-

volved. It is absolutely necessary in order to learn the most

*Sachs. J. Hist. Bot., Eng. trans, by Garnsey and Balfour.
Oxford, 1906. p. 360.
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elementary facts about the life processes of plants, and it is

partly owing to this necessity that botany is such an efficient

discipline in secondary, as well as in more advanced, educa-

tion.

It should be mentioned in passing that the method of

science, all too briefly outlined above, is not different, in kind,

from the method of every day thinking. The difference lies

in the fact that in scientific investigation infinite care and a

constant re-examination and testing are absolutely essential

to progress.*

I have dwelt at length upon this question of method

because a clear understanding of it is necessary to any ade-

quate comprehension of what science in general, and, there-

fore, botanical science in particular really is. I would define

botany as the application of the scientific method, as out-

lined above, to the study of plants. Or, botany may be de-

fined as the science which attempts, by the application of

scientific method, to answer any reasonable question about

plants. Botany, therefore, differs from other natural sciences

in the materials with which it deals. The science itself is

thus distinguished from the body of fact which has resulted

from its pursuit. A man is a botanist, not so much because

he possesses information about plants, but because he is en-

gaged in adding to the sum total of botanical knowledge by

the application of the scientific method to the study of plant

life.

If we classify all sciences as either abstract or concrete,

and the latter as either inorganic (dealing primarily with non-

living things) or organic (dealing primarily with living

things), then botany finds its natural place in the system in

the last mentioned group. But it should be clearly under-

stood that all these subdivisions of knowledge into separate

knowledges are wholly artificial, and merely a convenience,

*Cf. Huxley, T. H. The Method of Zadig. Collected Essays,
Vol. 2.
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made necessary because of the limitations of the human mind.

No actual boundary lines exist.

The science of living things is biology, and it is consid-

ered by many that botany and zoology taken together con-

stitute the science of biology. I should prefer to consider

botany, zoology, and biology as three sciences, each distin-

guished by a separate aim. The ultimate aim of botany is

"to answer the question—what is a plant?; of zoology to an-

swer the question—what is an animal?; but the aim of biol-

ogy is to answer the question—what is life? The biologist,

to be sure, must study life as manifested in living things,

some of which are plants, and some animals, but I feel very

certain that the main question of biology would not be half

answered if we were able to frame a complete definition

of either a plant or an animal.

Thus the question of how plants respire is purely bo-

tanical; the question of how animals respire is purely zoolog-

ical. The answer to one of these questions might throw

more or less light upon the other. From the standpoint of

biology, however, the question becomes—what is respiration?

To answer it the process must be comparatively studied in

both plants and animals.

But here, as elsewhere, it is by emphasizing the essential

unity, rather than diversity, that we keep closer to fact, and

further clear thinking. It must be emphatically insisted that

such subdivisions of knowledge are merely mental—formal

conveniences, with no existence in reality; for while we may
conceive of three distinct aims, as indicated above, there are

innumerable investigations that might be carried on with

equal propriety, with either aim in view. And, furthermore,

it is impossible to pursue intelligent research in many phases

of either biology, botany, or zoology without understanding

and regarding results obtained in all three branches. It is

as significant as noticeable how many scientific papers of re-

cent publication might have emanated with equal propriety
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and probability from either a botanical or a zoological labora-

tory. Studies of the causes of variation and of the method

of organic evolution are cases in point. The right conception

of the situation is like the impression given by the dissolving

viev^s of the stereopticon.

The relation of botany to physics, chemistry, and meteo-

rology was brought out above in our study of Pleurococcus.

If we would understand the method by which pollen is

transferred from one flower to another, or the nature and cure

of many plant diseases, we must join hands with the ento-

mologist ; in the study of fossil plants and of coal and graphite

the boundary between botany and geology is lost sight of;

the study of bacteria takes us into the realm of medicine,

hygiene, and sanitation ; and the arch of agriculture is held

together by the keystone of botany.

The dovetailing of one science into another is strikingly

illustrated in tracing various fundamental ideas and terms

to their origin. The chemist and physicist, for example, owe

the word gas to the first recorded experiment in plant physi-

ology.*

It was Mariotte, known to most of you as the discoverer

of "Mariotte's Law" of gases, who first demonstrated that

the compounds found in plants enter the plant in simpler in-

organic form, and are elaborated into organic compounds

within the living tissue. It was Jan Ingen-Houss, a physi-

cian, who showed that the carbon dioxide of the air is the

source of the carbon in plants ; and we have to thank the

chemist, Liebig, for adducing the final evidence on this point,

and silencing forever the erroneous theory of the humus.

The phenomenon of osmosis (the interchange of two

fluids when separated by a porous membrane), a purely non-

*This experiment was performed by Van Helmont, the last

of the alchemists, and involved the burning of plant tissue. Since
most of the tissue passed away in an invisible form, Van Helmont,
being a Dutchman, called it the gaast or gas of the plant. We
recognize it today as carbon dioxide.
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vital change, was first studied with precision by the botanist

Dutrochet, and later by the botanist Pfeffer; and correct

ideas of the processes of fermentation are due to the labors

of the botanist Pasteur.

In this connection should be briefly mentioned the rela-

tion of botany to aesthetics, illustrating the relation to aesthe-

tics of science in general. We hear a great deal nowadays

about the dry facts and cold logic of science driving all the

poetry out of modern life. In the last chapter of Ollivant's

"Redcoat Captain" occurs this passage: "Because our eyes

are so close to the page, and because the page is so very large,

we often only see the foot-notes, which are most interesting

in themselves. Then sometimes we deny that the page is

there, saying the foot-notes are all, which is rather foolish

;

for what is the good of Notes on Nothing?"

A reviewer of the book says, referring to this passage:

"The man who buries his nose in the Notes and tries to read

the writing smelling it is a sinner, and usually knows a lot

about nothing ; the man who holds his eyes close to the page

and pries into the Notes is a scientist, and knows a great deal

about both the Notes and the Story; and the man who stands

stands back a bit and declares he can read the whole thing.

Notes and all, is a philosopher, and usually knows a little

about both the Notes and the Story ; and the man who stands

still farther back and looks at the Story very quietly, and

tells truly all he sees without trying to explain it, is a poet,

and he usually knows a lot about both Notes and Story."*

This only illustrates a very general tendency of modern

times to regard science and aesthetics as mutually exclusive.

No notion could be more false. For the botanist, every blos-

som embodies a series of relationships, of wonderful adapta-

tion of means to ends, in addition to the more obvious facts

noted by all. The discovery and contemplation of these re-

*Outlook. Nov. 2, 1907.
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lationships in dissected specimens have given him hours of

pleasure, all of which may be recalled by the sight and odor

of the flower. Beauty is measured by the satisfaction and the

permanency of delight which an object gives.

The scope of the science of botany is indicated by its

name. If we were to designate it uniformly with zoology,

geology, physiology, and other "ologies," we should have the

term phytology, from the Greek word, <j>vt6v, a plant. The

name, botany, comes from (SoTavrj, the Greek word for grass

or pasture. But the Greek noun is derived from the verb

ySd^/ceiv, meaning to feed* or to nourish. Botany, there-

fore, is primarily the science of things good to eat. And
when we recognize that we are absolutely dependent upon

plants, either directly or indirectly for daily food, we can

understand how the desire to know plants—the edible from

the poisonous, the more palatable and nutritious from those

that are less so—was a very early development among the

genus Homo. Moreover, the sampling of various plants soon

led to the knowledge that some of them produce marked ef-

fects besides nourishing and poisoning, and a knowledge of

the medicinal properties of plants became an incentive to

their study.

As might readily be inferred from these considerations,

the work of the earliest botanists consisted almost entirely in

merely describing and cataloging plants. The object of this

was to identify the plants mentioned by Theophrastus, Galen,

and other physicians of antiquity, for it was not yet known

that the native plants of Greece did not grow wild in Ger-

many. These catalogs were contained in cumbersome "her-

bals," and the plants were often merely arranged alphabeti-

cally to facilitate reference.

But this botanical book-keeping in time gave rise to com-

parative studies and attempts to classify the plants described.

Herbaria, or collections of dried plants, began to be made

*i. e., to drive to pasture.
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and different systems of classification arose. The description

of form and structure necessary to classification developed

into the subdivision of external and internal anatomy. The
invention of the compound microscope made possible the de-

velopment of the science of tissues, histology, and of cytol-

ogy, the science of cells, the units of which tissues are made.

Inquiry into the interpretation of form and the actual struc-

tural value of the various organs gave rise to comparative

morphology, embryology, and the history of development;

and attempts to explain the cause of structure became organ-

ized into experimental morphology. If the point of view

taken is that of function, the vital processes of the healthy

plant, we have physiology ; and the study of the plant in rela-

tion to its immediate surroundings gave rise to the science

of the home-life of plants, or ecology. Again we must rec-

ognize the study of the distribution of plants in space, or

plant geography, and their distribution in time, or fossil

botany (palaeontology).

The study of the diseases of plants, or plant pathology,

concerns itself with the behavior of the plant in sickness, and

the prevention and cure of plant diseases. This, of course, is

a matter of vital concern to the grower of crops, and de-

pends for its intelligent pursuit upon a knowledge of normal

physiology, of ecology, and of anatomy. Plant breeding is

that branch of botany which is concerned with attempts to

produce new and improved varieties and species. These

branches constitute the science of pure botany. A study of

plants from an economic standpoint has given rise to various

sciences of applied botany, such as agriculture (in part),

horticulture, silviculture (the study of trees), forestry (trees

in the aggregate), and pharmacognoscy (the study of medici-

nal plants). The science of bacteriology concerns itself with

only one group of plants, though the statement that bacteria

are plants is a revelation to many, owing doubtless to the

close association of the study with medicine. The relation of
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bacteria to dairying and to soil fertility, as well as to disease,

makes them one of the most important, economically, of all

the great groups of plants.

But it should be again insisted that the subdivisions of

the science of pure botany mentioned above are entirely ar-

tificial. The facts of structure are wholly without meaning

except in the light of function. That a leaf is a flat, expanded

organ, for example, is of no significance to us when divorced

from its green color and the need of exposing to sunlight as

great a surface as possible of green tissue. The process of

taking in water must remain a mystery to one who is ignorant

of the structure of roots. Goebel has even defined morphol-

ogy as "that which is not yet understood physiologically."*

Ecology is the common meeting ground of physiology and

morphology. The classification of plants (systematic botany

or taxonomy) cannot be studied apart from external anat-

omy, and among the bacteria where structure is extremely

simple, the forms are classified on the basis of physiological

behavior. Thus it is evident that, just as the various knowl-

edges are artificial divisions, representing only different points

of view, so, also do the subdivisions of botany signify, not

so many well fenced fields, but meshes in a closely woven

network. They result from different points of departure,

or from placing the emphasis in different places ; but all tend

to the same ultimate goal, namely, the answering of the ques-

tion—what is a plant?

A study of the history of botany discloses well defined

epochs, each ushered in by some fundamental discovery.

Most important and fundamental of all was the gradual per-

fection of the scientific method, relieving botany, together

with all natural science, from the stumbling block of the

Aristotelian method of reasoning. As pointed out above, this

Goebel, K. The Fundamental Problems of Present Day
Plant Morphology. Science, N. S., vol. 22, p. 33. 1905.
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method involved the formulation of some general notion, then

the search for facts that agreed with it. The effect of eman-

cipation from this method finds a typical illustration in the

history of the establishment of the fact of sexuality in plants.

In 1583 Csesalpino argued from the nature of the plant

against the existence of sexuality, while Linnaeus, by a simi-

lar application of Aristotelian logic, argued in favor of sex-

uality. Csesalpino reasoned thus : The vital principle of the

plant resides in the pith, hence seeds must originate from the

pith ; therefore sexuality is contrary to the nature of plants.

Linnseus started with the dictum, stated by Harvey, "Omne
vivum ex ovo." Plants are alive, argued Linnaeus, therefore

they must come from eggs. Hence sexuality follows from

the nature of plants. This teetering of probabilities con-

tinued for over one hundred years, until about 1694, when

Rudolph Jacob Camerarius had his attention arrested by the

fact that a pistillate mulberry tree, growing quite apart from

any staminate trees, bore fruit that contained only undevel-

oped seeds. From this observation as a starting point, he

began to make experiments on other dioecious plants, as a

result of which he adduced abundant evidence that plants

have sex. The proof was conclusive, but the botanical world,

unable to overcome the inertia of Aristotelian methods of

reasoning, was unable to distinguish the positive evidence

of Camerarius from the o priori statements of others. Aris-

totelian method found a later expression in the so-called na-

ture-philosophy, which had little respect for facts and evi-

dence, and so the debate on this question dragged on through

another hundred years. Then, in 1849, Karl Friedrich Gart-

ner published his "Versuche und Beohachtungen iiber die

Befruchtung durch den eigenen Pollen". Note the title of

this book, "Versuche und Beohachtungen" (Experiments and

Observations). There lies the secret of its power as a work

of science. The times were now ripe, and the question of

the sexuality of plants, which otherwise might still be a suit-
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able subject for intercollegiate debates, was settled for all time

by experiments and observations.

Nearly every science dates a period of rapid advance

from the invention of some piece of apparatus or instrument

of precision,—witness the balance in chemistry, the telescope

in astronomy, the thermometer in medicine. A new epoch in

botany was ushered in by the invention of the compound

microscope. Not only was a whole new world opened up for

investigation, and the study of non-seed-bearing plants as

well as of seed-bearing plants made possible, but a whole

series of hitherto undreamed of problems arose out of the

newly discovered facts. The formerly impossible, but abso-

lutely necessary, task of following the complete history of

development of a plant now became possible. And, more

important than all else, "Investigation by means of the micro-

scope enforces on the observer the very highest strain of at-

tention and its concentration on a definite object, while at the

same time a definite question to be decided by the observa-

tion has always to be kept before the mind ; there are sources

of error on all sides to be avoided, and possible deceptions

to be taken into consideration ; thus serious attention to micro-

scopy was one of the causes which introduced the best ob-

servers to the practice of inductive inquiry."*

To make satisfactory microscopical observations re-

quires special preparation of the tissues. Among other

things, they must be examined in extremely thin sections

because they are observed not, as in naked eye study, by re-

flected light, but by transmitted light. Often, also, it is es-

sential to have these thin sections of uniform thickness and

arranged in serial order. To realize these conditions was

difficult and tedius when all the sections had to be cut with

a razor by hand. The invention and perfection of the micro-

*Sachs, J. History of Botany. Eng. Trans, by Garnsey and
Balfour. Oxford, 1906. p. 182.
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tome (or thin-section cutter) has made possible investiga-

tions that could have been prosecuted only with extreme dif-

ficulty, if at all, without it.

The solution of the riddle of plant nutrition is another

milestone of botanical progress. Aristotle had taught that

the chemical compounds found in plants enter from without

ready formed. Van Helmont erroneously concluded from

his classic experiments, above referred to, that plants derive

all their substance from water. He grew a plant in soil,

furnished it with nothing but water, and found in time that

it gained in dry weight more pounds than the soil had lost

ounces. Therefore, he argued, its substance was derived from

water. It was the physicist Mariotte who first saw the signi-

ficance of the fact that, when plant tissue is burned, the pro-

ducts of combustion are approximately the same, no matter

what the species. Therefore, he reasoned, it is these mate-

rials which enter the plant from without, and are elaborated

into the organic compounds within the plant. The validity of

this hypothesis he established by referring to the fact that, if

a scion of a cultured pear is grafted on a wild pear, the same

sap that produces undesirable fruit on the natural branches

of the tree produces delicious fruit on the graft.

It would require a separate lecture to go into the fasci-

nating accounts of how Priestley's discovery of oxygen and

its evolution by plants led to the establishment, by Jan Ingen-

Houss, of the fundamental fact that plants derive most of

their solid substance from the carbon dioxide of the air, and

how this discovery in turn led to the establishment of the

fact that the respiration of plants is the same as that of ani-

mals. The notion that this is not the case is one of the most

persistent of all common misconceptions about plants.

But the clearing up of this mystery left the botanist face

to face with another equally great, namely, the source of the

plant's nitrogen. Though the air is four-fifths nitrogen and

though the plant must have this element, it became certain
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that none of the atmospheric nitrogen is utilized by green

plants. The discovery of the nitrogen fixing bacteria of the

soil and their relation to other plants was not only a revela-

tion of the first magnitude for pure science, but was of far-

reaching and fundamental importance in agricultural theory

and practice.

One of the more important present day problems in

plant nutrition concerns itself with the relation of plant roots

to the soil. It has long been known that the soil of a given

field becomes in time exhausted and unable to grow as large

a crop of a given plant as at first. For years no one doubted

that this was due to the removal of the nutrient materials

from the soil. Within two or three years, however, the

theory has been seriously advanced that crop after crop does

not appreciably impoverish the soil, but that its apparent in-

fertility is due to the excretions, by roots, of substances that

are poisonous to the species producing them. That such

poisonous substances are actually excreted by roots has been

experimentally demonstrated, but whether, or not, the inabil-

ity to grow an unlimited succession of crops of the same

plant on the field is due entirely or even largely to this cause

awaits further experimental evidence.

The development of the cell-theory, in 1839-40, by the

botanist Schleiden and the zoologist Schwann worked a revo-

lution in biological sciences. This doctrine, no longer a the-

ory but a firmly established fact, I need only to refer to, for

it is now taught in every high school. Thus do the university

studies of yesterday become the entrance requirements of

today.

The elaboration by Charles Darwin of the theory of nat-

ural selection and the establishment of the fact of organic

evolution were accomplished in part by the study of plants,

and should therefore be mentioned in the list of botanical

achievements. These triumphs of the scientific method

changed the entire face of modern thought, and have given
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color and direction and point to every botanical investigation

since 1859.

The richest fruit of the Darwinian theory in the realm

of botanical science is the mutation-theory of Hugo de Vries.

The theory of Darwin disclosed a method of natural selec-

tion, resulting in a survival of the fittest organisms after a

struggle for existence ; but the origin of the fittest was far

from being understood. Here again we find a belated mani-

festation of the old Aristotelian modes of thought. Men
spun theories and then sought facts to confirm them. The

result was a struggle for existence among various hypotheses.

But by twenty years of laborious observation Hugo de Vries

gave experimental demonstration of one mode of origin of

the fittest, one method by which materials for natural selec-

tion to work upon are produced. The new plant-form, one

of the evening-primroses, was found to arise at once, not by

the gradual accumulation of infinitesimal variations, as Dar-

win was inclined to believe, but by a single leap or mutation.

The result was a mutant, and these mutants were recognized

as, in some cases at least, the materials upon which natural

selection operates. Whether the natural selection of mutants

shall prove to be the universal method of organic evolution,

or not, we can not say. Beyond all question of doubt, muta-

tion is a fact, and natural selection is a fact, and that selec-

tion of mutants does in some cases produce a new species is

also a fact. But I feel that a broader statement than this

must await the results of the more extended experimental

investigations now in progress.

When Darwin insisted that species arise by natural pro-

cesses he was met by the then unanswerable argument that

no one had ever seen one species give rise to another. The

patient labors of de Vries made it no longer possible to inter-

pose this objection. New species were observed to arise from

an older one. It now remained experimentally to induce a

given species to throw off new forms. This was first accom-
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plished by MacDougal, in 1906, by injecting dilute solutions

of certain substances into the ovaries where seeds were ma-

turing. Thus for the first time in the history of biological

science, the formation of a new species was artificially in-

duced.

Scarcely less in importance than the mutation theory

itself was the discovery by de Vries, in 1900, of a paper pub-

lished by Gregor Mendel, the Abbot of Briinn, in 1865, en-

titled "Experiments in Plant Hybridization." Mendel experi-

mented with the edible pea, Pisum sativum, and found that,

for example, when a tall variety was crossed with a dwarf

variety, all the plants of the first filial generation were tall ; no

dwarfs appeared. Tallness he called dominant over dwarf-

ness which he called recessive. If, now, the plants of the

first filial generation were close bred, their progeny, the

second filial generation, were part tall and part dwarf. But

the genius of Mendel discovered more than this. He noticed

that there was a definite and constant numerical ratio between

the tall ones and the dwarfs. Three-fourths were dominant

or tall, and one-fourth recessive or dwarf. These dwarfs,

when interbred, gave in the third filial generation only

dwarfs ; they were pure recessives. The tall ones when inter-

bred proved to be unlike. One-third of them were pure

dominants (all tall) ; the other two-thirds were impure domi-

nants, giving rise (in the third filial generation) to part tall

ones and part dwarfs, and this again in the same numerical

ratio of three to one. This is a simple case of what is

known as Mendelism, and is often referred to as the law of

disjunction of hybrids. Mendel's discoveries have become

the foundation of all modern research into the nature of

heredity, but this is not the place to go further into details.

The subject became established upon both a mathematical and

an experimental basis, fruitful in results already obtained,

and big with promise for the future, both for pure science,

for eugenics, and for other lines of animal and plant breed-
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ing. This is a profitable bit of botanical history for those

persons who are always crying "Of what use is it?" when-

ever any seeker after truth tries to find the north pole of

any sphere of knowledge.

But, as Sir Isaac Newton remarked of his own achieve-

ments, we have only touched the shores of the ocean of

botany, and gathered a few of the more readily obtained peb-

bles. The unsolved problems are more numerous, and at the

same time more difficult, more elusive, and more fascinatingly

attractive than those that are solved. The discoveries of

Mendel and de Vries raised far more questions than they

solved. What, for example, is the mechanism of heredity?

How is protoplasm built, and how does it behave in order

to produce the results of Mendelism and mutation? Here

we have theories and to spare. For the botanists, de Vries

has proposed the theory of intracellular pangenesis ; for the

zoologists, Weismann has conceived the theory of the germ-

plasm. But time forbids even an enumeration of them all.

The significant and hopeful sign is that there is now no at-

tempt to squeeze and distort the facts to fit the theories.

The theories are used only to point the way to the next ex-

periment, for it is clearly recognized that only by observation

and experiment can we ever even approximate an explana-

tion of the mechanism of heredity.

The method of organic evolution, the causes of sexual

differentiation, the origin of life itself are questions still un-

answered, but now being vigorously attacked. In recent lit-

erature the question of mechanism versus vitalism is again

assuming prominence. Is the plant or animal a machine

which can be explained in the terms of mechanics, or is there

a further factor, a vital force, that must be taken into ac-

count? I have no intention of discussing this question in

detail, but it will be instructive in this connection to refer to

a recent experiment of Paul Becquerel of Paris. A number

of seeds of alfalfa, wheat, and mustard were dried for six
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EXPERIMENTAL ZOOLOGY

WiNTERTON C. Curtis

Professor of Zoology

INTRODUCTION

Until the latter years of the nineteenth century, zoologists

were largely engaged in the observational and descriptive study

of animal life and had paid little attention to the experimental

analysis of vital phenomena. While such studies are unsatis-

factory from our present standpoint, they are of the kind

usually undertaken during the formative period of any science,

and, since they have furnished a basis for important general-

izations, we should have no quarrel with our brethren of

these earlier years.

Just what is meant by "observational" and "descriptive"

study may be illustrated within the field of anatomical science

in the following manner: An animal is like a complex

machine, capable of a variety of activities in its many parts

and of action as a unified whole. That which first attracts

our attention to the machine is what it can do, but, as soon

as we push our examination further and attempt to learn how
the unified work of the machine is accomplished, it becomes

necessary for us to understand the complex of parts, to study

its anatomy that we may explain the working of the mechan-

ism. In a similar manner, the functioning of the animal

mechanism, what it could do as a whole, was doubtless com-

mon knowledge from the beginning of human intelligence,

while the attempt to learn in detail how the animal mechanism

works, to really analyze the phenomena, is of later origin

and had its beginning in the domain of medicine. As the

anatomical studies of the medical men were followed further,

(177)
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the wonder of the very structure was for a time overwhehning

and the early anatomists were as often concerned with the

structure alone as with the question, How does it work?
Later, as anatomy extended its range and began the examina-

tion of all animal structure and development, the wonder

grew. For a time, the study of structure for itself became

a sufficient incentive to the investigator and one of the greatest

tasks of zoology in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

was the description of the salient features of the anatomy

and development of the whole animal kingdom. Structure, as

revealed by gross and microscopic dissection, was observed

and described by means of figures or written accounts and

with a view to such observation and description alone ; and

there was little attention paid to an analysis of the causes

which had operated as the animal developed in producing

the features observed, or the causes which might modify the

animal in its adult state. When the function of a part was

considered by the anatomist or the physiologist, the emphasis

was upon a description of observed activities, rather than upon

the attempt to analyze the underlying and causal phenomena,

and hence the investigator's account was descriptive and obser-

vational, with little effort to press the analysis further.

Work of this type possesses one distinct advantage—it at

some time reaches an end. It may be laborious and consume

many years, but after a time it can be brought to a reasonable

degree of completeness—finished to such an extent that it no

longer becomes so tremendously worth while as it once seemed.

When you have thus gotten the pith out of a subject, interest

-wanes and, even though many details remain, they are no

longer so interesting, because they seem likely only to amplify

what is already known in outline, rather than to become the

•foundations for new generalizations of broad importance.

Anatomy and embryology reached such a point of "diminishing

returns" toward the end of the last century, and the same

was true of studies in classification which absorbed so much
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attention during the earlier years and which received a certain

impetus when the promulgation and success of evolutionary

doctrines led us to the conception of a "natural classification"

which should aim at nothing short of a complete family tree

of all living things. Like the kind of anatomy and embryology

just mentioned^ classification has always been an observational

and descriptive study, and studies of this character have until

very recently been the dominant ones in zoology.

One naturally thinks of science as employing the method

of experimentation as one of its most common tools. It will

perhaps surprise you to learn how little this method has been

employed in zoological research. We have had so much before

us in the cataloging of animal life (classification), in describ-

ing its structure (anatomy) and in tracing its history (evolu-

tion), that we are only now beginning seriously to use the

experiment as a tool for the shaping of our conclusions. It

is not to our credit that zoology has lagged behind other

sciences in this regard and that we have gone into experimenta-

tion, not so much from our own initiative, as from being

forced into it by diminishing possibilities in the older lines.

We plead, as an excuse, that the complexities of structure and

function in organic beings are so great, that, only after a

certain amount of the observational and descriptive work had

been accomplished, was the real beginning of experimentation

possible.

Imbued with the spirit for new work and in the coming

dominance of the experimental method, our enthusiasm, par-

ticularly if we are young, sometimes leads us to believe that

we have opened a new heaven and a new earth in which

the methods are such as no student of animal life ever before

employed. We should remember that the psychologists have

long made use of the experimental method, and that in minor

ways it has always been employed in zoological work. Ours

is a case of the somewhat late realization that, if zoology is

ever to be put in the class of the more advanced sciences, we
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must employ other methods than those of observation and

description, and, therefore, we hail the experimental zoologists

as the guide of our future.

It may very well be asked and it is asked, even among
ourselves: How does the experimental zoologist differ from
the physiologist? Is there really enough difference between

the two to justify a new name? Well, perhaps there is not,

but we all like a name for our own company better than

being taken into some other camp, and the term is justified

because the experimental zoologist commands the whole re-

sources of the animal kingdom and attacks a variety of

subjects in a way that your physiologist has never done in

the past. And yet there is no natural division between the

two lines of work.

We may now summarize this introduction by saying, that

the term cxperhnental zoology has arisen because the science

has been_, until very recent years, concerned principally with

a conquest of the structural features of animal life and with

the observation of the course of events under natural condi-

tions. In doing this, we have reached a point where such

studies no longer yield significant results and have turned to

the experimental method, asking not merely what are the

facts and their superficial sequence, but also how does one

thing definitely and precisely control another. The experi-

mental method is, therefore, becoming the most important

one in zoology, and, with respect to many lines of investiga-

tion which are now and will long continue to be interesting

and profitable, it is the conviction of many of us that, from

this time on, men of creative originality will be concerned

rather with experimental than with purely observational work

and that the rank and file will follow this leadership.

THE SCOPE OF EXPERIMENTAL ZOOLOGY

I wish now to present some of the general problems

which are being attacked by the experimental zoologist today,
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his methods of work and some of the results already obtained

;

to contrast his attitude in approaching his problems with that

of perhaps the same man a quarter of a century ago; and,

finally, to state what this new attack is likely to mean for

zoology in particular and for human welfare and progress in

general.

As indicating the extent to which experimental studies

have progressed, I may cite the titles given the principal

headings in Morgan's "Experimental Zoology," a recent book

dealing with work, of this nature. Here may be found ac-

counts of the Experimental Study of Evolution, of Growth

and Regeneration, of Grafting, of the Influence of the Envi-

ronment, of the Determination of Sex, of the Appearence of

Secondary Sexual Characters, and to this list we may add,

Animal Behavior and the whole field of Experimental Em-
bryology which do not find a place in the volume mentioned.

IMost of these are topics which thirty years ago were

either not being seriously considered from the experimental

standpoint or in which the experimental method was only

beginning to be applied. Today, by a gathering up of scattered

records in earlier work and by the steady progress of experi-

mentation, we are in possession of a quite respectable body of

facts in each of the subjects named, and the work is being

so rapidly extended that the prospect of any one investigator's

knowing more than the net results in lines outside his own
is becoming discouraging.

EXPERIMENTAL EMBRYOLOGY

To illustrate the methods of work and some of the

results, let us now consider several of these topics in more

detail. A favorable one for this purpose is that of individual

development , first, because of its interest, and, second, because

the experimental embryologist has somewhat the start of his

fellows in other lines.
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As a result of the older descriptive embryology, we have

followed stage by stage the development of many representa-

tives from all the great groups and have no longer crude

misconceptions of the links by which one generation of adult

forms is connected with another, and yet, the wonder of

development has increased the more. Despite our wealth of

observation, we must confess that we know very little of how
adult living things come into being, save for the mere visible

changes by which the egg becomes the adult. These we know
fairly well from descriptive work, but they are not satisfying.

We wish to know why one stage follows another and why
this or that event occurs at a certain time, and to ascertain

facts of this nature, we must have recourse to the experimental

method. This may be illustrated by some particular cases.

The phenomenon of fertilization, by which is meant the

union of the egg and spermatozoon, is observed to be the

beginning of individual life in most animals. If isolated, the

spermatozoa will die and so will the eggs. If brought to-

gether, in such a way that the normal union of a single sperm

with a single egg may take place, the development follows

and eventually the adult form is produced. Why is it that

the entrance of the spermatozoon causes this profound dif-

ference in the fate of any egg? This is one of the problems

which experimental embryology is seeking to answer.

Even under normal conditions, it is not necessary for

the eggs of all animals to become fertilized, for we have long

known of the phenomenon of parthenogenesis by which eggs

may develop without the entrance of a spermatozoon. In

some few cases, the failure to discover males in any genera-

tion indicates that no male sex exists, though in these it is

possible that males appear so rarely as to have been over-

looked. In most cases of parthenogenesis, however, we find

males appearing in certain generations and here the fertiliza-

tion of the eggs is necessary for their development. Accord-

ingly, in parthenogenesis as it normally occurs, we see that
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some eggs may develop without spermatozoa. This fact gave

color to the belief that, even in eggs which in nature must

always be fertilized, parthenogenesis might be accomplished by

artificial means, and this has been found to be the case.

Briefly, it has been discovered that by subjecting the eggs

of some animals to very dilute solutions of salts, acids and

other substances, development, hardly to be distinguished from

the normal, ensues, though unfortunately no one has yet suc-

ceeded in rearing to an adult state the forms thus started

upon their life cycle.

Experiments such as these throw a light upon the prob-

lem of fertilization which no mere observation of the stages

in normal fertilization and parthenogenesis could ever give.

They lend support to the hypothesis that the spermatozoon

initiates development by bringing into the egg a minute quan-

tity of some substance which, on being liberated within the

protoplasm, furnishes the necessary stimulus to development.

Could we isolate from the spermatozoon a substance which,

when injected into the egg, would cause development exactly

like the normal, we should probably have as good ground

for such an hypothesis as we could hope to secure. It would

enable us to speak more precisely of the stimulus to develop-

ment and to remove it from the intangibility which leads us

to discuss so many vital phenomena in indefinite and mean-

ingless terms. Work of this character is now being carried

on by so many investigators that we may hope for a much
more satisfactory analysis of the stimulus by which individual

development is begun than has yet been possible, even though

the facts should bring their inevitable results in the opening

of many problems entirely new.

Again, to continue our illustrations from embryology,,

one of the old disputes in embryologv' was over the question of

"preformation" or "epigenesis." Is the organism already

formed within the germ like the bud of a plant, and does the

development consist merely in an unfolding of what is already
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there, or is the development the coming into existence of one

thing after another from a beginning which is "without form
and void," so far as any^ essential resemblance to the adult

organism is concerned? The preformationists of the eight-

eenth century went so far as to develop their elaborate theory

of encasement, by which the germ was supposed to contain

all of the adult structures in miniature, including the germs

of all future generations, enclosed one after another in ever

decreasing magnitude, like toy eggs within eggs carried in-

ward to infinity. Of course it did not take a very extensive

examination of embryonic stages to discover that the general

course of development in all embryos was by epigenesis and

not by evolution, that the egg had at first no resemblance

to the future adult and attained its adult state by epigenesis

or the gradual moulding and modification by insensible degrees

of its constituent parts. But, nevertheless, the question between

epigenesis and preformation has in a modified form engaged

the attention of experimental embryologists during recent

years.

The eggs of certain animals, among others the frog, sea-

urchin and starfish, are fertilized and develop without parental

care in the open water. Here experiments are possible which

could hardly be made upon an egg developing in a brood-

pouch or other internal cavity of the parent. The question as

to whether the protoplasm of an egg is in any sense organized

or preformed, in the sense that certain parts of it are destined

to give rise to certain parts of the adult, has been attacked

by the actual removal of parts from even minute eggs, and, if

the egg survived the operation, a comparison made of the

resulting embryo with one of normal development. Thus,

pieces have been cut from fertilized and from unfertilized

eggs ; two, four, eight and even sixteen cell stages have been

shaken apart and, in this latter case, the constituent cells in

some instances have been found capable of development into

normal individuals of fractional size. So many and so diverse
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have been the experiments and their results that I can mention

only the gist of our conclusions upon the question of the

extent to which adult organization is foreshadowed within

the egg, upon the extent to which the egg is preformed.

Some eggs appear to have within them definite recog-

nizable substances, unlike the adult parts but from which

the adult parts take origin, and are to that extent thus early

differentiated or preformed. In others, this differentiation

is not apparent and seemingly one area is of the same value

as any other. We conclude, therefore, that the eggs of dif-

ferent animals are not all alike with respect to their dif-

ferentiation at the one-cell stage ; that the differentiation, while

present in some cases at an early stage, does not appear in

others until they are considerably advanced in their develop-

ment; while, in those forms which have as adults great

capacity for the regeneration of lost parts, the organism ap-

pears as though never so far differentiated as to be unable

to reform itself from even a minute part of the whole.

In problems of this nature, satisfactory analysis can

only be based upon experiments which subject the organism

to new and controlled conditions, and no amount of observa-

tion upon normal development will go so far toward answering

the question, whether at the two-cell stage we have the right

and left portions of the animal irrevocably distributed to

right and left cells, as will the simple experiment of shaking

these two cells apart and seeing what happens. And in a

simple way, this illustrates the whole point of the work in

experimental embr\'olog>'. Unfortunately, we can only take

our material as we find it, and we are often limited in the

experiments by external conditions and by the structure of

the living things themselves. Still, astonishing ingenuity is

often seen in surmounting such difficulties, and experimental

embryology presents to us one of the most fruitful fields now

open to the zoologist.
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•

If we mean by development the whole cycle from the

egg to the old age and death of the adult, we may mention

at this point some other tantalizing problems which must be

solved, if at all, by the experimental method. The certainty

of death holds for the individual body of the many-celled form

throughout the animal world, but not for all parts of the

body, since from some of the germ cells comes the next

generation. Hence, the germ cells perish only when the race

ceases to exist. We sometimes state this by saying that, while

the body perishes, the germ cells are "immortal." Why is it

that one cell or group of cells is able under certain conditions,

namely, union in fertilization with another germ cell, to con-

tinue its life in the body of the next generation and so con-

ceivably to all future generations, while its neighbor, a cell

of the same body, is destined only for old age and death?

Why is there this difference between germ and body or somatic

cells? Save for cases of normal parthenogenesis, the germ

cells always die unless they unite in fertilization. Their con-

tinued existence hinges upon this one condition. If so slight

a thing determines life or death for the germ cell, why is

it that we cannot do something for the body or soma? It

may not be all a dream to hope that we may some day

analyze the conditions of this somatic death and germinal

immortality to such an extent that death as a natural process

may become at least longer delayed.

The whole question of development is a never ending

wonder to the closest student as well as to the novice, and s©

manifold has been the work of recording merely the sequence

of the stages in the life cycles of different forms, that it is

small wonder we are only now entering upon an analysis

of the process by a rigorous application of the experimental

method. In this work, experiment and observation must go

on side by side, must indeed be inextricably interwoven
;
but,

whereas in the past we have been the more concerned with

a description of the sequence of stages, in the future we
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shall be engaged in an analysis of the causal relation existing

between the several stages, and this can be determined only

by experimentation.

REGENERATION

As a further example of the work along experimental

lines, we may take the present study of the problem of

regeneration. Though there is some confusion in usage, most

workers use the term regeneration to designate collectively the

processes by which an injury resulting from the destruction

or removal of a part is made good. The capacity for regenera-

tion may be very slight, as in the case of the higher verte-

brates where it consists only in the ability to heal wounds,

or it may be so great that a small piece cut from an animal

will reproduce the whole. To illustrate by a specific case

:

The fresh water worm known as the planarian has a most

striking power of regeneration. If cut in two, each piece

may form a new worm, and, even when divided into many

transverse segments, by the healing of the cut surfaces and

subsequent rearrangement of parts, each bit may become a

normal animal. When cut lengthwise, the pieces behave in

a similar fashion, unless too great an area of cut surface is

exposed. In most instances, the piece forms a new worm
having all the characteristics of the original. There are, how-

ever, exceptions to this, as in the case of heads formed in the

wrong position, a phenomenon known as "heteromorphosis."

But generally even a very small piece (one investigator has

estimated that a piece only i-25oth of the bulk of the original

can form the entire worm) has within it all the factors

needed for the formation of the complete organism.

In the formation of these new animals, as just described,

there are two kinds of change ; first, the healing of the wound

by the formation of scar tissue ; second, changes in the relative

proportions of the piece by which the normal shape is attained.
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This latter has been termed "regulation." After it has oc-

curred the specimen may grow to the size of the original.

Another phenomenon, is the polarity which the pieces

exhibit, no matter how they may be cut. The axes of the

old body somehow become those of the new. It is as though

every part of the original were laid down on certain lines and

these lines persisted in the piece removed. This is termed

the "polarity" of the organism. Heteromorphosis is, of course

an exception, though not an irreconcilable one.

This power of regeneration is widely distributed among
animals. In a general way, those forms which have as a

part of their normal life cycle marked powers of a sexual

multiplication (budding, fission and the like) are found to

possess the greatest powers of regeneration, while the more

specialized forms, which reproduce only sexually, can no more

than heal wounds of limited extent, or replace lost appendages,

as does the crayfish.

The results thus far obtained from studies upon regenera-

tion have been in a way disappointing. We have been con-

fronted with the same riddles as in the study of ordinary

development, and the present day conclusion is that regenera-

tion is but an aspect of the phenomenon of growth, and that

only when we explain the one shall we comprehend the other.

The study has thrown much light upon some special problems

like that of differentiation in adult organisms, and, for the

future, one of the most interesting possibilities is that the facts

brought out may at any time bring results of revolutionary

value in dealing with pathological conditions in man and in

those animals and plants most immediately connected with

his welfare.

ANIMAL BEHAVIOR

Let us pass to another illustration of experimental work.

The study of animal behavior, while overlapping the field of

the psychologist, has become a part of experimental zoolog>r
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through the extensive study by zoologists of behavior in the

lower organisms. This is important because it is believed

among us that only by a much more extended study of the

behavior of these forms in which the phenomena are reduced

to their lowest terms can we hope to arrive at a correct

interpretation of animal behavior at our own end of the scale.

In the protozoa this study has been made by the examina-

tion of the comparatively simple reactions of these forms to

stimulation by light, gravity, contact, substances in solution and

the like. The reactions to the stimuli are termed "tropisms."

Thus we have phototropism, geotropism, thigmotropism,

chemotropism. For example, an organism is found to be

positively phototropic, that is, it moves toward the light and

therefore collects on the light side of the dish, and we will

here designate as the "tropism theory" one of the current

explanations of how this going toward the light is brought

about. While there is some dispute over just what is meant

by "the tropism theory" in this connection, I think the follow-

ing is a fair representation of what it claims. The animal,

let us suppose in this instance a ciliated protozoon, is stimulated

by light rays coming from' a certain direction. If at first it

is in such a position that one side is illuminated and the other

not, it is supposed that the direct stimulation, or lack of

stimulation, so affects the sides of the body that the beat

of the cilia or locomotor organs is directly stimulated and

the position of the animal changed by the stronger beat upon

the dark side, until the position is such that the two sides

are equally illuminated ; and then, since both are stimulated

alike, their beat becomies equal and progression continues in

the direction of the source of stimulation, until prevented by

some new factor, like the side of the glass dish in which

the organism is confined or the surface of the water in a

pond.

The tropism theory has been most actively championed

by Professor Loeb and his followers in our own country.
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Its essence is the interpretation of the stimukis as directly

and locally affecting the parts of the organism, so that it

responds by an automatism having no intermediate links be-

tween stimulation and motor response. There is no suggestion

of the stimulus affecting something in the organism, which

in turn affects the locomotor organs. In the protozoon, it

affects these organs directly and locally, making them beat

at relatively different rates so long as they are unequally

stimulated. For the behavior of the more complex organisms,

we know this explanation to be inadequate. For the protozoon,

with its small bulk and absence of sense organs and nervous

system, it is not necessarily so. The determination of its

adequacy in the case of the protozoon would seem to rest with

an examination of the exact manner in which the animal

behaves during the period of orientation. As a result of such

examination, we have a rival explanation of the nature of

tropic response which is most actively supported by Professor

Jennings and which he designates by the term used for what

he believes to be essentially the same kind of reaction in

higher organisms, namely, reaction by the method of "trial

and error."

According to the latter theory, careful study shows the

response of organisms like the protozoa to be so indirect as to

preclude interpretation after the manner of the tropism theory.

The protozoon, when affected by a stimulus like light, goes

through a varying number of random movements which in

higher organisms we should call reaction by the method of

"trial and error." In some cases it may happen to swing

directly into an orientation that will carry it toward the light,

but it usually executes a number of false moves, "trials,"

which if they do not result in the proper orientation are not

continued, being "errors," so to speak. If enough of these

are made, the organism will come by a process of exclusion

to the position in which progression toward the light may be
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effected, and it will then make no further trials, but will

move in the direction of the stimulus.

Jennings maintains that the very existence of movements
of this trial and error sort show that we have in a simple

way the same kind of an element interposed between stimula-

tion and motor response as in an animal wuth a nervous

system, which receives the stimulus from without and then

(within the nervous system) itself brings about another and

different stimulation which is the direct cause of the muscular

contractions. The protozoa have no nervous system and yet

according to Jennings the organism acts as though it had

received the stimulus and then in turn stimulated its par-

ticular parts, as if the same kind of thing were here, in a

simple sort of way, as in a more complex form where structur-

ally defined units are connected with the several steps of the

process.

It is perhaps too early for a decision between these two

views ; the truth is perhaps not all on one side. We need

more work and more agreement upon the use of our terms.

The study appeals to zoologists because w^e believe this is

the right end at which to begin in an attempt to explain the

reactions of the higher organisms. In this connection, some

have sought to explain all of the more complex activities as

being built up of the simpler tropisms, and this is sometimes

called the tropism theory, but of this our time will not permit

a discussion.

Regarding the question of the beginnings of intelligence

in higher forms, the experimental zoologist believes that he

and the psychologist are steadily accumulating facts which lend

support to the conception of these activities as differing in

degree rather than in kind from one end of the animal scale

to the other, and of the more complex and elaborate as

having arisen by evolution from the more simple and ele-

mentary.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVOLUTION

Leaving the problems of individual development, let us

now turn to the questions of racial development of which the

questions of individual development are a part. Here, also,

we find experimental studies assuming an increasing impor-

tance, for in no other line of zoological investigation has the

advent of the experimental method wrought more profound

changes than in the problems connected with the doctrine of

evolution.

When we consider the extent to which the conclusions

of Darwin were based upon his own first-hand observations

and experiments, it is astonishing that his followers should

have so soon reached a place where discussion was far re-

moved from an intimate acquaintance with the actual phe-

nomena. Only the acceptance and eager pushing forward of

the experimental method saved us the reproach of being

almost as dead to nature as the minds of men are reputed

to have been during the middle ages.

The return to nature after this barren period of post-

Darwinian discussion occurred, as is usually the case in such

movements, through the gradual emergence of a number of

lines of investigation which had progressed steadily for some

years without attracting much attention, the best example

of this being the work of Mendel and others upon heredity.

This began with the hydridization experiments which led

Mendel, in 1866, to the discovery of his law or laws of

heredity, but which failed to attract the attention of anyone

who could appreciate their importance until many years after

his death, when they were independently rediscovered by a

number of other workers about the year 1900.

Let us review briefly the more obvious aspects of

Mendelism and related work upon variation and heredity.

The minute variations upon which so much emphasis was

placed in Darwin's theory of natural selection appear to be

but one side of the field of variation and the one of least
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importance from the evolutionary standpoint. There is in-

creasing evidence, from experimental and statistical studies,

that there is another category of variation, which is the type

known as mutations or discontinuous variations ; that only

these are inherited, and hence only mutations are of import-

ance in evolution. The law of heredity discovered by Mendel

deals exclusively with inheritance of discontinuous variations

or mutations and it constitutes the first and only real law

of heredity which has ever been discovered. Its demonstration

and extension and modification constitute another triumph

for . the experimental method, though the conquest of

heredity has only begun.

I can best present the fundamental facts of MendeHsm by

reference to the results obtained by the crossing of white and

gray mice. In the generation derived from this cross, no mat-

ter how many times repeated, the offspring are inevitably gray

and are indistinguishable from the type represented by the

gray parent, though obviously they cannot be identical with

the pure bred gray parent, since they have come from a gray

and a white. Though there are no whites among them, and,

therefore, no visible indication that one parent was of a pure

white breed, the capacity for whiteness is in them, since whites

appear in the next generation, when these hybrid grays are

bred among themselves. Before going further, two important

terms should be explained. The character which appears in

the first generation is known as the "dominant ;" the one which

does not appear is called the "recessive," and this relation be-

tween the members of a pair of characters is an important

phenomenon in Mendelism. In the first generation resulting

from this cross we find, therefore, one character, of the pair

under consideration, appearing to the exclusion of the other;

or, as we say, the one is dominant, the other is recessive.

If now the individuals of this generation are bred among

themselves, a very different result is obtained; for we find in

the next generation that 75 per cent are gray and 25 per cent
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are white. More curious still, when these whites of the

second generation are bred among themselves, they will pro-

duce nothing but pure whites and their offspring will have

no more taint of the gray than had the whites used in the

original cross. It is this "segregation" of characters which

is the essence of Mendelism, not the phenomenon of

dominance.

A similar phenomenon is found in the case of the gray

character, though it is not apparent in this generation, being

obscured by the dominance of the gray over the white. It

becomes evident, however, when we study the progeny of the

individuals comprising the 75 per cent of gray animals, of

which there are really two kinds : namely, one-third (or 25

per cent of the entire generation) pure grays and comparable

to the pure whites, since they give only pure grays when bred

inter se, and two-thirds (or 50 per cent of the whole) impure,

since they yield both gray and white offspring. From the

middle 50 per cent of the second generation there will again

arise pure grays, hybrid grays and whites in the same ratio,

and this may be continued indefinitely. In every subsequent

generation we can "extract" the pure grays and pure whites,

leaving a balance of gray hybrids in which the white character

is recessive.

You will see at once that these results are quite sub-

versive of the whole notion that purity of breed for any

character depends upon the length of the line through which

the character can be traced in all the ancestors of a g^ven

individual, for here is a pure white individual one-half of

whose grandparents were pure gray.

You could, if you chose, carry out the scheme to many
subsequent generations. Suppose then, you were to take one

of the hybrid gray animals (the middle 50 per cent in the

hundredth generation. It would be to all appearance gray,

though it could be demonstrated to be a gray-white by the

offspring which it w^ould produce. Traced back through the
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hundred generations we should find only gray animals in its

parentage until the first cross was reached, and yet not one

in the long chain has been a pure gray mouse. All have been

gray-whites, though in every generation some of the brothers

and sisters have been pure whites and pure grays. What then

becomes of the notion that an individual is of the pure breed

because for many generations it has bad only ancestors show-

ing the characters in question? Individuals are not neces-

sarily what they seem to be on the outside, for only by the

character of their offspring can their true nature be estab-

lished.

How these ratios are accounted for by the assumption

that the gametes (eggs and spermatozoa) are in some way
carrying either the thing which makes grayness or whiteness,

but never both of these characters ; how it is that the germ

cells or gametes which are always pure with respect to the

gray or the white, while the adult individuals may be pure or

hybrid, I cannot discuss in the time available. Suffice it to

say that the conception of gametic purity is one of the funda-

mentals in Mendelism, and that modern studies in cytology

(the science of cellular biology) seem to point to the stage in

development at which the gametes of a hybrid animal may
receive one, but not both of a given pair of characters.

The relation of grayness to whiteness in these mice is

only one example from a long list of such cases where Men-
del's law has been found to apply. It holds not only for

color characters but also for structural features like tallness

and dwarfness and, more curious still, for immunity and non-

immunity to some diseases, as in the case of wheat where im-

munity against rust behaves as a simple recessive to nonim-

munity, and it holds for man no less than for other animals.

A law of heredity which works in wheat and sweet peas and

in mice and human beings must be fundamental in its nature,

and such Mendel's law, or group of laws, appears to be.
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The continued solution of problems in heredity will be

productive of important results in the modifying of our con-

ceptions regarding the causes of evolution in nature and in

guiding our attempts to direct the evolution of domesticated

plants and animals along the lines necessary for man's welfare.

Whatever may be one's convictions regarding the handling of

defective individuals in the humankind, we must all agree

that the problem is an important one and that only by ascer-

taining the laws by which heredity works in man can we
make a real beginning in the fundamental improvement of

our race.

THE DETERMINATION OF SEX

As another illustration from the field where the experi-

mental method is being vigorously applied we may refer to

the problem of the Determination of Sex, a question which has

attracted a large amount of attention for a long period.

Blumenbach at the close of the eighteenth century cited some

two hundred and sixty groundless hypotheses which had been

brought forward even up to that date. In our own day, the

prevailing view has been, until recently, that the sex of an

animal could be determined by differences in the nutrition

during embryonic life. This belief was based, first, upon

statistics drawn from the human birth rate in periods follow-

ing war and other hard conditions, interpreted as meaning

poor nourishment for a large proportion of the population,

and, second, upon experiments with amphibia and insects.

The sex was thus supposed to be determined only at a com-

paratively late period of embryonic life and to be mainly a

matter of nourishment, a rich diet producing a high per-

centage of females and a poor diet males in excess.

Repetition of the experiments upon which these conclu-

sions were based has not given the previously claimed results

;

and the statistics of the human birth rate are not adequate

for any safe generalizations. Coincident with this has come
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the discovery that in many of the lower forms the sex is de-

termined either in the egg or not later than the time of fertil-

ization. While waiting for a more convenient terminology,

we are speaking of "male-producing spermatozoa" and

"female-producing spermatozoa," of "male eggs" and "female

eggs," meaning by these terms that the protoplasm of a given

germ cell is destined to produce a particular sex, irrespective

of the influences which are brought to bear in the course of

its subsequent development. It is interesting to note that the

most important discovery of all in this connection, that of the

"accessory chromosome" (a portion of the nucleus which

appears to be the sex determinant), has been accomplished by

observational rather than by experimental studies, since this

illustrates how the clue which experimentation must follow

is often given by purely observational work.

Sex and its determination is one of the most interest-

ing and elusive questions in experimental zoology today; and

we have made real progress toward its solution by the accumu-

lation of evidence all pointing to the germ cell and not the

larval stages as the place where the sex of the individual is

established once for all. Although this does not bring us

very near to the control of sex production in the offspring,

it is a step in the right direction if we convince ourselves

that by no amount of changed conditions to which we may
subject the developing organism can we alter the maleness

or femaleness which has been established either before or at

the time of fertilization. At least we know the point of

attack, even if the problem of how to control the sex now
seems all the more difficult. We are, however, pressing so

closely upon the question, that sooner than one thinks we may
grasp not alone the factors which normally determine the sex,

but also the method by which these factors may be modified,

and the sex thereby controlled.

Before leaving this topic, it may interest you to know

that very suggestive results have been obtained which tend
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to show that the inheritance of sex, for of course sex is one

of the things which the organism inherits, is in accordance

with the laws of Mendel.

RELATION TO OTHER SCIENCES

One important thing which the experimental method has

brought about is a return to the study of problems involving

the properties common to all living matter, and so to the study

of animals and plants by the same investigator. It had almost

seemed that such "biological" studies, an example of which

is found in the work of Darwin, had come to an end with

the increase of botanical and zoological knowledge, since no

one really could live long enough to make himself a master in

both fields. While this last is of course true, we find today

that the study of general phenomena like growth, regeneration,

heredity and the like often leads to the examination of both

plants and animals and thus brings botanists and zoologists

to a common meeting ground in their study of living things.

There has been prevented an unfortunate separation which for

a time seemed inevitable.

Another approachment is being effected with physics and

chemistry by the attempt to discover the exact nature of the

chemical and physical processes which take place within a

living body—a subject which has long engaged the attention

of the physiologists. The attempt has been to reduce life

activities, so far as possible, to the terms of chemistry and

physics, to obtain a causo-mechanical explanation. At the

present time, I think it may be fairly said that a majority are

in the attitude of suspended judgment, holding not that life

activities are reducible to a chemical and physical basis, but

that, so long as the attempts to analyze them in terms of

chemistry and physics is productive of substantial results, and

such is still the case, we do not need to call to our aid forces

distinct from those of inanimate matter. The conception of

a "vital force" characteristic of living matter seems a thing
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of periodic recurrence in biological thought and has returned

with renewed vigor within the past decade^ though to most

working zoologists it seems a dangerous assumption. It may
be that this kind of force exists and that finally all will admit

it, but most of us prefer for the present to sit in front of the

wall which bars our advance, seeking a way through by

some knowable means, rather than leave the solid ground of

tangible fact and find the way over on the wings of a vitalistic

force, mysterious and beyond our powers to analyze.

With medical studies, the relation of experimental

zoology is as intimate today as has been observational work

in the past, a striking illustration of this being found in the

coming science of protozoolog}^, which has developed upon

the foundation laid by the zoologists in their studies of these

unicellular organisms and, now that an increasing number of

protozoa are known to be the causes of disease, is being pressed

alike by the workers in zoology and experimental medicine.

Other examples of results which may at any time become

points of departure for discoveries of the utmost significance

in medicine, are the studies upon development, regeneration,

growth, heredity and the like and from the medical side the

studies upon immunity, the heredity of disease and the can-

cer problem.

With the social sciences, our relation is still for the

most part indirect and the value of experimental or any other

zoological work consists largely in the point of view which it

gives the student of these lines. The results of biological

and medical work in sanitation, disease and inheritance are

used by our colleagues along with the rest of humanity, and

of course they are ever impatient for the finished product.

The conception of the human body as a latter product in the

evolution of organic matter has been discouragingly slow in

coming to the average human understanding and we have great

need today for a wider appreciation of the zoological basis of

manv human activities. Xow that zoology is stepping within
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the realm of more exact control of its phenomena, we may
hope that its conclusions may become the more forceful because

of their removal from the things of opinion to those of demon-
strable fact and that we shall be heard upon a subject like

heredity, not for our much speaking, but because we can bring

forth evidence and results which no man can deny.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion: I have tried to show how zoology is just

entering upon a new stage in its history, and one in which

the problems, though they tax our understanding more than

ever before, will undoubtedly yield a richer harvest of usable

knowledge than has yet been gathered among us. It will not,

I hope, seem presumptuous, since this has not yet been

attempted in any previous lecture of this series and since

human problems are to the zoologist but those of the most

interesting of the animal species, if I for a moment address

those of this audience whose purpose in life is as yet un-

settled and whose calling is undetermined upon the relation of

the investigator in this or any other science to human affairs

and human welfare.

To the man who is, if we may borrow a phrase from

the group of sciences last mentioned, "properly socialized,"

the relation of his life work to human progress is a considera-

tion of compelling force. It is a force of this kind which is

as likely to be the moving one with the scientific investigator

as the joy of problem solving; for the smallness of the

individual's contribution, be it honest, does not deny him the

satisfaction of knowing at the end that he also served and that

only by an incredible multiplicity of endeavor, often directed

along lines of no seeming value, can the long reaches forward

be accomplished. The failure of cultured men and women
to appreciate the need of abstract and seemingly useless in-

vestigations in the natural sciences is a lamentable spectacle.
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an instance of which, having recently come to my attention

from the public press, I will cite as an illustration

:

"The utility of such questions brings to mind a com-
panion question put by Mr. Lucien Hugh Alexander con-

cerning the utility of some of the investigations by the Carnegie

Institution of Washington. Mr. Alexander does not question,

for example, the improvement in 'man's physical well-being'

contributed by investigations as to 'Heredity of Hair Length

in Guinea Pigs and Its Bearing on the Theor}^ of Pure

Gametes.' He thinks, however, (stating his case in the Green

Bag, February) that a million-dollar foundation for juris-

prudence would do more toward 'strengthening the great vital

force in our civilization—law and government' than a

'foundation' for the preparation and publication of such liter-

ary and scientific works as these whose titles he culls from the

last bulletin of the Carnegie Institution.

"A few of these titles are, 'Inheritance in Poultry,'

'Rhythmical Pulsations in Scyphomedusae,' 'Coat Patterns in

Rats and Guinea Pigs' and 'Variation and Correlation in

Crayfish.'

"

The very utterance of this criticism would indicate in its

author a complete ignorance of even the general course of

events in the investigations which lie back of any one of the

achievements of civilization whose roots are in science.

Without hostility to the law, one may well venture the

opinion that the quagmire of legal procedure in our own
country today scarcely justifies a critical attitude toward the

subject of scientific investigation, which has brought to

humanity, almost entirely as a gift for no money and without

price, the practical and vital achievements whose beginnings

have so commonly been made in research seemingly quite re-

mote from any utilitarian values. Some of the very researches

which are here contemptuously cited as examples of scientific

futilities deal with the general problem of heredity, than which

none can be more important for society. The facts of these
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very investigations may prove of substantial importance in the

• discovery of laws of human heredity and variability which

shall make some of our present laws of society a thing of jest

for future generations and hasten the day when, instead of "a

government of the lawyers, by the lawyers and for the law-

yers," we shall see one aflame, as with scientific desire it

seeks to know what is true in order that it may do what is

right.

Viewed by the zoologist, man stands today more than

ever acutely confronting his destiny in this world, and his

future will depend upon his ability to increasingly control

the forces of nature by which he is surrounded. Since scien-

tific knowledge is the source of all such control, it is an inspir-

ing thought for even the humblest worker that there is no

knowing how far his results may count and that in any event

he is helping the race in its upward climb. When, therefore,

we consider how immediately many of our most pressing

human questions wait upon the solution of problems in

biology and other sciences, the dignity of the investigator's

calling assumes the position which has perhaps never been

ascribed to it in the minds of most of you, for who can

measure the ultimate possibilities of any single fact, patiently,

wearily, but finally established?
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DEFINITION OF ORGANIC EVOLUTION (j .

From the time of the early Greek philosophers to the

present, natural objects and events have been regarded from

two opposing points of view which are the outcome of the

contemplation of two apparently contradictory aspects of na-

ture, namely, its seeming stability and its changefulness.

According as men have been appealed to by one or the other of

these aspects, they have held either a static or a genetic view.

On the one hand, the apparent fixity of nature and the con-

tinual recurrence of the same specific forms in definite cycles

have impressed themselves upon the minds of those whose

interest in nature is restricted to a description of forms and

the abstraction of types from these forms as the basis of con-

ceiving ideal relationships.

In contrast with this conception, another school of natu-

ralists, impressed by the restless change and movement of

everything, have been led to look beyond the immediate ap-

pearances of nature in an attempt to discover causal relation-

ships and orderly sequences, and to penetrate the mystery of

the genesis, the coming into being, of those specific forms

which observation reveals to us. From speculations of this

kind concerning the origin and development of natural phe-

nomena have arisen genetic views which, not content with

a purely descriptive picture of nature as a whole, have sought

to answer the question—how have these things come to be

what they are?—what is their history?

As in astronomy and geology, so in biology, these two

conceptions of nature have been conspicuous throughout the

(205)
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history of the science, and, as the static view in the former

has given way to the genetic, in the field of animate nature

the beHef in the stability and permanence of specific forms,

sheltered and entrenched for, many centuries, has at last been

dislodged after repeated assaults, and the doctrine of the

common descent of living things has been finally established.

Although abundant and adequate grounds existed before

Darwin's time for the complete rejection of the static view

of organic nature, so tenacious of life was the conception of

the immutability of species, that its deathblow was not given

until the publication of Darwin's "Origin of Species" in 1859,

and this date marks the beginning of the period in which the

evolutionary account of living things became generally ac-

cepted.

The opposing conception, which regarded species as fixed,

permanent, objective realities, the result of a single act of

creation or the result of many special acts, was replaced, then,

by the doctrine of organic descent, which has now been shown

by an overwhelming mass of evidence to be the only tenable

view of the origin of diverse living forms, whatever may be

the causes of the evolutionary change itself.

Evolutional science in biology is both an historical and an

experimental study, and we may draw a fairly sharp line of

demarcation between these two aspects presented by the prob-

lem of organic descent. Historically considered, it is an

attempt to reconstruct in the imagination the past course of

descent through which both extinct and extant forms of living

things have been evolved from simpler ancestral stages. The

method pursued is largely one of speculation and the evidence

at best circumstantial. While the conclusion is now beyond

all question that the countless diverse forms of life have arisen

through a gradual development, when we attempt to trace

the actual paths which the descent has followed or, in other

words, to rebuild the genealogical tree, we are met with in-

superable obstacles at every point, for so fragmentary are the
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records of the past that at best we can but express the prob-

abilities of relationships, and, in picturing to our minds the

course of descent, we must call to our aid hypotheses, incap-

able of verification, at every step. In not a single instance

can we state with assurance what the exact ancestral rela-

tionships are that exist between the great groups of inverte-

brate animals, to nearly one of which, furthermore, one or

another historical evolutionist has accorded the honor of hav-

ing given birth to the vertebrates. The results of these his-

torical speculations are represented in our present systems of

classification which are attempts to express the probabilities

of genealogical relationship and lines of descent.

Little light has been thrown by speculations of this kind

upon the causes of evolutionan,^ change or upon the manner

in which the individual steps have been taken in the produc-

tion of new species. The active workers in biological fields

today, after the long period of evolutionary speculation with

its unsatisfying discussions and uncertain results, have turned

in revolt from the historical method in which they have largely

lost their interest, and are now investigating, chiefly by experi-

mental means, the nature of those variations in living animals

and plants which furnish the materials of evolutionary change

and afford contemporary illustrations of the exact manner in

which the individual steps of evolution have been taken in

the past. This change of attitude has been largely due to

the more definite recognition of the fact that the essential

aspects of evolution are variation and heredity and that the

solution of the interrelationship of species is contained in an

understanding of the laws of hereditary transmission. By the

application of the experimental method to the study of hered-

ity, certain remarkable discoveries have been made, and from

these there has sprung a new science—the physiology of he-

redity, or Genetics, as it is now more generally designated

—

which, from its far-reaching importance occupies today a cen-

tral position in biological inquiry.
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In order to gain an intelligent understanding of the pres-

ent-day problems of evolution and heredity as they appear in

the light of modern experimental research, it is essential to

view them through the perspective of the past, and, accord-

ingly, I shall first outline—but very briefly—the more significant

facts in the history of evolutionary thought in the field of biol-

ogy, before attempting to speak of some of the results and con-

clusions which have been reached in recent years; for, as the

views which we now hold concerning organic descent and
hereditary relationships are themselves the outcome of a long

development, we cannot adequately consider the present status

of the subject apart from its historical setting.

FROM THE GREEKS TO DARWIN.

The essence of the idea of organic evolution, or the doc-

trine of the gradual development of organisms, may be traced

far back in the records of thought to the early Greek philos-

ophers, in whom—especially in Empedocles and Aristotle

—

we find the first vague premonition of the genetic conception

of the origin of living things.

The fundamental groundwork thus established by the

Greeks remained almost untouched for centuries, and, when
interest was reawakened in the problem of the origin of or-

ganic forms, it was due, not to the early naturlists, but to

the philosophers that attention was directed again in the track

of evolutionary thought. Although more or less direct con-

tributions were made to the foundations of evolution by various

philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, men-

tion here must be confined to Maupertuis (1698-1759) whose

views are for us of the greatest interest and significance. A
pronounced advocate of evolution and clearly recognized as

such by his contemporaries, he is especially noteworthy as

having not only suggested a theory of heredity, but as having

been the first to emphasize the fundamental importance of
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the phenomena of variation and heredity and their bearing

upon the mutabiHty of species. It is a fact of unusual inter-

est that he proposed a definite plan for the systematic study

of heredity by means of experimental interbreeding—a long

deferred project which is only now beginning to be realized.

He definitely recognized, furthermore, the principle of natural

selection or the elimination of the unfit, explaining the adap-

tations of animals to their environment as the result of the

conjoint action of variation and selection. Most of the his-

torians of the doctrine of descent have either overlooked or

misrepresented Maupertuis' views, and we owe to Professor

Lovejoy * the correct interpretation of the writings of this

important eighteenth century evolutionist.

We should, if time permitted, next consider a group of

naturalists, the so-called nature-philosophers, of the eighteenth

and the first half of the nineteenth century, who are more

in the direct line of modern evolutionism than any of their

predecessors, with the exception of Maupertuis, and to them

we should turn for a more definite formulation of theories

of descent—to BufiFon, Erasmus Darwin, Lamarck, Goethe,

Treviranus and GeofiFroy St. Hilaire. But it is possible to

mention here only the most important of these pre-Darwinian

evolutionists.

Varying opinions have been held as to the share that

should be accorded Buffon among the pioneers of evolution,

for, although his writings abound in explicit expressions of

belief in the transmutability of species, he often recoiled from

his conclusions as being in conflict with the dogmas of religious

faith. It is difficult to determine whether his retractions

were sincere or merely an ironical and perfunctory concession

to the prevailing orthodoxy of the day, but, however this may

be, his vacillating position has robbed him of much of the

credit which he would otherwise have received. It cannot

*Lovejoy, Arthur, "Some Eighteenth Century Evolutionists," Popular Science
Monthly, July, 1904.
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be doubted, however, that he anticipated many important ideas,

such as pangenesis, the struggle for existence, and both arti-

ficial and natural selection, but his most significant contribu-

tion was the view, destined later to assume great importance,

that the direct action of the environment produces structural

modifications in the organism which are transmitted by inher-

itance.

Until near the close of the eighteenth century, England

had lagged far behind France and Germany in the progress

of evolutionary thought, and, with the exception of the com-

paratively crude writings of Lord Monboddo who, greatly

to the amusement and disgust of his contemporaries, main-

tained the kinship of man with the apes, practically no con-

tributions to the doctrine of descent were made in that coun-

try until the appearance in 1794 of the "Zoonomia" of Erasmus

Darwin, the grandfather of Charles Darwin, who expounded

both in prose and verse a doctrine of transformism and the

gradual and natural development of organisms from sponta-

neously generated primordial forms. The causes of evolu-

tional change he supposed to be due to the effect of the envi-

ronment in evoking functional reactions in the organism which

in turn produce heritable modifications. He also clearly rec-

ognized the significance of the phenomena of variation for the

transformation view and pointed out how species may arise

in nature in a way similar to the production of new breeds

of domesticated animals and plants by the selection of varia-

tions. The causes of the transmissible differences, however,

he supposed to be due to the efforts of animals to adjust

themselves to changed conditions of the environment, which

therefore , acts only indirectly upon the organism.

It is to the great French naturalist Lamarck, however,

that we owe the first definite and logically coherent system

of evolution which not only embraced the entire world of

organisms in its scope, but attempted to set forth definite and

specific factors to account for adaptations as well as the origin
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of species. Lamarck undoubtedly derived much from Buffon,

but, unlike his predecessor, he had the courage to adhere to

his convictions with unwavering consistency, even in the face

of the opposition and ridicule of the great Cuvier. His views

in many respects show a close parallel with those of Erasmus
Darwin whose Zoonomia had appeared some years before,

but there is no certain evidence that he had any knowledge

of the evolutionary doctrine of the latter. Lamarck's ear-

liest expression of his ideas of descent was in 1801, but the

complete elaboration of his theory did not appear until the

publication of his "Philosophic Zoologique" in 1809. He taught

that first organisms of the simplest structure arose through

spontaneous generation, and that from these there have de-

veloped in the course of a vast period of time, through gradual

change, all of the present species of animals and plants without

any break in the continuity. The causes, or the factors, of

evolution that have brought about these changes are, accord-

ing to Lamarck, the inherited effects of use and disuse, the

action of the environment, and the influence of conscious

willing and exertion on the part of the animal. Unlike Buffon,

who made general application of the principles of the inher-

ited effects of the direct action of the environment, Lamarck
restricted this factor to the evolution of plants which do not

actively use or fail to use their organs, but merely respond

by modifications to the influence of environmental changes to

which they are subjected. In the transformation of animals,

on the other hand, Lamarck agreed with Erasmus Darwin in

holding that the environment acts only indirectly upon the

individual by presenting new situations to which the animal

strives by actual effort to adjust itself through the use or dis-

use of its parts. As a fundamental law of organic nature,

Lamarck assumed that such modifications, produced in the

animal by functional reactions to the environment, are trans-

mitted in inheritance. "A bird," for example, Lamarck ar-

gued, "driven through want to the water to find its food, will
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separate its toes when they strike the water. The skin unit-

ing the base of the toes will be stretched in consequence,

and in this way the broad membrane between the toes of ducks

and geese has been acquired." Again, blind fishes living in

dark caves have lost their eyesight through disuse of their

organs of vision, and each degenerative change thereby pro-

duced is passed on to the next generation. Even granting that

such profound modifications of the individual organism are

possible as the result of use and disuse, the weakness of

Lamarck's argument lay in the fact that he assumed without

evidence that these acquired changes were transmitted to the

offspring, a conclusion which could only be proved by actual

observation and experiment; and of course it is manifest that

the whole significance of the change as a cause of evolution

rests upon the truth of the assumption that individual modifi-

cations are transmissible.

In maintaining a continuity in the development of organic

forms, Lamarck rejected Cuvier's theory of "catastrophism"

by which the latter attempted to account for the successive

series of animals and plants found in the fossiliferous rocks

of each geological period. According to this hypothesis a

great cataclysm or convulsion of nature has brought to an

end each period of the earth's history, with the destruction of

all life, and upon the newly prepared earth a fresh and newly

created world of species has been placed by the Creator,

—

only to be wiped out of existence in its turn by the next cata-

clysm.

Lamarck's spirited writings received but scant attention

at the hands of his immediate contemporaries, and met with

only contempt from Cuvier, the great zoological authority of

France at the time, who spoke of each edition of his works

as a nouvelle folic. We see here one of the many instances,

in which the history of science abounds, of accepting as final

the premature condemnation of a new hypothesis.
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Geoffrey St. Hilaire, a colleague of Lamarck, will be re-

membered as the champion of the doctrine of transformism

in his famous debate in 1830 with Cuvier in the French Acad-

emy—a controversy which at the time stirred intellectual

Europe. The discussion, which was protracted through sev-

eral sessions of the Academy, resulted in a complete triumph

for Cuvier, who, by his greater authority, his far wider knowl-

edge of comparative anatomy and paleontology, and his supe-

rior skill in the use of the debater's art, secured an unequivocal

decision from the judges. The victory, thus won dialectically

by Cuvier for the immutability of species and fixity of plan

in nature, was a severe blow to the evolutionary party, which,

especially under the influence of Lamarck's teachings, was be-

ginning to make rapid progress on the continent. At the time,

the question was generally regarded as finally settled, and this

baneful effect continued to be felt to a certain extent, especially

in France, until the appearance of the "Origin of Species,"

and probably accounts for the fact that Darwin's views, made
known a quarter of a century later, were much slower in tak-

ing root in France than in any other countr\^ in Europe.

But in spite of this untoward incident, the storm-clouds

of evolutionism were gathering ominously, and from many
different sources influences were at work which were destined

to play an important part in the final result. The scene now
shifts from continental Europe to England, a country which,

as already stated, had rested during the preceding century in

an eddy of the evolutionary current.

By the year 1830—the same year in which Cuvier won his

victory over St.. Hilaire—geology had been rescued from the

realm of supernatural causation by the establishment of the

doctrine of uniformitarianism through the epoch-making work

of Hutton and Lyell which resulted in the complete over-

throw of the theory of castastrophism. The past changes of

the earth's surface were now explained, not by violent, inter-

mittent convulsions of nature, but by the constant action of
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physical agents, like the erosive action of water, which are

still in operation. Only gradually then has one period of the

earth's history passed into the next, and that without any

break in the continuity. The effect which this tremendous

and inspiring advance in geology had in preparing the way for

the establishment of a similar genetic conception in biology

cannot be overestimated. Not only did the new interpreta-

tion show conclusively that vast periods of time must have

elapsed in the formation of the earth's surface—a deduction

which was of fundamental value to the biologist in furnishing

the necessary time for the evolution of the organic world

—

but it also established the presumption that, if natural causa-

tion was entirely adequate to explain the origin of the physi-

cal structure of the earth, it should prove equally efficient as

a means of accounting for the present diversity of organic

forms.

In short, not only had Cuvier's supernatural catastrophism

been demolished by Hutton and Lyell, but his type-theory of

animate creation, with which it was bound up, was tottering.

Accepting the conception of Ray and Linnaeus of the fixity of

species, Cuvier, as a result of his studies in comparative anat-

omy, distinguished four types in the animal kingdom, each

characterized by its own peculiar plan of structure. In his

mind, the identity of plan existing throughout a type is the

expression of an idea of the Creator, while the variation of

the details of structure within the type, with the retention of

the fundamental plan, was to him evidence of the Creator's

consummate skill.

It was this view that dominated zoology during the quarter-

century between Cuvier and Darwin, although we have seen

that it early received a staggering blow at the hands of the

geologists.

Before the storm was to break in its full force in 1859

with the publication of the "Origin of Species," the way was

further cleared for Darwin by the appearance in England of
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two important evolutionary contributions
—"The Vestiges of

the Natural History of Creation," published anonymously in

1844, and the essay of Herbert Spencer on the "Development

Hypothesis" in 1852. The former, the authorship of which

was acknowledged many years later by Robert Chambers of

Edinburgh, created an extraordinary popular interest, and

ran through ten editions in nine years. The book, however,

was received with either indifference or ridicule by most of

the scientific men of the time on account of its manv errors in

matters of biological and geological detail, but in spite of these

defects it undoubtedly went far to "harrow the soil for Dar-

win's sowing." The great value of the "Vestiges," the sound-

ness of its arguments, and the popular influence which it ex-

erted especially in England have, as Professor Lovejoy* has

pointed out, been grossly neglected by the historians of evolu-

tionism and it is certainly not to the credit of biologists both

of fifty years ago and to-day, that they have failed so com-

pletely in a just recognition of Chambers' service. We owe to

Professor Lovejoy the first adequate appreciation not only of

the "Vestiges," but also of the actual status of the argument

for organic evolution as it existed during the fifteen or twenty

years preceding the "Origin of Species." I am therefore in-

debted to his very valuable researches in being able to present

this important period in its correct historical perspective.

Summary of the Argument for Organic Evolution Before

Darwin

In attempting to account for the origin of species but two

views are possible—either they were created as such, or they

were evolved one from another through hereditary transmis-

sion of differences. As has already been stated, an adequate

and reasonable body of evidence for the acceptance of the

Lovejoy, Arthur O., "The Argument for Organic Evolution before 'The Origin
of Species,'" Popular Science Monthly, November and December, 1909.
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transformation hypothesis, which was based both on observa-

tional data and logical inference, was in existence and acces-

sible to all during the two or three decades preceding the

"Origin of Species," yet the prevailing belief at the time was

that no serious proof of evolution had as yet been advanced.

These proofs of organic evolution may be briefly set forth.

1. Both Chambers in his "Vestiges" and Spencer in his

essay of 1852 had urged with much force the argument from

the general presumption of science against supernatural ex-

planations, as well as the special presumption from geological

uniformitarianism, and, although it had failed to impress nat-

uralists at the time, yet a few years later we find Huxley,

Tyndall, Romanes and others advancing precisely the same

grounds for the acceptance of evolution.

2. Homologous Structures.—Researches in the field of

comparative anatomy of vertebrates had long since led to the

formulation of the principle of the Homology of Parts, which

was the recognition of the fact that corresponding organs of

different animals or plants exhibit a fundamental resemblance

in their plan of structure, even though the functions of the

parts in question may be quite different (e. g., the wing of a

bird and the foreleg of a mammal). This principle had been

generally regarded by the eighteenth century evolutionists as

furnishing indisputable proof of community of descent, for

the reason why the wing of a bird is structurally similar to

the foreleg of a mammal is because both have been inherited

from an ancestor possessing a forelimb constructed on the same

fundamental plan.

3. Variability of Animals and Plants.—It has already

been mentioned that the phenomena of variability in domesti-

cated animals and plants and the production of new varieties

by the selection of variations had appealed with force to a

number of pre-Darwinian evolutionists, and that this group of

facts had been urged, especially by Maupertuis, Erasmus Dar-
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win and Spencer, as evidence of a similar transformation oc-

curring in nature. This argument was therefore of long stand-

ing when Darwin's work appeared, although he elaborated it

in far greater detail in his "Variation of Animals and Plants

under Domestication" than had any of his predecessors.

4. The Succession of Organic Forms in Paleontology.—
The bearing of the paleontological facts upon the doctrine of

descent is too well known to need mention, and for many
years before the publication of the "Organic of Species" the

general parallelism between the appearance of organic forms

in the order of their complexity and the sequence of fossili-

ferous strata had been clearly recognized. The fact that the

regular succession of strata could be defined in terms of their

fossil content, and the observation that the fossils were more

divergent from modern forms the older the strata in which

they occurred had been thoroughly established by Werner and

William Smith, and on this paleontological evidence alone an

adequate basis for a doctrine of descent had been in existence

for over a quarter of a century before Darwin, Yet the geolo-

gists and paleontologists, although among the first of Darwin's

converts, had been unwilling to draw the obvious inference.

5. The Recapitulation Theory.—The discovery of von

Baer, the founder of the science of embryology, that an indi-

vidual animal in its development as an embryo tends to pass

through a series of stages which roughly correspond with the

adult grade of organization of lower types, was interpreted

later in evolutionary terms, and expressed as the Law of Re-

capitulation—or the law that the successive stages in an indi-

vidual's development are a sort of resume of the stages through

which its ancestors have passed in their descent from less spe-

cialized forms. The significance of the facts upon which the

latter law was based was emphasized by Chambers with much

insistence, but his argument was regarded as groundless spec-

ulation and generally rejected as such, although a few years
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later it provided the chief source of inspiration for many early

Darwinians, who pushed it to an unwarranted extreme in

gathering support for the doctrine of descent.

6. Rudimentary Organs.—Finally, one other class of evi-

dence had been used by Chambers in his argument for trans-

formation—I refer to the fact, then well known, that many
animals exhibit in their structure rudimentary organs which

are of no functional use, like the rudimentary digits of the

horse, the rudimentary teeth of whale embryos and many other

instances. Such abortive structures had seriously perplexed

the adherents of special creation who could offer no satisfac-

tory explanation of their presence. Yet, interpreted in the

light of descent, they are merely the persistent vestiges of

structures once possessed and actually used by the animal's an-

cestors, and still transmitted in their reduced form by inher-

itance.

Such then, in brief, was the status of the case for the

transmutability of species before Darwin. It is true that as

yet no species had actually been observed in the process of the

making, and although the evidence for transformism was en-

tirely circumstantial, the facts as known all pointed in the one

direction—that of descent—and strongly against the hypothesis

of special creation, for which there existed not a shred of evi-

dence that could be seriously considered as having a scientific

basis. A science, to develop, must have a working hypothesis,

and, even though actual demonstration is impossible, an hy-

pothesis that fits the facts as known is better than none at all

and far better than one that resorts to supernatural causation.

This was the condition of the doctrine of transformism

when Darwin's work appeared.

DARWIN
In the brief limits of this lecture it is impossible to pause

long enough to give to Darwin his true relative position or to

adequately picture his pre-eminence over all of his predeces-

sors.
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The almost unparalleled excitement throughout the civil-

ized world which his views produced when they became known,

and also the storm of opposition and abuse which broke over

his head are facts familar to all. Only a very few men of

science placed themselves at the beginning on the side of

Darwin, but the number rapidly increased and a fierce battle

was waged between the advocates and opponents of evolu-

tionism. The early fight took place, not so much over natural

selection as a causal explanation of transmutation, as over the

truth or falsity of the doctrine of descent itself, for the dis-

tinction was not sharply drawn in the early discussion between

the method and the fact of evolution. Darwin himself took

little part in these controversies, and it was largely due to the

spirited eflforts of a handful of loyal supporters, notably of

Huxley in England and Haeckel in Germany, that the brilliant

victory for the descent theory was finally won.

As the eyes of naturalists were at last opened, a flood

of light burst on the mass of accumulated facts which grad-

ually began to assume an orderly arrangement and to take

their proper positions according to the general principle of

descent. The breath of life had been breathed into the science

of biolog>\

As the evidence for the theory of descent was largely

drawn from two great sources, namely, comparative anatomy

and embryolog}', it was but natural that with the acceptance

of the doctrine these departments of zoological investigation

should have sprung forward with giant leaps in the feverish

haste of workers to gain further evidence for Darwin. For

many years afterwards the greatest attention was directed to

the construction of "phylogenies," or ancestral histories, based

on homologies of structures and the assumption of "recapitula-

tion," and. as a direct result, our knowledge of comparative

anatomy and embryology was rapidly increased. As every

epoch-making discovery by a master-mind has set the trend
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of investigation for a long period following, so speculations

concerning ancestral relationships dominated zoology from

Darwin's time to within recent years. Science does not de-

velop logically, but follows the paths of least resistance, and,

with the almost endless wealth of material at hand, it is not

surprising that so facinating a study should have absorbed

the interest of zoologists. The direction which the investiga-

tion took, however, had a very unfortunate consequence, for

it led men away from the real and fundamental problems of

evolution. Not only had the experimental study of varia-

tion and heredity made some progress before Darwin, but he

himself had clearly shown that evolution is but a process of

variation and heredity, and by his own laborious collecting

of facts had, in his book on "The Variation of Animals and

Plants under Domestication," laid the foundation of the science

of genetics. Blind to the greater significance of this phase

of his work, his followers plunged into the field of evolutionary

speculation, led on by the will-o'-the-wisp of phylogeny, and

within a very few years after the publication of "The Origin"

the field of experimental breeding had been practically aban-

doned. It was not until the close of the century that its cul-

tivation was seriously resumed.

Summary.—The fact of organic evolution had at last

passed from the realm of speculation, for with the establish-

ment of Darwin's views the reality of descent was no longer

left in doubt. As to the method of the process, or the means

by which it has been brought about, Darwin had proposed his

theory of natural selection, which, with the triumph of the

evolutionary idea, was carried along as a rider and met with

the same general acceptance.

Since post-Darwinian problems are concerned chiefly with

the method of evolution, let us turn our attention to a consid-

eration of this phase of the subject.
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THE METHOD OF EVOLUTION

So familiar is the doctrine of natural selection, that a

very brief statement here will suffice. Darwin maintained that

those slight fluctuating hereditary differences, or variations,

which happen to be so related to the environment as to be

beneficial to the individual, will tend to be preserved, while

those that are harmful will be eliminated as a result of the

struggle for existence. In order that the variation may be

selected, it must be useful, and the fundamental principle un-

derlying natural selection is that of utility. By a slow and

gradual process, as Darwin conceived it, useful variations, once

established, are perfected by further transmissions along the

same lines, until adaptations as we see them, in all their intri-

cate complexity and adjustment, result.

Since only beneficial variations can come within the pale

of natural selection, Darwin's theory is essentially an explana-

tion of the origin of adaptations and not of species, for, if

there are specific characters that are not useful, natural selec-

tion could have had nothing to do with their survival. It is

now generally recognized that many such specific characters

do exist, and around this point much post-Darwinian discus-

sion has revolved.

Epoch-making as Darwin's work is universally recognized

to have Been, it has become clear to nearly all that he did not

say the last word on the origin of species, and the belief is

now rapidly gaining ground in the inadequacy of natural

selection as a theory of the method of evolution, that is, as a

mechanical explanation of species-formation. With the re-

markable advance of our knowledge in several fields of bio-

logical investigation, hitherto undreamed of reaches in the

study of evolutionary phenomena have been opened up. ex-

posing new and previously unthought of problems and neces-

sitating the remodeling of earlier views.

It is against certain basic assumptions of Darwin that

modern scientific criticism has been directed, and for our pres-
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ent purpose, it will be sufficient, if we group these criticisms

under the following three heads

:

1. Criticisms based on the argument that natural selec-

tion unaided cannot account for the incipient stages in species-

formation.

2. Criticisms based on the contention that accidental or

indiscriminate variations cannot give rise to adaptive changes,

as maintained by Darwin, and hence the necessity of assum-

ing the existence of determinate variations appearing in

straight, definite lines.

3. Criticisms based on evidence presented from actual

observation and experimentation to prove that the slight fluc-

tuating variations emphasized by Darwin do not lead to per-

manent change, but that those variations which are instru-

mental in forming new species are of the definite or discon-

tinuous type, known as mutations. These criticisms have led

to the suggestion of a number of theories, designed either as

supplements to or substitutes for natural selection, the most

important of which I shall briefly refer to.

Criticisms of the First Group (Incipient Stages).—Early

in the history of Darwinism, the objection was raised, and it

has since been often pressed, that until a variation has become

well marked it cannot be useful, and hence cannot determine

survival ; and, furthermore, if left merely to natural selection,

a favorable variation in its incipient stages would soon dis-

appear in the descendants of the organism showing that varia-

tion through the swamping efifects of cross breeding with

individuals lacking it. The difficulty, however, might be avoided,

if we could assume some means of preventing interbreeding

when the variation first appears, and this mode of escape has

led to the formulation of certain theories of isolation or seg-

regation, according to which those individuals in which the

variation has arisen would become separated, either by physi-

cal barriers or by physiological incompatibility, from the rest

of the species and thereby allowed to breed together. Such
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attempts have been made on both geographical and physio-

logical grounds, but few naturalists have been convinced that

the principle of isolation should be invoked as a factor of

evolution, however helpful segregation of any kind might be

in hastening the establishment of new species.

Criticisms of the Second Group (Determinate Variation).

—A second class of objections has been raised against natural

selection on the ground that the general fitness or adaptiveness

of organisms and the beginning of new characters could never

have arisen out of accidental and indiscriminate variations,

as was supposed by Darwin to have been the case. This rea-

soning has appealed with force to the minds of many who have

felt the necessity of assuming the existence of determinate

variation occurring in definite, beneficial lines in the produc-

tion of adaptations. If, then, it is maintained, there is some

underlying cause that calls forth the variation when needed

and directs its development toward a definite end, natural

selection must be secondary to this primary factor which con-

trols the beginning of variations essential to selective action.

The post-Darwinian period has witnessed the rise of an army

of theories based on the assumption of determinate variation.

They are all concerned with what has been termed Ortho-

genesis, or evolution along straight, definite and determinate

lines. Highly speculative and unverifiable as most of them

are, thev are also premature, since it has been by no means

proved that evolution occurs in such definitely directed paths.

The most conspicuous attempt to establish determinate

variation is to be found in the school of the Neo-Lamarckians

who have identified the cause of such variations with certain

of the old Lamarckian factors, especially that of the inherited

efifects of the action of the environment. I cannot here do

more than merely refer to the interminable and fruitless dis-

cussion that has been carried on between the Neo-Lamarckians

and the Neo-Eferwinians or the modem followers of Lamarck

and Darwin, respectively, over the question of the inheritance
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of so-called "acquired characters." The value of Lamarck-

ianism as an evolutionary doctrine depends of course on its

fundamental assumption that parental modifications, acquired

during the lifetime of the individual, are transmitted by in-

heritance. It must stand or fall with the truth or falsity of

this assumption. In the absence of any known or imaginable

mechanism for the transmission of such specific modifications

to the germ cells and the lack of convincing experimental

evidence of the actual inheritance of such changes, the majority

of biologists have taken the position that the Lamarckian claims

remain unproven.

Criticisms of the Third Group (Fluctuations and Muta-

tions).—The third class of criticisms deals with the kind of

variations that are effective in the formation of new species of

animals and plants and with the manner in which the succes-

sive steps are taken in the evolutionary process.

Ever since the time of Darwin, there have been not a

few biologists who have in various ways maintained that the

discontinuity observed between species is not the result of

the accumulation of fluctuating variations, accompanied by

the elimination of intermediate stages in the struggle for exist-

ence, but on the contrary is the direct expression of discon-

tinuity in variation. The method of species-building is, there-

fore, quite different from the process as conceived by Dar-

win, for, instead of the slow and gradual operation of natural

selection, incipient species arise suddenly and ready-made from

the beginning as the direct result of the appearance in indivi-

duals of whole, definite modifications that are not connected

by intermediate steps with antecedent stages. It was not,

however, until the work of the Dutch botanist de Vries that

attention was seriously directed to the problem of discontinuity

in the origin of species—a problem which occupies a conspic-

uous position in the present-day evolutionary discussion.

It has been forcibly urged by de Vries that variations of

the continuous or fluctuating type, being merely plus or minus
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deviations from the mean, can of necessity lead only in the

direction of the greater or less development of characters al-

ready present. They can, therefore, produce nothing new.

When a new character appears in an organism, it must arise

as a wholly new, definite change—a change of the kind that

de Vries designates as a mutation. His experiments have

shown that fluctuations and mutations have nothing in com-
mon, and he has brought forward convincing evidence to show
that only those variations are permanent acquisitions that be-

long to the type distinguished as mutation. Fluctuations, on

the other hand, do not lead to permanent modifications, since

they depend merely upon the fluctuating play of nutritive and

other environmental stimuli upon the organism.

It is impossible for lack of time to present the evidence,

drawn from his observations and experiments, on which de

Vries has based his doctrine of the method of evolution, or his

so-called mutation theory. Suffice it to say, that he claims to

have actually observed the appearance of several new forms

of plants which came into existence in a single generation,

differing in many characters from the parent stock and also

from each other. These new forms, arising by mutation, he

terms elementary species, and he maintains that they breed

true to their new characters even under widely different en-

vironmental conditions, while the parent stock which threw

them off remains unchanged. The fact of the widespread

occurrence of mutations not only in plants but in animals as

well is now thoroughly established.

It should be pointed out, however, that, even though the

investigations of de Vries and others have shown that, as a

theory of the method of species-formation, natural selection

must be abandoned, it must still be effective in directing the

general course of evolutionary development by acting as a

sieve through which all organisms, new or old, must pass and

thus eliminating all lines which are fundamentally unadaptive

to the conditions of the environment. "With the single steps
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of evolution it has nothing to do. Only after the step has

been taken does the sieve act, eliminating the unfit." (de

Vries.) The single steps, recent investigations have shown,

are taken by mutation.

Before leaving this subject, I should not fail to mention

the fact that this fundamental distinction between fluctuations

and discontinuous variations has received strong support from

the brilliant experiments of Professor Johannsen of Copen-

hagen, who has apparently established the fact that a gradual

accumulation of minute fluctuating variations through a con-

tinuous selective process is impossible. That such variations

could be so accumulated is the basic assumption of Darwin's

theory.

One of Johannsen's investigations, which deals with the

inheritance of the weight of beans, will make the matter clear,

although it will be impossible to do more than indicate the

general result. If seeds are gathered at random from a patch

of beans, it will be found that they vary considerably in weight,

but that the large majority will not diflfer greatly from the

average weight of the total number. As we approach the

upper and lower extremes, however, the number of beans

possessing these less frequent weights will constantly and sym-

metrically decrease. It has been hitherto customary to re-

gard such variations as of a continuous nature, that is, as all

chance variations in a homogeneous mass or population, and

it has been supposed by many that these slight differences

could be accumulated and increased by selective breeding.

Such, however, Johannsen has shown not to be the case. He
has proved clearly that the material, instead of constituting a

homogeneous population is in reality composed of a mixture

of several different strains or so-called pure-lines, each one

of which has its own average weight, and that around this

average the individuals composing a given pure-line fluctuate

in the usual way. Although the different pure-lines may over-

lap at their extremes, they are in reality discontinuous, as
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may be shown by breeding from the individuals separately

and observing the range of fluctuating variability exhibited by

the offspring of the isolated beans. When this is done, it is

found that any bean belonging to a given pure-line, whether

it be a light or a heavy one or one of intermediate weight

within the limits of the pure-line, will reproduce beans fluc-

tuating in weight between these limits, but it cannot reproduce

the series of weights embraced within the limits of the entire

mixed population. In other words, it cannot transcend the

limits of the strain to which it belongs, and after a pure-line

is once segregated from the rest of the population, further

selection becomes useless. We, therefore, can neither increase

nor decrease the average weight of beans derived by breeding

from individuals which have been selected from isolated pure-

lines. Any further increase or decrease will depend solely

upon the appearance of a mutation and the establishment of

a new pure-line.

GENETICS OR THE PHYSIOLOGY OF HEREDITY

I have emphasized throughout this lecture that organic

evolution is a process whose essential aspects are variation

and heredity. If variations did not occur, the offspring would

be replicas of their parents, and even though differences did

appear in the individual, if they were not transmitted, it would

still be of no avail, for the life of the new form would then

be for a generation only. At bottom, therefore, the problem

of evolution is two-fold—the problem of the causes of heri-

table variations, and the problem of elucidating the laws gov-

erning hereditary transmission. In reality these are but dif-

ferent aspects of the same fundamental problem, the problem

which the science of genetics has set itself to solve.

While zooloogists in the early years of the Darwinian

period were absorbed in their evolutionary speculations and

the spinning of ancestral relationships, an Austrian monk,
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Gregor Mendel, in the garden of his monastery at Briinn, was
quietly carrying out a series of experiments in crossing dif-

ferent varieties of peas—experiments which were destined

many years later to startle the scientific world. His results

were published in 1865 in a brief paper which appeared in the

proceedings of a local natural history society, and there they

remained absolutely unnoticed until they were unearthed in

1900. The great and fundamental value of the principles which

he had deduced from his experiments, now known as Men-
del's Law, was at once widely recognized and within the past

ten years his results have been repeatedly confirmed and

shown to hold good for animals as well as for plants. Upon
the foundation thus laid by Mendel, the modern science of

genetics has been built, and the law which he enunciated with

such astonishing clearness has made possible for the first

time a precise analysis of hereditary phenomena.

Since the individual animal or plant arising in the sexual

process of reproduction is the outcome of the union of two

germ cells or gametes which are formed in the bodies of

the two parents, respectively, the characters which are peculiar

to it must in some way be represented in the egg cell and the

sperm cell. By observing how and in what proportions the

characters of the parents reappeared in the offspring, when

individuals diflfering by certain contrasted pairs of characters

were interbred, Mendel was led to the conception of unit

characters in inheritance, or characters which are transmitted

through the germ cells as whole, unsplitable units. And, fur-

thermore, the results of his experiments were only explicable

on the assumption that the physical basis or determiner for

each member of a pair of contrasted units was borne in a

separate germ cell. In other words, the germ cell is pure for

that character. The determiners of heritable unit characters

are, therefore, said to segregate in the gametes, and it is this

simple conception of "segregation" that has furnished the

clue by means of which we have been led to a precise analysis
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of many hitherto utterly mysterious and inexplicable phenom-

ena of heredity.

Since the coming together of the gametes at the time of

fertilization is a chance meeting, the law of probability deter-

mines the combinations that occur between them; in other

words, it is solely a matter of chance whether two gametes

will unite which bear like or unlike units, with the consequent

difference in the inheritance of the offspring. If this be true,

then the ratio in which the combinations appear, when the

actual breeding test is made, should approach the theoretical

ratio demanded by the law of probability. This has been

shown to be the case over and over again,—and with just as

much certainty as the throws of dice have been proved to fol-

low the same law.

Conclusion.—The significance of Mendelian segregation

for the problem of the origin of variations and, hence, of the

origin of species is obvious. Since the inheritance of the

individual organism depends upon the unit-character content

of the gametes from which it arises, and since the visible re-

sult in the organism of these combinations is determined, fur-

thermore, by the physiological interaction of the unit char-

acters, it is clear that variations may arise suddenly and dis-

continuously, for the combination from which the offspring

is formed may be an entirely different one from that which

produced either of its parents.

I cannot go farther into the subject nor follow the rami-

fications into which Mendelism has led us in the investi-

gation of the phenomena of hereditary transmission. In clos-

ing, let me merely call your attention to a few general con-

siderations which proceed from the new point of view with

respect to the study of heredity.

The recognition of Mendelian "segregation"—an achieve-

ment which is second only tc the establishment of the doctrine

of descent itself in its far-reaching importance in biological

science—has rescued heredity from the primitive state of mys-
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tery and superstition in which it has been steeped for cen-

turies, and elevated its study to the rank of an exact science.

Order is rapidly entering where only chaos existed before,

and, although we are as yet merely on the fringe of the inquiry,

the measure of the advance that has been made is to be found
in a comparison of our understanding to-day with the almost

total ignorance that prevailed but a very few years ago; and
the method of investigation which has led us to this clearer

insight into the intricacies of hereditary phenomena—the

method of experimental research—is the only one in which the

hope of further success lies.

With the means of exact analysis which Mendel's discov-

ery has placed in our hands, we are beginning to be able,

not only to clearly picture the operations of heredity, but even

to predict the outcome of a given mating. With increased

ability to foresee this result, the knowledge must surely fol-

low which will give to man such a power of control over

organic nature as is comparable only with the control that he

now exerts over the physical world about him. It is hardly

an exaggeration to say that the principle of segregation is as

fundamental to biology as the law of gravitation is to physics,

or the atomic law to chemistry ; and, although the organic phe-

nomena are far more complex, the hope is reasonable that, as

man has been enabled to apply his knowledge of physical

forces to the betterment of his own condition, in like man-

ner his understanding of heredity will lead to an analogous

mastery over the world of living things. Already under the

guidance of the Mendelian principles, the study of genetics

has opened to the breeder of domesticated animals and plants

an unlimited horizon, and has clearly indicated the path which

all future progress in the art must follow.

Man himself is subject to the same laws of heredity as

govern the transmission of characters in other animals and

in plants, and, although the data at present are meagre, not

a few unit characters which segregate in accordance with the
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law of Mendel have been determined in human inheritance.

Since certain abnormal and pathological conditions have been

shown both in man and in lower organisms to be of such a

nature, a thorough understanding, not only of the hereditary

transmission of disease, but of the inheritance of immunity

against disease has at least been made possible.

Whether or not man's social organization is such as to

forever debar him from the benefits which he might derive

from an application of these principles of heredity to himself,

is a question which the science of genetics is unable to answer,

but there can be no doubt that, should he ever deem it wise to

utilize the means at his command, he will be found equally

amenable to hereditary control.
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